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'Our colors are tbe blue and gold, 

our Vpar-cry 



With one year of high school behind them, the class had 

gained a better understanding of the school and how to do well and manage studies, sports, jobs, and 

extracurriculars all at once. Being another year closer to senior year inspired the class to fundraise more money 

that would help pay for an unforgettable prom. It was hard at times to get people involved in fundraising, but many 

came through to begin to save for future events including graduation. 

Freshman year marked the beginning of a new start for over 400 people to make up the Class of 

2015. On orientation day, Principal Dana Brown stated that this class was the biggest class MHS 

had had in over twenty years. On the same day, the freshman were given shirts with their special 

quote on the back for the class that read, "You can get there from here. Where is your there?" This 

quote would live through the class' four years at Malden High. After coming to the realization that 

seniors really aren 't as bad as they seem - and after finding their way around the school, the class 

worked hard in their studies, played hard on the field, and began to discover who they are. 

During freshman year, on March 11th 2012, a tsunami and earthquake struck Japan, killing many and 

leaving tremendous damage. On April 29th, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, William and Kate 

got married and on May 2nd, Osama Bin Laden was found and killed. At this time in history a gallon of 

gas cost $3.52. 

During sophomore year, Whitney Houston passed away on February 11th; Hurricane Sandy struck the 

Northeast on October 12th, and Microsoft released Windows 8. At this time in history, 

gas cost $3.91. 
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- MAKIN H15T0RY 

A main focus for the class this year was Junior Varieties. With JV's being such a treasured 

Malden High tradition and serving as a great fundraiser, the class strived to make this the best 

show Malden High had ever seen. With hours of planning, auditions, and rehearsals, the 

class of2015 produced a magnificent show that would forever be a part of Malden High's 

history. Aside from Junior Varieties, the realization that life after high school was coming was 

beginning to sink in, inspiring many to start thinking and acting on their plans for the future. 

Senior Tear 

During Junior year, President Obama was inaugurated for a second term; the iPhone 5S and 

iOS 7 were released, and on April 15th the Boston Marathon Bombings occurred, killing 3 

and injuring more than 260. At this time in history a gallon 

of gas cost $3.80. 

They say when one door closes another door opens. This became a saying the class of 2015 was 

becoming familiar with hearing. This year was the busiest for the class, between the numerous 

fundraisers including the traditional Yankee Candle sale taking place, the writing of multiple 

college essay drafts while filling out of applications, and prom and graduation preparations. 

Amongst all of the work and stress they faced, the seniors enjoyed their last year and continued 

to make new memories with new and old friends. The prom was held at Danversport Yacht Club, 

outside of Boston, and it was a special night to remember. Graduation day arrived within a blink 

of an eye, and it was hard to believe the day the entire class had worked so hard for was finally 

here. With memories and friendships made and bright futures ahead, the Class of 2015 knew 

they would continue to make history in the years to come. 
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MAKIN H15T0RY! 

omeone once said that history is meant to be repeated, however when one looks at 
the Malden High School Class of 2015, it is hard to make any gaurantee that this 

statement could be true. Will there ever be, in the history of MHS, a Class as vibrant and 

dedicated as the 400-plus individuals that have certainly left their mark on the school and 

for that right, the City itself? The Class of 2015 has become a family under the name of 

Seniors, and they have led the way for those that will follow them in a fashion that is 

uncontested. From their outstanding academic profile, amazing athletic feats and 

unselfish mantra of giving back to the community, their chapter in the ' history of Malden' 

is unrivaled. Fittingly, the Class motto "Makin' H15tory" is perfect. 

As one of the largest group of freshman to enter MHS a little over 3 years ago, the Class 

of 2015 filled the hallway of Malden High School and brought a buzz to the classrooms 

and athletic venues that had not been as prominent in the past. This was clearly a group 

that had arrived with the gusto to say," Hey look at us!" And look at them people certainly 

did. 

With the advent of rigor in the classroom as brought about by new states standards, the 

Class of 2015 immersed itself in academia. Lifting the bar themselves, they enrolled in 

more advanced placement classes than any other group at MHS in the past 5 years. More 

and more students than ever applied for scholarshps and earned them through the Colby- 

Sawyer Progressive initiative and the Posse Scholarship foundation. They did not stop 

there. On the fields and courts, around the track, in the pool and on the golf course, they 

stymied their opponents bring a luster back to the gold of the Blue and Gold, capturing 

both individual honors as we all as team kudos throughout the Greater Boston Leauge 

and across the state. A small slice of that lives in the now histortic archives where the 

volleyball team captured a GBL title, as did the boys soccer team -advancing to the State 

semi-finals; the golf team sent representatives to the league meet and brought home top- 

honors while the football team swiped 5 wins in a row - the first time in years - before 

taking a loss. The girl's Cross Country team ended its 4-year run at 24-0 taking title after 

title with every other sports team finding glory right on their coat tails. 

The volumes of history made by the Class of 2015 takes up shelves in the library of 

MHS however it really is not all of these major accomplishments that make the Class 

special. To find the ingredient that allows it to stand apart from others is simple. One need 

only take a step back and see them for what and who they are: a family of adolescents 

who when given the challenge to make something of themselves four years ago by thier 

principal and his staff, did just that. The Class of 2015 makes history because each and 

every student in it means something to each and every other member. Many may stand 

out, but each stands up for the other and together they rise for Malden High School. Many 

classes have come and many classes will follow, but none will be the Malden High School 

Class of 2015 - mark that in history because that is the truth. 

While the Class as a whole will divide with graduation, they will carry with them, each 

and every one of them, the fact that they were and will always be a magnificent group of 

young adults who made it there - wherever that may be... from here - Malden High School, 

and that is a legacy that is surely the grandest way of: 

.Leavin' a Legacy! 

Golden Tornados! 
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The Class of 2015 Dedicates this yearbook to... 

MENTOR 

FRIEND 

ROLE MODE 

Mr. Christopher Mastrangelo 

Boyle House Prinicpal 
first sight, Mr. Chris Mastrangelo may appear as if he is going to conquer the world and leave behind a mark that will scar 

forever - he is a big guy; however as we quickly learned, beneath that tall and rugged stature is a person who is ready to embrace 

the world, all the people in it, and leave a mark that will remind you that there are good individuals in our lives if we simply take the 

time to care about one another. That, is what Mr. Mastrangelo has modeled for us - and what he expects from us. A little over 5 

years ago, Mr. Mastrangelo join Malden High School and brought with him his vast knowledge of howto work with people but most 

importantly, how to communicate with kids. Having taught in Wakefield and Peabody where he was also an administrator and 

successful varsity basketball coach, Mr. Mastrangelo is no stranger to working with kids on many levels- elementary through high 

school. He requests that you show respect and in turn you will get his in the utmost way. He is stern, yet incredibly fair and that 

fairness comes with a great sense of humor and understanding. He never talks down to you, even when he reminds you that you 

may have "screwed up" but instead he speak to you because overall his message is that he cares about you and what happens to 

you not just here at MHS but beyond that too. He won't let you 'slide' from the notion that if you take the time to think and make 

the right decisions for yourself, that will effect those around you and then everyone benefits from the good that is generated. 

A great supporter of all things Malden High School, Mr. Mastrangelo is a regular at our sports contests, academic events and social 

occasions. He's even been known to be the punchline of some funny jokes at MHS - like when the yearbook staff compared him to 

Mr. Clean in his first year here. Most importantly, he is a mentor and friend to all MHS students - from seniors right down to 

freshman. He is a welcomed sight in our classrooms when he visits, applauding us and encouraging us at every turn and on every 

level and that is what a good principal...a good person...does for those they care about. 

Mr. Mastrangelo, your example has taught us well. As we go off into the world of college, the military and careers, we take with us a 

piece of you. We will work hard to hold ourselves to the highest, we will respect ourselves and others, we will care for our families, 

we will care for our friends, and make those people around us know they are important; we will get involved in the lives of the 

people we care about not because we have to, but because we want to...we want to care, just like you. And because we care about 

what you have done for us, we would like to share this moment in our lives with you. Therefore, we The Class of 2015, dedicate this 

annual to you. You are a prime reason we are here and we hope you never stop caring for Malden High School, its staff and its 

students, because that makes you amazing. 
"Mr. M. is a great 

principal... he is laid 
back and you can go to 
him with any problem. 
He is understanding 
and always sees the 

good in students unless 
you do something to 
change his mind." 

Mr. Jeremiah 
Smith 
Teacher 

English Dept. 

"Chris Mastrangelo 
is a great role model 

and mentor 
and he always has 
the best interest of 

the student 
in mind. 

"Mr. Mastrangelo is 
approachable... / can go 
to him for help and he 
will come up with a list 

of ways to solve any 
problem I have. He 

doesn 't brush you off; 
he actually and 
genuinely cares. 

Jillian 
Powers 
Class of 
2015 



"As freshman year rolled around, it surprised me that by 

mid-October, there were no class advisors for this class in 

particular. I wanted to be involved and influence these 

students to make a statement," states Mrs. Valente. 

From that point forward, Mrs! Valente "...took on the 
I f \ % 
responsibility of being their class advisor to help the 

students come together as a community! " Mrs. Valente 
W | \ Jgsfsgs’ i 
has watched most of them grow up throughout their high 

school years, even some from their early ages of life, and 

she states that she has had the most incredible 
it \ / w 
experience of being able to witness history being madej 

over the last four years varying from participation in 

school events to the basics of maturity. "This*class 

specifically has gone through a lot yet seems to always 

come straight back to the top, overcoming the bad in 

every situation: " She hopes to stay in touch with her 

students as they begin the next chapter of their lives. She 
§& ’IPv. , m w i fm 
wants them to never forget what they've learned over the 

years regarding independence and originality. As she's 

always said, "These students are more to me than just 

seeing them during school hours, I feel as if they are apart 

of my own family." 

form bonds withkids thafshe normally wouldn't have 

gottmrtlie^harice to know, ifshe hadn'Ttake on the 

role of being the co-advisor She'sloved watching 

these students in pajtlcujafgrow up and become 

leaders, which has made this class stand out from the 

rest of the school's student body. 



"Mrs. Valente has definitely increased the bond between 
everyone in the Class of 2015. She's basically like our second 
mom. We couldn't have done anything without her." 

-Dominic Pappagallo, Class of '15 

Class of 

“Having my mom as my Glass advisor 
givesfonjeta^ being a 

highj^chool^student|jtfmal<els|me proud 
that she^ not only'a mother tome, but a 

mother figure to all my fellow classmates.” 
- Daniel Valente, Class of'15 

atching these 
students mature over the 
last fg^years has been 
arc 

ore experience 
importan ' 
unforgettable bn 

-Mrs. Valente 

"Ms.Diaz has been a huge contribution 
to our class, making our last two years 
the best ones yet. She created tons of 
excitement in every event that she 
helped ir^ w “ 

-Jodens Didie, Class of '15 







Freeidevit 
Julie Lam 

Vice Fresi Jeut 

Joeb Cronin 

Treasurer 
Mark Ortiz 

Being involved and becoming an officer all four years made my high school 

career exciting. Throughout the years, I was always honored to be considered a 

leader and someone my classmates trusted. It was a great experience to be a 

part of such an amazing class and I enjoyed working with my fellow officers 

coordinating events. One of my favorite memories throughout was Junior 

Varieties. We spent multiple hours and weeks rehearsing; it was great to see 

our class’ dedication and how we could come together for such an important 

event. Although we may have started late freshmen year, our class was able to 

finish strong and made the best of everything we have accomplished. It was 

stressful at times, but it was an honor to be the president of the Class of 2015 

and I wouldn’t have it any other way. 

'JJfrf///' ' Jfiyton! &/(///' 77/jwj:' 

My fellow classmates, let me tell you of what an honor it has been to serve 

as your Vice President this past year. We have had an amazing four years 

of high school and unfortunately it has come to an end. 

My time as Vice President has been amazing and unforgettable; working 

on Junior Varieties junior year will always be a fond memory. 

The long nights at school, the little to no rest, and of course last minute 

changes, but in the end it paid off because we all worked together and 

made one of the best Junior Varieties 

and prom, which is why we are and will forever be, the best class 

Malden High School has ever had. 

Thank you. 

Svirfm \7fijfory! ' 7/iyfo/y. 

Seniors, we are finally here. It has been an honor working with this class 

for these past years. I have seen the class grow as a whole since 

freshman year. Going on my fourth year, I have never been more proud to 

work with this class. Working through all these fundraisers paid off. Now 

we are here, ready for the real world. I started off as a little freshman 

trying to make a difference with my friends Julio, 

Nico and Ash. Now, look at me - graduating with the best class Malden 

High School has ever had. Thank you all for letting me be a part of this. 

Good luck to everyone and remember go hard or go home! 



Hello Class of 2015! We've made it! It has honestly been an amazing 

experience being able to serve as your class secretary for the past four 

years. I have loved every second of it including planning for Junior 

Varieties, prom and even the 6:45 am meetings. It has been stressful at 

times, but in the end we always came together as a class, proving how 

hard-working and dedicated we are. I would just like to thank our class, 

the other officers, and our class advisors for making sure that our high 

school experience was a great one. Our class is truly special and I am glad 

that I got to be a part of it. Thank you so much for giving me the 

opportunity and good luck to all of you. 

Secretary 
Samantha Kiernan 

Class of 2015, we've finally made it to the end of our senior year and I 

couldn't be more honored to have been our class publicist for these past 

four years. I've loved all of the planning, fundraising, and advertising for 

class events that I've been involved in and I can't think of better people to 

have been able to do this for. Between Junior Varieties, prom planning, 

and working together as a class, we've had an extremely successful and 

indelible high school experience. With help from our lovely, hardworking 

advisors, my fellow officers, and everyone who has been involved in class 

events, we've made the class of 2015 an unforgettable one. It's been real 

guys, thanks for helping create such amazing memories and I wish you all 

the best luck in your future. 

Publicist 
Aryzona MacDonald 

' ■T/ijfon'! ' -T/ijfo/y! ' -T/ijton. 

After a great four years of high school... Class of 2015 - we have made it! 

With this being my first year as your Council Leader, I can state that it has 

been a pleasure working with the council and making our class successful. 

From Junior Varieties to all the class fundraisers, it has been a blast. 

We have made the last four years such an incredible period of time. 

Thank you for making my high school career memorable. 

Good luck in our future endeavors. It has been 

an honor to be your 

Class of 2015 council leader. Council leader 
Kartlyn Wong 



> F QCU Ityan idSto ff i 
No group better prepared the Class of 2015 for their chance to continue to make history, no matter where 

they land in life, than the faculty and staff at Malden High School. For the class, the faculty has been like a 

second set of parents or guardians while we traveled the massive highway of high school. They kept us on 

track, offered us advice, spread their knowledge and spirit of giving, and never let us forget that we are the 

future and that the decisions we make now will ultimately effect the choices we make in the future. In 

essence, they are the factor that allowed us to " make history" as students and later as citizens. 

The staff at MHS is amazing. How the men and women that mentor us find the time to teach, coach, advise, 

tutor and care as much as they do makes us want to be all we can be is amazing. They have set an awesome 

example of how one needs to be to achieve at the next level and beyond. 

As we make our way into the world and the doors of MHS close behind us, we will surely remember those that 

allowed us our space - to make the mistakes that kids will make - but were always there to pick us up and put 

us back on our feet so that we could take another step forward. We will carry with us the classroom lessons, 

the objectives outlined on the fields and courts of our playing days, the life lessons taught during our out of 

classroom experiences - and we will look to add another chapter in the history of our lives. We will do this with 

the thought that somewhere back in our history, the faculty and staff at Malden High School made many of 

list Malden Public Schools Upper-Administration 

Dr. David DeRuosi 
Superintendent 

Dr. Kelly 

Chase 
Assistant 

Superintendent 

Dr. Kelly Chase believes that it all starts 

in the classroom. As a classroom teacher, 

she witnessed the assortment of 

possibilities available for students when 

they are given the tools and opportunities 

to achieve at the highest level. She took 

that knowledge and applied it to her work 

as an administrator in the Revere 

schools, but thankfully joined the ranks 

of the Malden Public Schools where her 

level of expertise has allowed faculty and 

students to flourish. She knows that the 

challenges of the world are not easy, but 

she also understands those challenges 

can be met and surpassed if a student is 

allowed to grow in the classroom. Dr. 

Chase has worked tirelessly to insure that 

Malden has the best of the best and in 

turn that has made Malden great. 

History has shown that Dr. 

DeRuosi knows lots of 

things, but most importantly, he knows what 

is good for Malden's kids as they look to 

better themselves as students and citizens. 

Under Dr. DeRuosi, Malden has seen growth 

in every single academic area as well as in the 

area of technology. He has spearheaded 

several initiatives that have allowed the 

students and faculty to prosper under his 

watch and his commitment to the Malden 

Public Schools has never wavered. Dr. 

DeRuosi's humble roots as a kid growing up 

in East Boston and making his way through 

the arena of education that had him work his 

way from classroom teacher, to principal of a 

local city school, to the top administrator of 

such a diverse community as Malden, proves 

to all of those attending Malden's schools 

that no dream is too far out of reach. We know 

Dr. DeRuosi's vision for us is genuine. 

Ms. Maura 

Johnson 
Assistant 

Superintendent 

Ms. Johnson's level of understanding of 

what Malden's students aspire to achieve 

and what it takes to get there is what 

makes her a unique individual. A 

longtime Malden employee, Ms Johnson 

has taken her knowledge of student 

services and enveloped that in with her 

desire to see that each student in the 

Malden Public School is given their share 

of opportunities to make themselves the 

best educated individual they can be. Her 

good will and honest approach to finding 

the best way to make our schools a place 

where no one is left behind insures faith 

in the faculty and staff that she works 

with on a daily basis. Ms. Johnson knows 

that a solid foundation allows all to build 

a strong future and she has looked to be 

a rock in that foundation of Malden. 



Principal 

Main Office 

Administrative Asst 

Main Office 

Administrative Asst 

Barbara 

Scibelli 

Judi 

Sullivan 

Dana F. Brown 

Holland 

House Principal 

Boyle 1 

House Principal 

Jenkins 

House Principal 

Brunelli 

House Principal 
— 

Christopher 

Mastrangelo 

Nathan 

Lamar 

Kevin 

Kilbride 

Marilyn 

Slattery 

Athletics 

Admin. Asst 
Jenkins /Brunelli 

Admin. Asst. 

Holland /Boyle 

Admin. Asst. 

Jeanne 

Marquardo Michelle 

Leblanc 

Leeann 

Glennon 

Humanities Pathways Athletics IT Math/Science Spec. Needs Technology 

Pat 

Dailey 

Ron 

Janowicz 

Dan 

Keefe 

Michele 

Magner 

Diane 

Perito 

Justine 

Muir 

Mike 

Schaivo 



Math 
Kin Chan 

Berenice Diaz 
Julie Fox 

Shannon Alexis 
Jennifer Clapp 
Christine Day 

Pasquale Dibenedetto 
Abbey Dick 

Robin Doherty 
Matt Evans 

Ryan Gallagher 
Margaret Giberson 

Miranda Libkin 
David Londino 
Melissa Macey 

Yahaira Marquez 
Beverly Nyman 

Natalia Santiago 
Jeremiah Smith 

Jill Suskind 
Jim Valente 
Sean Walsh 

Brad Gelling 
Elizabeth Gibbons 

Chris Giordano 
Sarah Jones 
Cara Joyce 

Ola Kordowska 
Lauren Kutler 

Katy Kwong 
Nick Lippman 
Paul Marques 

Genoveva Mateeva 
Evan Mauser 

Jennifer Rogowicz 
Kayla Scheitlin 

World Language 

Rosa De Los Santos 
Paul Degenkolb 

Raisa Herrera 
Sharon Kalagher 
Caroline Lorenz 
Mar Marjomaa 

Julie Snyder 

Diane Brookes 
Molly Crellin 

Adrienne D'Agostino 

Phya/Haalth Ed. 
Julie Briggs 

Charlie Conefrey 
Jason Payeur 

Mary Jo Urquhart 
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Jonathan Copithorne 
Rebecca Corcoran 
Ellsworth Fersch 
Michelle Filer 
Marsha Healy 
Gregory Hurley 
Mike Lightbodv 

Martin Berryman 
Kathryn Bizier 
Dana Bowers Science 

Shauna Campbell 
Amy Cianci 
Ashley Freeman 
Kate Haskell 
Kristen Kirby 
Debra Kumar 
Kathleen Maglio 

Brian Morrison 
Diem Phan 
Shannon Votaw 

Judith Cummings 
Eun Han 
Jessica Haralson 
Lynn Rosedale 

Todd Cole 
Joe Luongo 
Julie Mullane 
Erin O'Brien-Mazza 
Mary Ann Seager 

Art & Mue\c 

Kathleen Donahue 
Maureen Vona 

Nureee 

15 



Wayne Ameen 
Chris Bazzinotti 

Charles Bowers 
Deb Buckley 

Beth Horwitz 
Tim Lane 

Guidance & 
Counseling 

Marie Doehler 
Rachel Gelling 
Julia Gonibos 
Megan Huth 

Susan Lessard 
Victoria Lipinski 

Heather Northrop 

Ann O'Connor 
Matthew Sadowski 

Jane Sulick 
Joe Wexler 

Taryn Belowsky 
Erin Craven 

Education 
Specialists 

Mitch Abbatessa 
Jessica Bisson 

Jen Brody 

16 

Pam Brody 
Joanne Cassidy 

Kelli Collomb 
Shereen Escovitz 

Julie Fox 
Ashley Freeman 

Dawn Frim 

Ann Marie George 
Caitlin Graham 

Christine Grillon 
Rachel Hanlon 
Dave Holland 

Katelvn Hubert 
Victor Joubert 

Elizabeth Klayman 
Patricia Laidley 
Brenden Maney 

Lucia Musilli 
Ida O'Leary 

Janice O'Malley 
Allen Phelps 

Karyn Roy 
Mark Ruelle 

Caitlin Scott-Deleskey 
Larry Simon 

Elizabeth Smith 
G. Marcella Valderrana 

Chrisanne Webb 

' 



Jannelle Baldesarri 
Deb Bompane 

Deb Carvalho 
Edwina Carroll 
Greg Cherone 
Cedric Francis 
Marguerite Hurley 
Denise Keefe 
Dorothy Levine 

Steve MacDonald 
Julieanne Patterson 
Anne Ranieri 
Roger Roy 
Frieda Rubin 
Marelina Savino 
Paula Valente 

Natalia Ventura 
Eileen Vozella 
Michelle Wigfall 
Annie Wilcox 

Mike Ciaburri 
Khan Du 
Eddy Lau 
Jason Nguyen 
Phuong Nguyen 

Tech 5arv. 

Joe Barry - School Supply 
Jerry Driscoll - Custodial 
Ron Lessard - HVAC 
Rick Mini - Custodial 

Building Sarv. 

food 
Service 

Nhan Duong 
Martha Guerrieo 
John Lightbody 
Bonnie MacEachen 
Concetta Pascucci 
Cathy Strum 

17 



Mostly Likely to Give the Best Advice 

Mr. Valente Ms. Craven 

Mostly Likely to Be in a Rock Band 

Mr. Cole Ms. Kirby 

Mostly Likely to Elected President 

Mostly Likely to Be a Stand Up Comedian 

Mostly Likely to Win Dancing with the Stars 

Mr. Marques Ms. Marquez 

Mostly Likely to Bump Into on Weekends 

Mostly Likely to Be Addicted to Facebook 

Mr. Berryman 

TIME 

Mr. Hurley Ms. Brown 

Mostly Likely to Be A Calvin Klein Model 

Mr. Copithorne 

Bk 
Ms. Campbell 



Mulari from > ' ;f;;'Haroun'Ahmed?: 

Disney's "Mulan" / • ' 

•AdnamMansoorv 

from "Vine" 

Princess Leia 

from "Star Wars 

Jaime MacDonald Cara Parrish 

• : from "Buckwild" 

Stephen Lafauci. **.. Tyler Posey 

. ' from "Teen Wolf’ 

Vauhn Watson 

Strikingly Similar 

Skip Langston 
uvilliftl 

Jade Yorker 
C • 1 • If from Gridiron Gang 

Don't be too surprised at yourself 

if while walking the halls of MHS, 

you thought you saw someone 

more likely to be walking the 

streets of Hollywood or across the 

Broadway stage rather than MHS. 

We had a few folks who could have 

passed as 'stars' and that's 

because when you got right down 

to it, they were strikingly similar 

those who are famous on another 

level. 

Dorr^ Pappagallo 

Chef Linguini 

from "Ratatouille" 
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Favorite Actress 

Jennifer Lawrence 

Favorite Netflix Series 

|ORANGE!«wBLACK| 

Tl)g resiilts rn in for the Class of 2015 
favorites! These aie the things that, as '... ••• m m •7 > p ••••*••7 y-' 

time goes by, we' II look back on and 
realize we are Dart of bJstoty. 

H&M 

Fast and Furious 

Favorite.Snack Food: 

Favorite IcejCreamFlavor: 

SJessMS 

maspiiD 

Basketball 

Favorite,femalejTeacher: 

Favorite.School.Subject: 

FavoriteHangout: 

fltanra 

Favorite Social,Network: 

MS? 

ESE^QlaifiS 

Favorite Artist 

Favorite Female Pro Athlete 

Alex Morgan 21 
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Angelica Carberry, Amber 

Smith and Ya Jing Lu proud of 

their work as middle school 
Jiltian Powers and Shannon 

2003 #■' 

Alyssa 

Figueiredo and 

Aryzona 

Macdonald 

cheesing for the 

camera as young 

childhood 

friends. 

Vinny Silva and 

Anthony 

Caceda knew a 

long time ago 

would be 

Dimitri Kapotas and Sabrina 

Morales start the selfie craze 

off right. 

students. 
Gibson get ready to walk into 

their first day of Kindergarten 

together. 

Olivia 

Verdone and 

Olivia Ryan 

show their 

unbreakable 

bond as little 

kids. soccer 

teammates. 



Angelica, Amber and Ya Jing 

are now proud of their work at 

MHS which will send them off 

to college. 

Jill and Shan still travel in a 

package deal to this day at 

the high school. 

Dimitri and Sabrina still 

remain looking good 

in their selfies. 

and Aryzona 

styling for the 

camera as 

Malden High 

School seniors 

ready for the 

world. 

Caitlin Applin and 

Jaime Macdonald 

still remain 

buddies on and off 

the softball 

L field. J 

Gabbi and Devon are even 

cooler now as they look beyond 

MHS to higher education. 

Vinny and 

Anthony, still 

friends, still 

teammates, 

and on this 

year's 

undefeated 

soccer team. 

Olivia 

Verdone and 

Olivia Ryan 

still remain 

great 

buddies! 

Here's Johnny 

now! 
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The 74th Annual Junior Varieties 

Josh Cronin releases 

a battle-cry! 

Nick Hames 

showing off the 

voice in a smooth 

rendition of "She 

Will Be Loved" 

Kierra Sweeney does 

an Irish step dance to 

"Shipping Up to 

Boston" with an 

incredible Boston 

slideshow behind her. 

Elijah Jean- 

Baptiste and 

Alana Burdine 

hosting the 

74th annual 

Junior 

Varieties. 

i i 

Jules Skiffington and Len Tetta play 

an acoustic version of "Strawberry 

Swisher Part 2." This song got stuck 

in the heads of everyone by show 

night. 
The cast and crew having their own mini graduation to 

close out a great show. 

Dominic Pappagallo 

performing as Sir Dana 

Browningham. 

Class of m 
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Wd come to the War v Zone 

While the general theme of this year's Junior Varieties was time travel, it was a very special show because it 

was dedicated to Julia Vanella, a member of the class of 2015 and a friend to all. It was a perfect fit making 

this year's JV's dedicated to her, with her initials being JV. The show sold out the auditorium with over 1,000 

people in attendance. After several months of planning, getting advertisements, and rehearsing, the show was 

a fabulous one and a great success, thanks to the dedication of all involved including the backstage crew, the j 

acts, and of course the class advisors Mrs. Valente and Ms. Diaz. An abundance of memories were made that 

the cast will remember for a lifetime. It was a show no one wanted to miss, and it made all those who saw it 

want to go back in time and watch it again. 
mu 111111 id'11 JM111 

Mei Huang shows 

off her amazing 

voice with her rendition of "In 

Your Arms". 

Airbound, led by Son Nguyen, 

puts on quite the show to cap 

off Junior Varieties. 

Dylan Hamilton performs 

as teenage Mr. Brown 

singing "Nothing Like A 

Dame". 

JVS FOK ^ 

Ya Ting and Sukey Lu show off 

their amazing chemistry 

dancing to a mix of songs. 

'i 
*tlS 

i 

Samantha French 

performing as 

Gregga Stevens. 

wo members of 

Azonto 2.0 

dance to a mix 

by Keven 

Jacques. 

James Mazarakis 

hosting the 74th 

annual Junior 

Varieties. 
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The Joker called, he 

wants his smile back we never knew 

Great story, tell it again 

Bro... When hoarding becomes an issue 

even at family events, under the 

table is a safe haven. 
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Noob 

Sometimes, Jodens just can't 

contain himself, especially when 

somebody takes his picture. 

Good morning beautiful! 

ashionista 

Fitzgerald doing some kind of 

dance...or having a seizure - 

they look the same. 

Turn the volume 

this son* 

Ice Cream?? someone 
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Allison 
Abad 

Jarad 
Accardi 

Nicholas 
Almeida-Machado 

Kevin 
Almonacid 

Jennifer 
Alves 

Carlyann 
Amos 

Paula 
Armentor 

Steven 
Angulo 

Andres 
Arredondo 

Caitlin 
Applin 

Casey 
Arsenault 

Maria 
Aragon Aldana 

Serina 
Augustin 

Bryan 
Arevalo Gonzalez 

Randy 
Barahona 

Zackory 
Barreto 

Nicolle 
Barreto Tello 

Elisabeth 
Basile 

Ayuthaya 
Basuseto 

Jasnely 
Bautista 

30 



Erica 
Bazile 

Taylor 
Beebee 

Noelle 
Bellmer 

Darliya 
Bennett 

Timur 
Berilo 

Joshua 
Bessey 

Isaac 
Bethea 

Amanuel 
Beyene 

Meghan 
Brown 

Alana 
Burdine 

Skyla Rose 
Bustamante 

Olivia 
Bittle 

Brook 
Bynum 

Anthony 
Boulay 

Anthony 
Caceda 

Felipe 
Calad 

Neida 
Charles 

Anthony 
Cheffro 

Carmen 
Chen 

Hassan 
Chamseddine 

Tanqiu 
Chen 

Helen 
Chin 

Mandy 
Cheng 

Isadora 
Coelho 

Christine 
Chu 
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Maya 
Cohen 

Shaunah 
Corcoran 

Geraldini 
Cortez Fuertes 

Nicole 
Cranfill 

Elizavette 
Cordero 

Joshua 
Cronin 

Michaela 
D'Onofrio 

Alexandre 
Da Silva 

Julio Cesar 
Da Silva 

Kendra 
Daley 

Marianne 
Darosa 

Roger 
Darosa 

Crystal 
Day 

Ana 
De Gois 

Amanda 
De Moraes 

Gustavo Janika 
DeAlmeida Debel 

Jonathan 
DeCicco 

Frantzie 
Delva 

Roberto 
DeOliveira 

Jessica 
DePaula 

Orlando 
Deras 

Owen 
Desrochers 

Emmanuel 
Destine 

Emmanuel 
Diambong 
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Jodens 
Didie 

Meghan 
Doherty 

Sammantha 
Dorazio 

Cheyenne 
Dow 

Samantha 
Drapinski 

Leonel 
Duarte Pineda 

Jeremie 
Eltume 

Brianna 
Duffy 

Dzoan 
Duong 

Genevieve 
Egan 

Fitzgerald 
Eloi 

Kimberly 
Esperance 

Christine 
Fang 

Kenyana 
Farris 

Alyssa 
Figueiredo 

Taylor 
Figueiredo 

Jonathan 
Flores-Martinez 

Michelle 
Foley 

Jason 
Fong 

IL 
Samantha 

French 

Katelyn 
Gallant 

Alexander 
Gentile 

Nahom 
Ghile 

Joshua 
Giang 

Shannon 
Gibson 
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Amari 
Gilliam 

Kyle 
Gillis 

Alyssa Taynara 
Giordano Glagau Da Silva 

Laura 
Gomez 

Ruthney 
Gondre 

Laura 
Gonzalez 

Michael 
Graham 

Lakari 
Grant 

Nicholas 
Hames 

Dylan 
Hamilton 

Victoria 
Hannafin 

Jodie Katherine 
Harbeck 

Jocelyn 
Henriquez 

Jonathan 
Hernandez 

Mei Tong 
Huang 

Menatallah 
Hassan 

Michaela 
llebode 

Ty'Ara 
Haywood 

Keven 
Jacques 

Molly 
Jaynes 

Adriana Elijah 
Jean Louis Jean-Baptiste 

Kasya 
Jensen 

Justus 
Johnson 
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Patrick 
Johnson 

Kiana 
Jones 

Stephen 
Josefowitch 

Jose 
Joseph 

Diamond 
Jones 

Dimitrios 
Kapotas 

George 
Kenny 

Kayla 
Keyes 

Madina 
Khudaynazar 

Jasmine 
Kelly 

Samantha 
Kiernan 

Tristan 
Klinakis 

Jonah 
Kirumira 

Monique 
Knight Bailey 

Carol 
Lam 

Julie 
Lam 

Ghadee 
Lamery 

Michael-Anthnoy 
Lane 

Rakeem 
Langston 

Mykaela 
Lassi 

Abigaelle 
Leblanc 

Mark 
Leonard 

Zhijun 
Li 

Devon 
Laudadio 

Katrina 
Lauritzen 
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Kaina 
Lichtenberg 

Lucas 
Lima 

LouLouse 
Lovaincy 

Ya Jing 
Lu 

Kitty 
Luo 

Casey 
Lyons 

Aryzona Jaime 
MacDonald MacDonald 

Kamila 
Machado 

Avery 
Marchant 

Lysette 
Marrero 

Brandon 
Mason 

Katie 
Mai 

Rachel 
Malcolm 

Maria 
Maximiano Bueno 

James 
Mazarakis 

Rebecca 
McCabe 

Bridget 
McCarthy 

Nicholas 
McConniel 

Christopher 
McDonnell 

Corey 
McFeeley 

Eddie 
Mei 

Jason 
Michel 

Michelle 
Meneses 
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Emily 
Mo 

Phillip 
Montezuma 

Sabrina 
Morales 

Guilherme 
Moreira 

Sumya 
Mohiuddin 

Michael 
Morris 

Joshua 
Munoz 

Jacquelyn Danielle 
Munroe Musasa Bwesa 

Kerry 
Ngan 

Amanda 
Nguyen 

Long 
Nguyen 

Huy 
Nguyen 

Myle 
Nguyen 

Jasmine 
Nguyen 

Son 
Nguyen 

Jenny 
Nguyen 

Tammy 
Nguyen 

Kelvin 
Nguyen 

Bianca 
Nieves 

David 
Noori 

Carlos 
Norris 

Jonathan 
Orne 

Mark 
Ortiz 

Omar 
Ortiz 
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Tenzin 
Paljor 

Gabriel 
Pereira Tiago 

Woosbed 
Pierre 

Joao Carlos 
Prado 

Giselle 
Ramos-Perez 

38 

Taylor 
Pandolfo 

Christian 
Peters 

Michael 
Pantone 

Dominic 
Pappagallo 

Sebastian 
Patino 

Julie 
Pham 

Jasmine 
Pierre 

Tracy-Jane 
Pierre 

Piero 
Pocobene 

Jaymes 
Pomare 

Jillian 
Powers 

Rooselande 
Plaisime 

Fabian 
Price-Hernandez 

Nicolas 
Quesada-Nylen 

Josue 
Quispe Ramos 

Nadir 
Rhazi 

Brenda 
Rodrigues 

Aanisah 
Roschell Fattaah 

Charlee 
Ruddock 



Olivia 
Ryan 

Brianna 
Samuels 

Randeep 
Saini 

Hantha 
San 

Julio 
Salazar 

Vanya 
Sanon 

Alex 
Saulnier-Potocki 

Myrlie 
Sermeil 

Tracey 
Shiwala 

Nia 
Salgado 

Andrey 
Santiago 

Arnaldo 
Silva 

Mattheus 
Silva 

Vinicius 
Silva 

, Jv 

i 

Julian 
Skiffington 

Amber 
Smith 

Santina 
Solis 

Joseph 
Stuto 

Meagan 
Sullivan 

Kiara 
Swann 

Francielle 
Salvador 

Robyn 
Santo 

Gabriella 
Silva 

Stephen 
Smith 

Kierra 
Sweeney 
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Zakaria 
Tafraoui 

Joseph 
Taglieri 

Nicholas 
Tang 

Adeja 
Tavares 

Ajla 
Talic 

Charles 
Taylor 

Yosef 
Tefera 

Len 
Tetta 

Sofiane 
Tiken 

Tristar 
To 

Kaitlyn 
Toppi 

Erica 
Tran 

Stephanie 
Tran 

Olivia 
Tyree 

Daniel 
Valente 

Anxhela 
Vasili 

Sarah 
Trinh 

Olivia 
Verdone 

Katie 
Truong 

Dante 
Vo 

Zachary 
Vozzella 

Vauhn 
Watson 

Kaitlyn 
Weng 

Kyle 
Wong 
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Sam 
Wong 

Wang Chi 
Wong 

Theresa 
Woo 

Betty 
Yacsavilca 

Jonathan 
Ye 

Federico 
Zea Noriega 

Carlos 
Zeledon 

Enle 
Zou 

Senior Photo Policy 

Every senior is given the option to have their 

portrait taken by the official yearbook 

photographer between August and October. 

The following list contains members of the 

Class of 2015 who chose not to sit for a 

portrait for this year's annual. 

Hana Abualragheb 
Adam Aden 
Shaun Ahem 

Haroun Ahmed 
Yves Alaby 

Brian Alexandre 
Vinicius Antunes 
Joe Asare Asante 

Lynn Augstin 
Soukaina Ayouch 

Elvin Barrero 
Darishard Beaucicot 

Khalill Benguche 
Erica Benitez 
Hamza Bihi 

Rayana Blundell 
Paige Bonna 

Jaouaher Bouajaj 
David Boyle 

Joao Pedro Brasil 
Acacia Brewer 

Jia Cao 
Yan Tong Cao 

Angelica Carberry 
Jazmyne Cesolini Luti 

Rena Chan 
Djorkaeph Charles 
Rohan Chaudhry 

Hao Chen 
Jiachao Chen 
Weihai Chen 

Zibo Chen 
Kama Cherenfant 
Alanna Cherone 
Kevin Cheung 
Vic Chiuchiolo 

Mohamed Chouiki 
Sarah Clough 
Kyle Colbert 
Jessica Costa 

Frank Cruthird 
lago Cruz 

Dan Cuscuna 
Wagner Da Silva 
Brian Daley-Alien 
Vin De Carvalho 
Natalie Deamelio 

Bruno Dias 
Hoa Diep 

Dolkar Dolkar 
Scott Dominique 
Ashley Dotolo 

Joshua Downes-Musto 
Walid Ed-Daouia 

Ron Edouazin 
Vannack Em 

Amenda Etienne 
Evens Etienne 

Prim Etta 
Amine Farahi 
Tyler Farias 

Emily Faulkner 
Chris Favard 

Angelina Fernandes 
Mhalhaikha Fils-Aime 

Edwin Flores 
Stephanie Francois 
Brittany Frangiosa 

Jerry Garcia 
Teleah Gaston-Evans 

Matt Ghika 
Joshua Giacoppo 

Esther Gilet 
Erick Guillet 
Asmaa Hattal 
Shenxing He 

Kamisha Heriveaux 
Rob Herrera 
Jonathan Hill 
David Hoang 

Lorie Hyppolite 
Vialanso Jacques 

Claudelson Jean Louis 
Louisena jean Louis 

Samantha Jerome 
Bianca Johnson 

Chrislande Joseph 
Kingdolphe Julien 

James Kabugo 
Juskamal Kaur 

Dave Kelley 
Michael Kofman 

Aleksander Konomi 
Moses Laurent 

Tommy Le 
Rose Lebeau 

Eric Lee 
Melissa Lee 

Emerita Lemus Pineda 
Judith Lemus Pineda 

Jieping Li 
Zhi Ying Li 

Yu Liang 
Hoa Lin 

Jianfeng Lin 
Menghua Lin 
Mengzhen Lin 

Xiu Lin 

Yingrong Liu 
Zhaolong Liu 
Isiah Lockett 
Mike Longo 

Emilio Lozada 
Jiaen L.u 

Amalika Lucien 
Johnbel Mahautiere 

Zihua Mai 
Fatima Malik 
Hamza Malik 

Kyriah Marcelin 
Sanite Marceus 

Maylin Marroquin Cruz 
Jaylina McKinney 

Ghislain Mompremier 
Yvena Montes 
Layth Najjar 
Carl Nanny 

Raheem Noel 
Korina O'Neil-Adams 

Isabelle Oliveira 
George Ou 

Ben Ouellette 
Dennis Pareja Acosta 

John Pearson 
Guadalupe Perez 

Jenn Pham 
Marc Philius 

Noah Phillpotts 
Tamar Pierre Louis 

Kevin Pierre 
Guilherme Pires 

Nicholas Plaisime 
Roosevelt Plaisime 

Ezechiaste Pompilus 

Nathacha Prince 
Melissa Provost 
Somontha Prum 
Joe Pulisciano 
Gabe Ramos 
Chris Rivera 

Devante Rogers 
Mydelaine Saint Cyr 

Christian Sanchez 
Jirawat Sathapornchaisit 

Deanna Saulnier 
Van Seang 

Linsley Seide 
Tanicha Senatus 
Alan Shooteech 

Matt Slauter 
Tyler Smith 

Leo Solano Carranza 
Marcelo Sosa Mena 

Kevin Sosa 
Zachary Sousa 
David Stoddard 

Kyta Suy 
Makara Suy 

Gregory Sylvain 
Eugine Szeto 
James Todd 
Mike Tran 

Chardley Ulysse 
Emmanuella Ulysse 
Eddie Urbina Mejia 

Chris Vaccaro 
Lucas Valverde 
Franco Vasquez 

Shebania Vixama 
Chris Voltaire 



The Journey Together 
Shows There is Much to Treasure 

fSKETBAU. 

Jorge and Nia 

Salgado 

Amber 

A sibling is someone who is there for you no matter what and gives advice when 

needed. Throughout the 4 years of high school, students can create their own 

history. Making history together as siblings makes the journey of high school so 

much more memorable and something to treasure. Sometimes having a younger 

brother or sister 'tagging along' can seem to be a nuisance, but as life gets a little 

more complex and you need a shoulder to lean on, there is no one better than a 

family member that knows you best. High school can be great, but like all things, it 

will also prove to have some trials and tribulations. The best remedy to handle all 

things that find their way into you path is with the helping hand of that brother or 

sister. They, in a word, are golden. That one-time 'whining and 

annoying' sibling becomes your jewel - a precious thing to hold onto 

and have as your own. So here, we show off just a few of the students 

at MHS who didn't have to go very far into their journey to find the 

hidden treasure of a true friend. 

Michaela and Nate 

Ilebode 



£ 

Johnny and Sandy 

Pierre-Rene • j v 

Marwa and Madina 

Khudaynazar 

James and Taylor 

Pandolfo 

Jason, PJ, Christina and Jess 

Montezuma i 
/. 

Ellie and Josenrique 

Cordero 

Jaymes and Jarrett 

Pomare 

Jessica and Jackie 

Munroe 

■ v 



BlooalDrive 

The Malden High 
^bod Drive 

■ ■ 

I 

Excuses never save a life ... blood donation does. 

The sticker says it all, 

"I make a difference." 

A snack awaits donors 

when they are through. 

The Greateet (31ft 
One of the most amazing 

things a person can do for 

another is provide the gift 

of blood, which essentially 

is giving the gift of life. 

Each year, right around the 

holiday season, the Malden 

High School community, 

through the Red Cross, 

stage a Blood Drive. The 

men and women of the Red 

Cross arrive early in the 

morning and set up in the 

Finn Gym and for a solid 5 

hours, accept blood 

donations from staff and 

students. Although some 

get nervous at the idea of 

needles and blood 

donation, when they find 

the courage to complete 

the task they all come to 

the same conclusion: there i 

was nothing to fear and the I 

gift of life through a blood 

donation is one of the most I 

amazing things one human I 

can do for another. 

It all starts here, the 

reception table in 

the Finn 

Gymnasium 

Malden High 

students line 

up to register 

to give blood. 

BLOOD TYPES 

NEEDED 
ARE YOU TYPE 

0+i 0-, A-, B- ? 

f 
£ 

^““O'gluWea,, '30®!*? Are 
y°u at least 5’j"? 



"The daee of 

20 1 6bfull 

people. There'e 

eo many bos/e I 
coneider my 

brothers." 
- Chris Ansaldi 

... 

President Samantha Forestier 
"I'm very optimistic regarding the Class of 2 0 1 6. 

I was very excited for our Junior Varieties 6how and 
the other fundraisers throughout this year. I think 

that the Class will continue to bond and come 
together in order to reach common goals. Our last 

year of high school will be one that we will remember." 

"I have fun at 

echool 

everyday and 

it's all because 

of the Class of 

20 1 a- 
- Alexis 
f3rown 

As Freshman, the Class of 2016 came in with determination to be the best class 

For the past three years, it has been known that the Class of 2016 is very special 

especially when they became the first class in all of Malden High history to have 

Mr. Brown as a class advisor. Along with Brown and Ms. Levine, the class officers 

have completed two years of hard work and dedication as they head into junior 

year. Between the Halloween fundraiser, Pisa Pizza fundraiser, trivia night, working 

football game concession stands, Junior Varieties and many more successful Levents they are now closer to reaching their goals and becoming one of the most 

successful classes in MHS history thus far. 

" I am really excited that I get to spend 
my senior year of high school with all 
these amazing people. Prom is gonna be a 
really great time!" - Danielle Copson 

our 

Class Officers: seated 

(L-R): Alexandra 

Lombardi, Lily Chen, 

Lily Tran and 

Samantha Forestier. 

Standing (L-R): Jilian 

Molokwu, Srey Pech 

Tham, Cassandra 

Reyes and co-advisor 

Dorothy Levine. 

"The Class of 

20 16 by far 

hae the moot 

athletic 

talent, we 

dominate moot 

varsity 
sports." 

- Thomas 
Hannaf in 

m
m

m
 



Matthew Acuna 
Adam Aden 
Ashley Album 
Rebecca Alceus 
Eslam Ali 
Amraar Alkhatatbih 
Eliana Alvarado 
Bianca Alves 
Carlyann Amos 

Nicholas Andreucci 
Brayan Angulo 
Christopher Ansaldi 
Cassidy Anusevitch 
Amal Anwar 
James Ao 
Steven Ao 
Andy Arnold 
Fatima Arriola Ramirez 

Kani Ashley Merrifield 
Waldine Azaris 
Jawaan Bacon 
Marvens Bailie 
Nicolie Baltazar 
Sabrina Barreto 
Andree Mona Barthold 
Brian Batting 
Dominique Belmer-Desir 

Sarah Bendell 
Tallyson Benetolo Sooza 
Hadinna Benoit 
Khadija Bezzaz 
Amir Bitahi 
Andrea Black 
Laurent Blanc 
Pardeep Bola 
Stefaninne Borer Lobato 

Anjayla Boyce 
Nicholas Bramante 
Cody Breen 
Alexis Brown 
Yasmene Brown 
Mack Brunot 
Cheyenne Bryan 
Sajeanah Cadet 
Moise Calixte 

Caron Camille 
Alicia Carriere 
Christian Carrion 
Christopher Carstensen 
Gabrielle Casaletto 
Joseph Catinazzo 
Andrew Caulfield 
Emma Ceplinskas 
Kerby Cetoute 

Juliana Chan 
Hongchan Chen 
Hongye Chen 
Jianrong Chen 
Kangwen Chen 
Lily Chen 
Ryan Chen 
Sushan Chen 
Winnie Chen 

Xi Chen 
Ying Ying Chen 
Kelvin Cheng Bo 
Kaina Cherenfant 
Salma Chicac Chaves 
Anthony Chu 
Shirley Chu 
Michelle Chung 
Berlineda Cius 

Soune Molvitah Claveus 
Andrew Cogliano 
Robert Collins 
Kiara Connolly 
Karen Cooks 
Danielle Copson 
Josenrique Cordero 
Nicholas Crowe 
Traci Crugnale 

Iago Cruz 
Bruno Da Silva Pereira 
Khanh Thy Dang 
Crystal Day 
Karina De Andrade 
Nubia De Araujo Dias 
Ana De Gois 
Yajaira De La Cruz 
Steve Decilia 

Timothy Decristofaro 
Victor Deng 
Christina Difonzo 
Zachary Digiantommaso 
Marino Dipietrantonio 
Paule Aubierge Djampou 
Trang Do 
Djamila Dos Santos Correia 
Mary Duarte 

I'll u d 
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Victoria Duguc 
Chaimae El Adlouni 

Haley Elderd 
Theano Eleftherakis 

Tahjee Elie 
Adam Ellabidy 

Liam Elliott 
Danley Exilhomme 

Djorggenson Exilhomme 

Carine Exume 
Anthony Fakirov 
Jacklyn Faulstich 

Kevin Felice 
Stephan Fequiere 

Julianna Ferrazzani 
Melyssa Ferreira 

Semeon Fessehaye 
Obens Fils-Aime 

Samrethy Fineberg 
Emily Fitzgerald 

Connor Fitzpatrick 
Angelique Flegridor 

Madelin Flores 
Anthony Flosk 

Hang Fong 
Samantha Forestier 
Sophonia Formilien 

Zachary Foster 
Jake Fox 

Danny Fuentes 
Sasha Gaston 

Jeffry Georges 
Wentana Ghile 

Austin Giang 
Kaitlyn Gibson 
Kristina Gilbert 

Megan Gilligan 
Peterson Glaude 

Jirui Gong 
Laura Gonzalez 
Kelsey Gordon 
Brianna Grant 
Robert Green 
Zeina Greige 

Edward Gu 

Xue Gu 
Jesse Guardado 
Heresa Guerrier 
Fannie Guevara 

Deanna Guillaume 
Angelyne Guillet 

Jasper Haag 
Cameron Hallett 

Thomas Hannafin 

Sabrine Harrath 
Jocelyn Henriquez 

Christian Hernandez 
Daniela Herrera 

Efran Himel 
Jaclyn Ho 

Haley Hoffman 
Joshua Horgan 

Katherine Howe 

Michelle Huang 
Stephen Huang 

Yiqi Huang 
Yixi Huang 

Ryan Huynh 
Lincoln Ibanda 

Huda Irshad 
Kevin Irungu 
Collin Ivany 

Brianna Jackson 
Ralf Jean 

Jean Robert Pete Jean Louis 
Nicolas Jenkinson 

Pierre Evens Jun Jeudy 
Jermaine Johnson 

Ashley Jonathas 
Dideline Joseph 

Love-Vensky Joseph 

Tejah Joseph 
Walky Joseph 

Matthew Julien 
Shesh Kapadia 
Brandon Keeth 

Deven Kelley 
John Keohane 

Justin Keyes 
Marwa Khudaynazar 

Deborah Kibazo 
Sean Kilbride 

James Knox 
Wojciech Kochanczyk 

Kavin Thilak Kulamavalavan 
Sabrina Kumar 

Pema Kunsal 
Irma Kurtagic 

Stephen Lafauci 



Jordan Lahens 
Emily Lam 
Kevin Lam 
Madeline Lam 
Denise Le 
Lynh Le 
Matthew Le 
Daria Lee 
Edith Lemus 

Giancarlo Andre Leon 
Jean Gerald Letang 
Ashley Leung 
Ming Li 
Allen Liang 
Michael Light 
Run Dong Lin 
Zhixi Lin 
Jiawen Ling 

Chu Yu Liu 
Shuhua Liu 
Jesse Lobato 
Vanise Loc 
Alexandra Lombardi 
Daryl Loreus 
Marly Loreus 
Alex Louis 
Tamarh Louis 

Brandon Lu 
Devin Lucey 
Ronald Luke 
Brianna Lundberg 
Patricia Luong 
Ryan Luu 
Jenna Macmillan 
Martin Magandazi 
Yonita Mahautiere 

Daniela Maldonado 
Kenia Maldonado 
Haley Mallett 
Wilson Mancilla 
Nicole Manning 
Lyndsey Martin 
Jessica McCarthy 
Joshua McClenthen 
Nicholas McConniel 

Delia McDevitt 
Jevon McKinney 
Kalle McKown 
Carri Medina 
Fikirte Megerssa 
Richard Melgar 
Hamza Mena 
Ariana Micalizzi 
Donnidjy Michel 

Rory Milan 
Jodens Milfort 
Angus Mo 
Kerven Moise 
Marven Moise 
Jilian Molokwu 
Joshua Monteiro 
Tashary Morales 
Austin Morrow 

Walid Moussaid 
Haley Mulligan 
Jessica Munroe 
Adrian Munyon 
Brenna Murray 
Fabrice Nabosse 
John Nash 
Steve Ngan 
Brandon Ngo 

Hellen Ngugi 
Billy Nguyen 
Hoa Nguyen 
Kim Nguyen 
Tiffany Nguyen 
Wendy Nguyen 
Izadora Noga 
Cynthia Nommi 
Mia Noonan 

Joylyn Norris 
Mary Nsubuga 
Timothy Nsubuga 
Maggie O'callaghan 
Sabaina Obas 
Medjina Occean 
Cynthia Ordonez Salguero 
Miguel Ortega 
Gabriel Padilla Arias 

Andrew Papa 
Mirkens Paul 
Paul Paulin 
Ermias Paulos 
Gutemberg Peixoto Dos Santos 
Morgan Pennachio 
Alexander Perez 
Adriana Perrigo 
Matthew Perry 
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John Peter 
Tommy Pham 

Tri Pham 
Amanda Pierre 

Darren Pierre 
Isaiah Pierre 

Vania Pina 
Octavia Plaisime 

Sushobhit Poudyal 

Samriddha Pradhan 
Alexis Proverb 

Jeet Purohit 
Lucia Quesada Nylen 

Chenee Quessa 
Christian Quinones 

Angel Quispe Almendro 
Mohsin Qureshi 

Kimberly Ramirez 

Joyce Ramos De Oliveira 
Bailey Reed 

Kamila Regalado Urrutia 
Janice Ren 

Garcelle Renaud 
Cassandra Reyes 

Christopher Rippy 
Jovanni Rivera 

Merjem Rizvancevic 

Johan Rodriguez 
Catherine Rodriguez-Ponce 

Giovanna Rogerio Zonaro 
Mark Rogers 

Nicole Rogers 
Brianna Romero 
Sarah Rosatone 

Ana Flavia Rubim 
Alyssa Rubinski 

Kiley Ruelle 
Miryan Ruiz 

Mateo Ruperti 
David Ryan 
Paul Saintyl 

Jorge Salgado 
Francielle Salvador 

Carl Samedy 
Nicolas Santos 

Daryl Satterwhite 
Roger Sazam Rosso 

Victoria Scott 
Joao Marcos Sequeira 

Chu Shi 
Jingxian Shi 

Qian Shi 
Amaldo Silva 

Guilherme Silva 

Alexandre Silva Filho 
Liberis Simson 

Damandeep Singh 
Jacqueline Smith 

Kyle Sneed 
Santina Solis 

Jonathan Solomon 
Jessica Spadafora 

Seth Sparks 

Elijah St Louis 
Tishida Stroud 

Laura Suarez Salamanca 
Rahaf Suleiman 

Marie Sylvain 
Hillary Tan 

Yujie Tan 
Nhu Tang 

Maria Teofilo Matos Lima 

Sreypech Tham 
Keegan Thomas 

Kevin To 
Ingrid Tomaz 

Victoria Tortora 
Jimmy Tran 

Lily Tran 
Linda Tran 

Nhi Tran 

Trisha Truong 
Tenzin Tseyang 

Allysa Tuon 
Samuel Valardan 

Ashley Vieira 
Sarah Vieira 

Gabriel Vieira Martins 
Ricardo Viera Contreras 

Heybert Vilfranche 

Christian Vital 
Cassy Shclliarte Volcimus 

Danielle Volmar 
Janaya Walcott 

Xiao Ling Wang 
Kyree Ward 

Danashia Washington Bernard 
Nuoming Wen 

Gillian Willcox 



Arieila Williams 
Amari Wilson 
Tyrie Wirts 
Andy Wong 
Bailey Wong 
Ryan Wong 
Stacey Wong 
Calvin Woo 
Lin Wunna 

Biao Xie 
Jennie Xie 
Shangyu Xie 
William Yang 
Risako Yonetani 
Daniel Yu 
Sara Zaveloff 
Ziqi Zeng 
Michael Zhao 

Yuanzhi Zhao 
Wenzheng Zheng 
Minhua Zhu 
Leon Zilberman 
Manale Zouhir 



Sophomores are finding out what it takes to make itatMHS. No longer the "youngest" group of students, the Class of 2017 is 

putting there name on everything and making history of their own. However, they are still' new' enough that nothing is etched in 

stone yet so The Maldonian went out on a limb this year and tried to play' psychic' of sorts and challenged the Class to 

tfognosticate the future. By picking their brains now, and asking them to pick the top two 'cream of the crop' vote getters in just a 

couple Superlative categories, we planted a seed. Will this year's winners hold true and rise to the top in two years as seniors to 

hold onto their titles? That is still a mystery. What is not a mystery is how important the Class of' 17 has been to the Class of' 15 

rhile they were " Makin' H 15tory" this year. They could not have achieved all their greatness without a little help from their friends 

in the sophomore class. So thanks sophomores! Good luck in all you do in the future, superlative winners or not! 

Eduarda Pereira 

Marvens Fedna & Felipe Cyp riano 
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Nicolas Acuna 
Sumaya Aden 
Gahepson Adolphe 
Maria Aguilar Santos 
Abdulmajid Ali 
Suanny Almonacid 
Douglas Alves 
Gabriella Amisano 
Nayara Andrade 

Won Andre 
Joshua Andrews 
Nicholas Ansaldi 
Dennis Ao 
Paul Araiza 
Josue Argueta 
Stella Arotoma 
Tatiana Arredondo 
Khaya Ashley 

Mathew Astuccio 
Wai Aung 
Kerlens Balan 
Angelica Barretto 
Casimir Bastien 
Nicoile Batista 
Sarah Beaton 
Steven Beaucicot 
Jasaun Bellard 

Emily Benitez 
Matthew Bennett 
Samantha Berlus 
Nathan Joel Bernard 
Christina Bembaum 
Lizlye Bertolini 
Sanaa Bezzat 
Sabria Bittle 
Nathally Boarques Magalhaes 

Ruben Borgella 
Jesse Bouley 
Christine Bourdeau 
Gaudenz Brookes 
Phoebe Broomstein 
Liani Caban 
Tatyanna Cabral 
Neeckens Cadet 
Vince Cai 

Christopher Cajuste 
James Calo 
Grace Cappuccio 
Aurora Carberry 
Erik Carlson 
Allen Casaletto 
Steward Castillo 
Michael Castro 
Sharany Champagne 

Tykel Charles 
Ngan Che 
Bingyi Chen 
Danny Chen 
Nelson Chen 
Rui Hong Chen 
Ka Wing Cheung 
Yuki Cheung 
Deya Chouiki 

Julia Cocuzzo 
Raul Juan Colon-Lord 
Cleverina Cong 
Alexander Coninck 
Sean Copson 
Franshesly Correa 
Higor Correa Eller 
Bianca Cortese 
Joshua Crespo 

Felipe Cypriano 
Tifani Da Silva Jung 
Kimberly Dadaille 
Maria Luiza Dasilva 
Alinny De Andrade 
Brenno De Oliveira 
Gabrielle De Oliveira 
Kamila Deandrade 
Nikko Dearing 

Luke Delaney 
Desiree Delgado 
Emmanuela Delisme 
Bryan Delphonse 
Cindy Deng 
Stephen Deng 
Hebert Desane 
Rishtly Desir 
Alicia Devereaux 

Victoria Devita 
Silvia Diaz 
Candela Diaz De Los Santos 
Justin Distefano 
Murphy Dolcius 
Aidaliz Domenech 
Jonathan Dong 
Courteney Dorcena 
Tenzin Dorjee 
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Ariarley Dos Passes 

Dorabela Dos Reis Sousa 

Zachary Duke 

Diana Dumo 

Sabrina Dushinski 

Anajia Dwens 

Adela Dzaferagic 

Daria Elie 

Jimmy Em 

Zanta Ephrem 

Josue Espada 

Deandre Fabrizio 

Felicia Fallano 

Ewnie Fedna 

Marvens Fedna 

Yamilka Feliz Rocha 

Kenny Fernandez 

Arwendjy Fevrier 

Germano Fidelis 

Aigul Fitzgerald 

Caroline Fitzgerald 

Carl Foming 

Amy Fong 

Wilbur Fowler 

Edson Fragoso Dos Santos 

Guy Gallway 

James Garcia 

Jonathan Garcia 

Tamara Gamer 

Matthew Geer 

Perla German 

Arsalan Ghazali 

Nathan Ghebremicael 

Gianna Giuliano 

Josimar Gonzalez Solis 

Athena Goon 

Pedro Grano Lula Pagani 

Johnathan Guimaraes 

Ariel Gustowski 

Zuehandrea Gutierrez 

Ikram Habiballah 

Alison Hallett 

Shannon Hannafin 

Terell Hector 

Jacob Bissett Herre 

Li John Hieng 

Shannon Hodgkins 

Christopher Hogendobler 

Tiana Hope 

Edward Huang 

Jiamin Huang 

Griffin Hughes 

Nathaniel Uebode 

Sandy Ip 

Gamalliel Jacques 

David Jean 

Pierre Jean 

Brittney Jean Louis 

Trecy Jean Louis 

Weds Jean Louis 

Mugisho Jean-Baptiste 

Marie Sanette Jeudi 

Anthony Johnson 

Erin Johnson 

Michael Jones 

Ytaliashe Joseph 

Christiana Jussome 

Bogyeong Kang 

Brynn Kankel 

Antoine Kelley 

Kyle Kelley 

Joseph Keohane 

Amir Khalki 

Shaylee Kopellas 

Allyson Kummins 

Sheena Lapia-Pappas 

Danielle Lauritzen 

Ingrid Leite 

Anthony Lemus 

Caitlyn Leonard 

Guetchina Letang 

Brandon Li 

Dahua Li 

Kevin Li 

Winnie Li 

Zhiming Li 

Zongheng Li 

Jiaming Lin 

Xinting Lin 

Qinghua Liu 

Felicia Lombardi 

Rachel Loreus 

Amanda Louis 

Rodlucile Christ Louis Chevry 

Melinessa Louis Douze 

Adam Lqamar 

Carlin Lu 

Pedro Lugo 

Karen Luo 



Nicholas Luong 
Kevin Luu 
James Mac 
Victoria Macdonald 
Danny Mai 
Khezir Malik 
Yining Mao 
Aundraya Martin 
Talayjaa Martin-Jones 

Princeston Mathurin 
Stephane Mathurin 
Karina Matos 
Kendral Matthews-Goins 
Jennifer Matute-Areuato 
Erika Maximiano Bueno 
Isabella Mayo 
Zewudu Megerssa 
Brenda Mejia 

Megan Melanson 
Grace Melo 
Ereeka Metellus 
Xavier Miranda 
Tamala Mkandawire 
Long Mo 
Hamza Mohammed 
Paccem Moise 
Steff Mompremier 

Kevin Montenegro 
Christina Montezuma 
Jessica Montezuma 
Sarah Montgomery 
Jovante Montgomery Pullun 
Vanessa Montoya 
Victoria Moore 
Steven Morales 
Ali Mortada 

Alyssa Moschella 
Erin Mulcahy 
Arun Murali 
Dickson Muwanguzi 
Coralys Narvaez Santos 
Amanda Nash 
Bryan Nestor 
Karen Ng 
Tenzin Ngawang 

Don Ngayen 
Annie Nguyen 
Brian Nguyen 
Duy Nguyen 
Nhan Nguyen 
Phuong Nguyen 
Serena Nguyen 
Sonny Nguyen 
Vivian Nguyen 

Stephani Nicholas 
Carlos Norris 
Gilbert Nsubuga 
Singha Oeun 
Rebecca Oliveira 
Gabriella Onessimo 
Calvin Ortiz 
James Pandolfo 
Julia Parker 

Keyur Patel 
Crystal Peng 
Eduarda Pereira 
Michelle Perez 
Luckenberg Petit-De 
Samuel Pettigrew 
Peter Phaneuf 
Lovelyne Pierre-Louis 
Vedesandina Pierre-Rene 

Reanna Pinheiro 
Valtec Pires Dossantos Fith 
Alex Polcaro 
Seth Poliskey 
Rosa Portillo 
Tyler Querci 
Lucia Ramos 
Maria Ramos 
Joey Remy 

Ryan Rigaud 
Lisa Ringdahl 
Michael Rippy 
Mario Riquelme 
Jason Rivas 
Iliana Rivas Ramirez 
Hamza Rizvancevic 
Cassie Roberts 
Tamerlie Roc 

Ganae Rodriguez 
Jennifer Rodriguez 
Natalie Rodriguez 
Dennis Rosmarinofski 
Gaelle Ruiz 
Ernesto Saint Louis 
Lizbeth Salazar Barrera 
Kunchok Samkyi 
Taymise Sanders 
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Haylie Scaparotti 
Joel Semere 

Steven Sexton 
Jeffrey Sidmore 

Mateus Silva 
Joshua Simon 

Amar Singh 
Bethlehem Sisay 

Asma Soltani 

Manel Soltani 
Taylor Soom 

Bryan Soriano 
Bryanna Soriano 

Anna Julia Souza 
Rene Spadafora 

Michael Sweeney 
Emilson Syliant 

Malika Tagizoda 

An Sheng Tan 
Jianwen Tan 

Yaqi Tan 
Joanna Tang 

Prentice Tang 
Thaila Teixeira 

Andy Tham 
Valantina Thelemaque 

Leah Tramondozzi 

Brian Tran 
Linh Tran 

Rachel Tran 
Christine Trannguyen 

Amy Trinh 
Anna Truong 
Trina Truong 

Samantha Tso 
Kyle Twomey 

Alansky Ulysse 
Amariz Valdes 
Amariz Valdes 

Paulo-Vitor Valverde 
Milton Varanda 

Marisa Vargas 
Marisa Vasquez 

Giovana Lisa Vidal 
Nia Vital 

Nia Vital 
McKenzie Vo 

Richie Vo 
Haley Ward 

Jonathan Welch 
Khadija West-Akarkouz 

Vanessa Williams 
Kevin Wilson 

Danielle Witham 

Anthony Woo 
Evan Woods 

Samantha Yip 
Kidus Yohannes 
Saeko Yonetani 

Jiefeng Yu 
Matthew Yu 

Karim Zakaria 
Thom Zea Noriega 

Malisha Zhao 
Yan Zheng 

Junming Zhu 
Emily Zou 
Kenny Zou 





What's Malden High School if there are 

no freshman to fill in the footsteps of 

those who graduated a year before? For 

the next few years, these underclassmen 

will be forming the identities that will 

soon define MHS as a whole, just like the 

Class of 2015 did this year. While they 

are making new friends and becoming 

accountable young individuals, they will 

in fact be responsible for representing 

Malden High School in ways that the Blue 

and Gold tradition will never, ever forget. 

Answered by members of the Class of '18. Winners in yellow. 

Late Entry or Early Release 

Android or iPhone 

Pisa Pizza or New York Pizza 

Football or Basketball 

Oreos or Chips Ahoy 



Marron Acheampong 
Sydney Addorisio 
Jesus Adrian 
Ramon Enrique Aguinaldo 
Ali Al-Asaad 
David Edgardo Aldana Ponce 
Aida Ali 
Carlos Almeida 
Thays Almeida 

Anny Leydi Almonte Cruz 
Anny Yasmilka Almonte Cruz 
Tanisha Alphonse 
Anthony Alterio 
Roger Alvarez Otiniano 
Angelys Alzuro Machado 
Walter Analetto 
Jared Anderson 
Kiara Anderson 

Viktoria Andrews 
Amy Angaspilco 
Jonathan Angaspilco 
Briana Anneus 
Shakyra Antoine 
Cameron Anusevitch 
Ameen Anwar 
Christina Appignani 
Alyssa Ardai 

Marly Argueta 
Dhiyanara Arias 
Daniel Arzate Aguilar 
Denzel Aubourg 
Kali Avellino 
Joel Aviles 
Caroline Balles De Souza 
Anna Banh 
Annie Banh 

Thayan Baptista 
Abigail Baptiste 
Quiviane Baptiste 
Izabelly Barros 
Stephanie Barros 
Jean Basile 
Fabrice Bazile 
Trent Bazley 
Shane Bedard 

Elian Bedoya 
Christopher Belfleur 
Tarek Belkessa 
Maria Beltran Perez 
Rebecca Benjamin 
Teresa Bennett 
Christopher Benoit 
Maryam Benouari 
Fern Berard 

Jean Ricky Berard 
Robert Berlus 
Dakota Betts-Knight 
Bryana Bichotte 
Ruth Bilimo 
Evans Blanc 
Anthony Blidgen 
Nykenge Blue 
Laura Bonney 

Kemoni Boone 
Deyshawn Bourcicault 
Halley Braga 
Andre Branco Camara 
Naomi Brill 
Matheus Guilherme Brito 
Austin Brown 
Shania Browning-Ashley 
Rory Bryan 

Juan Buenrostro 
Brian Bui 
Anthony Burnett 
Matthew Cadavid 
Sharon Cadavid 
Calvin Cai 
Peizhen Cai 
Yunqiang Cai 
Julio Cajiao 

Stephanie Campos 
Nyckollas Carrijo 
Xiara Cartagena 
Alasdair Cartledge 
Ryan Casaletto 
Taysia Casarano 
Anthony Castillo Vilcarromer 
Barbara Intaity Castro 
Carol Ceja 

Wilkinson Cemerand 
Samuel Chan 
Wah Chan 
Qi Chang 
Phillips Charles 
Emily Chau 
Hao Chen 
Honglin Chen 
Jingwen Chen 
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Junhao Chen 
Yongting Chen 

Tsz Hin Cheung 
Matthew Chin 

Daniel Chu 
Stephanie Chu 
Devin Ciampi 
Melina Clarke 
Joana Clement 

Sandy Anne Clement 
Webbe Ann Clement 

Ryan Cole 
Naika Console 

Marlon Cook 
Marissa Corriea-Rodrigues 

Joseph Costa 
Thiago Costa De Andrade 

Jeziel Cruz 

Marcus Curran 
Sophie Czerepica 

Thomas D’onofrio 
Erykah Da Rosa Rogers 

Thaila Da Silva 
Leticia Da Silva Pereira 

Sophia Dacey 
Alexis Davila 
Amani Davis 

Isadora De Alpino 
Skylar De Angelo 

Jeniffer De Morais Gomes Pereira 
Ana De Souza Kerr 
Deborah Deapheme 

Tenzin Dechong 
Qian Deng 

Dominick Denis 
Guerlyne Desane 

Coralie Deus 
Kylie Dimaro 

Zachary Dimaro 
Troung Dinh 

Jenny Do 
Kyle Donovan 
Tenzin Dorjee 

Giovanni Dorvil 
Leticia Stefany Dos Santos 

Megan Downer 
Richard Du 
Vivian Du 

Dylan Duarte 
Zachary Dunphy 

Rachel Eaglin 
Otmane El Andaloussi 

Hajar El Khalfaoui 
Yassin Elhamim 

Yousef Ellabidy 
Denis Elliott 
Victor Ellis 

Samrawit Eshetu 
Fredlyne Exil 

Jade Farrell 
Leandro Favoreto 
Alessia Federico 

Adelson Fedna 

Xuanang Feng 
Hiwot Ferede 

Nathan Ferreira 
Taaj Findley 

Ashlyn Fitzpatrick 
Marvin Flores 
Diego Fogaca 
Jordan Follins 

Isaac Francischetti 

Victor Franco 
Marco Francois 

Sa'mani Freeman 
Karen Freitas Costa 
Mackenzie Furlong 

Autumnrose Gaul 
Paul Gennetti 

Kevin Gilligan 
Alanna Gillis 

Michael Giordano 
Brandon Gonzalez 

Valeny Gonzalez-Martinez 
Audrey Goon 

Macayla Grant 
Makenzie Grant 

Jasmine Gray 
Roman Graziano 

Leila Greige 

Juan Guardado 
Cassandra Guglielmi 

Mirana Gustowski 
Dylan Ha 

Anthony Hans Santana 
Tyrique Harris-Evans 

Zachary Hartin 
Zion Harvey 

Devin Hasberry 



Soukaina Hattal 
Maya Hayes 
Linhao He 
Darius Henry 
Carla Hernandez 
Josue Hernandez 
Imelda Hernandez Aguilar 
Hector Hernandez Murcia 
Thanh Ho 

Robert Hondor 
Jessica Horacius 
Isaac Hounain 
Eddie Huang 
Kaifeng Huang 
Wesley Huang 
Zhenhua Huang 
Syed Hussain 
Jenny Huynh 

Brianna Igo 
Ayman Ihiri 
Omar Irby-Rogers 
Eugene Jabouin 
Hugues Jean 
Stacy Jean 
Stephania Jean 
Hervensky Jean-Baptiste 
Nicholis Jean-Jacques 

Bianca Jeudi 
Raymond Jiang 
Xue Er Jiang 
Franklin Jimenez 
Pete Jinapin 
Colby Johnson 
Karma Johnson 
Lashea Jones 
Robyn Jones 

Seth Jones 
Deja Josselin 
Allia Julien 
Bemadine Julien 
Marcelo Junior 
Alexander Kapotas 
Jenna Kelley 
Reggie Kelly 
Rim Kerany 

Magno Kerr 
Ronald Kigongo 
Royal Kindell 
Jun Kuang 
Tatyana Kwa 
Danny Kwong 
Kaytlin Kwong 
Brendon Ky 
Sebastian Laguerre 

Giovanna Lanciani 
Dianna Lara Jimenez 
Hien Lau 
Elmica Lauriant 
Philip Lauritzen 
Jacqueline Law 
Evan Le 
Nathan Le 
Zetang Lei 

Milton Lemus 
Oscar Lemos Pineda 
Rigoberto Lemus 
Alexander Fabric Leon 
David Leong 
Yuri Leopoldo 
Fatima Zahra Lhaloui 
Tenzin Lhosel 
Alison Li 

Canwei Li 
Haojie Li 
Jiahong Li 
Yuying Li 
Ziyun Li 
Isaiah Likely 
Marcos Americo Lima 
Victoria Lima 
Jianxiong Lin 

Lengqiang Lin 
Kiara Lorenzo Santana 
Franchesca Louis 
Niki Lu 
Christina Luc 
Grace Lugo 
Desiree Luna-Walsh 
Rongqiang Luo 
Winnie Ly 

Steven Macdonald Jr 
Luana Machado 
Bryan Madrid 
Holland Malaika 
Joseph Man 
Matthew Manly 
Isabelle Maraschi 
Franlz-Idona Marceus 
Rebensna Marceus 



Rowan Marcus 

Fabiano Marques Junior 

Samuel Martinez 

Jakelin Martinez Flores 

Jared Martino 

Yahia Mastouri 

Madison McCormick 

Megan McCoy 

Alysha McDevitt 

Christine Mclnnis 

Sarah McKenzie 

Eduardo Medeiris-Marques 

Eduarda Medeiros Marques 

Joselyn Melara 

Marlecy Mendoza 

Jarlyns Mondesir 

Rebekah Monteiro 

Jason Montezuma 

Sarah Moreira 

James Morrison 

Michael Moscote 

Hasnat Moughal 

Michael Moulaison 

Kamal Moussa 

Adams Moussaid 

Blair Muluh Turn 

Jorge Mundo Morales 

Gagandeep Mundra 

Kenneth Munoz 

Cindy Munyti 

Alexa Murray 

Edward Murray 

Sydney Murray 

Gaelle Musasa Kanjinga 

Rolph Museau 

Minancie Myrthil 

Massimilliano Nappa Jr 

Raghad Nasraldeen 

Nhu Ngugen 

Dennis Nguyen 

Henry Nguyen 

Kassandra Nguyen 

Lynn Nguyen 

Nhan Nguyen 

Shawn Nice 

Ymanika Nicolas 

Xavier Nunez 

Adam O'brien Jr 

Adeline Occean 

Fernanda Oliveira Boaventura 

Juan Ortega 

Marguerite Ortiz 

Oussama Ourich 

Efe Oztan 

Luis Padilla Hernandez 

Shaldup Paljor 

Danielle Pantone 

Carlos Parada Araujo 

Camila Paraliticci Castano 

Sebastiano Paret 

Rose Pastrana 

Darryn Paul Pierre King 

Arsema Paulos 

Matheus Pereira 

Patrick Pereira 

Philip Pereira 

Daniel Perez 

Erica Perez 

Ryan Perez 

Wisly Pericles 

Alexander Pham 

Mindy Pierre 

Vladimir Pierre Louis 

Juan Pinto Alferez 

Walter Pinto Da Costa Pires 

Alyssa Pizzano 

Wensly Plaisir 

Kiara Platero 

Lauryn Poindexter 

Jarrett Pomare 

Jose Portillo 

Anna Powers 

Samson Prioly 

Sabrina Pyram 

Imane Quachryni 

Manuel Quesada Nylen 

Jeremiah Quessa 

Ulises Ramirez 

Brittany Ramunno 

Boyle Rath Alejandra 

Javier Regis 

Didier Registre 

Antonetta Remedi-Brown 

Qian Ren 

Michael Reossego 

Natalia Restrepo Roman 

Diana Reza Enriquez 

Keverton Ribeiro De Souza Melo 

Ethan Ribeiro-Barbosa 



Francisco Rios 
Bryan Rivera 
Jessica Rodrigues 
Heidy Rodriguez 
Sidney Rodriguez 
Carla Rosales-Mcfarlane 
Jennifer Rosario 
Michelle Ruiz 
Rosey Ruiz 

Alexandria Russo 
Robert Russo 
Losie Saint Louis 
Tayla Sanders 
Ericka Santana 
Amanda Santorelli 
Herberth Santos 
Victoria Santos 
Nicholas Sargent 

Arthiya Sathiyendra 
Victoria Savini-Burke 
Georgya Sazam Rosso 
Jacquelyn Scalli 
Kaitlyn Scopa 
Sarah Semerzier 
Moeiz Sheikh 
Andrew Shepard 
Amanda Silva 

Carolainy Silva 
Joao Silva 
Alex Silverio 
Cindy Siu 
Brooke Smith 
Kalsang Sonam 
Nathalia Sousa 
Jenne Souza 
Jacquay Spradley 

Zariah Stringer-Silva 
Raghad Suleiman 
Ty Summers 
Michelle Sylvain 
Waymond Szeto 
Yidnekachew Tafese 
Alicia Tan 
Junquan Tan 
Prentice Tang 

Antonio Tarantino 
Vitya Teague 
Ariana Teixeira 
Makayla Teixeira 
Kelsey Telfort 
Zachary Teneriello 
Leticia Teofilo Matos De Lima 
Eric Toh 
Brian Tong 

Gabriel Toribio 
Jonathan Torres Sindo 
Tiffany Tortora 
Stephano Toussaint 
Jimmy Tran 
Randy Tran 
Brian Tran Le 
Lindsay Trannguyen 
Michael Trippier 

Kelly Truong 
David Tse 
Timothy Tso 
Nasiah Turner 
Darryl Ulysse 
Daniela Urbina Figueroa 
Ebeny Vance 
Steven Vaquerano 
Christian Vasquez 

Ezequiel Vasquez 
Joshua Vasquez 
Marco Vasquez 
Nohemy Vasquez Vasquez 
Miguel Vazquez Rodriguez 
Ricardo Velasquez 
Sabian Velez 
Eddy Vincent 
McEdriss Volmar 

Vanessa Vu 
Holland Walyson 
Elizabeth Welch 
Feden Weldai 
Kelly Weng 
Max Weng 
Tylor West 
Serena Whetnall 
Jaraiel Wiggins 

Michael Williams 
Robert Willoth 
Taylor Winters 
Cameron Witham 
Ashley Wong 
Edward Wong 
Nathan Wong 
Susan Wong 
Samantha Woolbert 
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Jia Wu 
Skylar Yakoobian 

Zilong Yang 
Peier Yin 

Meghan Yip 
Boyu Yu 

Tiffany Yu 
Xining Yu 

Diana Zagarella 
Allison Zea Noriega 

Harrison Zeibcrg 
Ruiming Zeng 

Selina Zeng 
Yu Zeng 

Ivan Zhang 
Sally Zhang 

Yaowen Zhen 
Hong Li Zheng 

Xue Zhou 
Holland Zyad 

The Freshman Refrigerator Gallery 
When you are very young and are only in elementary school, one of the greatest feelings as a student, and one of the best 

accomplishments as a kid is seeing something of yours make it to a space on the refrigerator door. Maybe it was a test you got a 

[ood grade on; a drawing you did that got you a gold star; or maybe it was a photo of you in the school play or playing youth sports. 

It made you special. Well as the new kids on the block at MHS, we felt that you 've done a fine job as part of the MHS family and we 

wanted to find room for you on our" refrigerator" even it is just symbolic. Welcome aboard and good luck at Malden High School. 



Kaitlyn Weng has made a 

career choice, but who could 

have possibly been her 

inspiration here at MHS that 

led her down that path? 

Oumahst 

Sumya Mohiuddin is an editor of 

The Blue and Gold newspaper. As 

she thinks back to her high school 

career, what will she miss 

about MHS? BUjiicoi Thereof 

AjlaTalic is a member of 

many clubs. As she 

reflects on her time at Malden 

High, what is her 

favorite memory? 
A DisfriCf 
Attorney i 

Amber Smith is captain of the 

MockTrial team. As she looks 

back on her four years of high 

school, who was her biggest 

influence at MHS? 

Josue Quispe will be putting things 

together for a job, but one 

moment at MHS stands out to 

him, and it was the coming 

together of something special. J 

Corporate 
Lawyer 

Robert Herrera knows MHS has given * 

him a leg up in his quest for 

happiness in life. How will he use it? 

Dimitrios Kapotas has a clear 

picture of what he wants to do, but 

what will he reminisce most about 

when he remembers 

Malden High School? / 

Ty'ara Haywood wants to make 

sure people are taken care of, 

but who gave her the spark to 

live that way? 

(Use your cell phone 
& the Aurasma App 

on each photo!) 
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Best "All Around" 

Tristar To 

& 
Julie Lam 

This is all about good fun! As people, we all stand out 

in our own individual way. However, among a group 

that spends as much time together as a graduating 
class does, it's not diffiuclt to find those that sort of rise to the top when 

it comes to certain 'categories'. As voted on by the members of the Class 

of 2015, here are where we feel some people stand as members of our 

very illustrious class. We all know that sometimes reputations outlive 

their applications, so it will be great to see at our reunions, if those eyes 

still sparkle and that hair still flows. Regardless, we will love each other 

for a more important fact... we all are the super Class of 2015!!! 

Most Athletic 

Jaime MacDonald 

& 
Skip Langston 

Best Smile 

Guilherme Moreira 

& 
Julia Vanella 

Most Laid Bock 

Fitzgerald Eloi 

& 
Caitlin Applin 

Lucas Lima, 

Jillian Powers & Jarad Accardi 
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Allison Abad 

& 

Nico Quesada Nylen 

Life of the Party 

Eugine Szeto 

& 

Meghan Doherty 

PJ Montezuma 

& 

Charlee Ruddock 

Avery Marchant 

& 

Olivia Ryan 

Gass Musician Future Picasso 

Kamila Machado 

& 

Nick Hames 



Biggest Flirt 

Johnny Pierre 

& 

Darliya Bennett 

Most Likely to be q Comedian 

Dom Pappagallo 

& 

Gabriella Silva 

Biggest Klutz 

James Mazarakis 

& 

Lysette Marrero 

Class Mom and Dad 

Alyssa Figuerido 

& 

Joshua Cronin 



Most likely to be Angry They Didn't Win a Superlative 

Worst Case of Senioritis 

Yosef Tefera 

& 

Molly Jaynes 

Nick Tang 

& 

Michelle Foley 

Most Dramatic 

Elijah Jean-Baptiste, Alana Burdine 

& 

Adrianna Jean Louis 

Biggest Snap Chat Addict 

Josh Cronin, Brook Bynum 

& 

PJ Montezuma 

Most Changed 

Charlee Ruddock 

& 

Dom Pappagallo 



Most likely to Be late for Graduation 

Jodens Didie 

& 

Molly Jaynes 

Should Have Been A Gouple 

Kyle Gillis 

& 

Caitlin Applin 

Best Desert Island Companion 

Madina Khudaynazar 

& 
Nick Hames 

Most Likely to Shod Everyone at the Reunion 
m 

Michael Morris 

& 
Nicole Cranfill 

Beauty and Brains 



Cute os a Button Biggest Gossip 

Anxhela Vasili Meghan Doherty 

Ayuthaya Basuseto 

Roberto De Oliveira 

Quietest 

Samantha Drapinski 

& 

Stephen Smith 

Loudest 

Olivia Tyree 

& 

Sebastian Patino 



Best Buddies 

Shannon Gibson Mark Ortiz 

& and & 

Jaime MacDonald Nico Quesada Nylen 

Most Likely to be a Model 

Devon Laudadio, 

Jackie Munroe 

& 
Mattheus Silva 

Best Dressed 

Fitzgerald Eloi 

& 

Casey Lyons 



efemmation 
Pereeverance 

Touijhneee 
Pride 
Honor 

H15toiy Through Athletics 

'ne of the most important ways that Malden High students make history is 

through athletics. Whether it's by breaking records or accomplishing team 

goals the students at Malden High use sports to make a name for themselves 

and make history for their teams. Through athletics, students learn teamwork, 

responsibility and how to push personal limits. Whether it is to prep for the 

next level of athletics or the military students are getting ready for the rest of 

their lives. Win or lose, athletics at Malden High prepare students in a way that 

is even comparable to the classroom. 

We are tbe zfflalden &/tg6 Retool Qolden Tornadoes! 



C/ut of all the days throughout 

the entire school year, this is the 

one day that people wait patiently 

for so that they can show off their 

Malden spirit. Pep Rally allows the 

entire school, including the staff, 

to show their blue and gold colors. 

The Class that participates most 

and dresses the most in their blue 

and gold attire earns points that 

go toward their overall weekly 

total score. The rally 

acknowldeges the senior football 

players and cheerleaders for their 

hard work and dedication for the 

season. It's a chance forthe 

entire school to wish them luck at 

their final game against Medford 

in the third oldest high school 

football rivalry in the country. The 

school sends them off with 

confidence as everyone cheers, 

"Go Malden, beat Medford!" 

r. Brown 

nALBH- 

cee- Mr. Mane 

Results 
emors 

umors 

^ophomores - 2nd 

J^reshman - 4th 
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Josue Quispe and Samantha 

Drapinski work together as 
1 o 
• i i r i quick as they can tor the 

over-under event. §feC 

Ig Seniors boys work 

together to dereat the 

omore Freshman and Soph 

class in tug-of-war. 



The Class of 2016 came into Spirit Day with bated breath. It was their time to overthrow 

the reign of the senior class and become the champions. They battled with all of their 

heart to show that they had what it took to overcome. In the end, they only scored enough 

points to reach third place. Although they were competitive in all of the contest, winning 

the over-under race. Coming into Spirit Day the Class of 2016 was hovering between 3rd 

and 4th place in the standings. On pajama day they came in dead last and on wacky 

tacky day the came in 3rd place. Their plan is to own nothing but first place next year. 

The Class of 2016 watches the festivities! 

uniors doing their best 

™to create a human 

pyramid. 

Tommy Li pushing out 

reps during the Pull Up 

contest. 

Rory Milan attempts a free 

throw during the free throw 

contest. 
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The sophomore team 

assembles their 

pyramid. 

In Good Spirit- 
he sophomore class came into spirit day with higher hopes than they had last year. In their second pep rally, the 

sophomores battled the veteran seniors in the finals for tug of war and volleyball. Vivian Nguyen won the pull-up 

contest which sparked the crowd, but the sophomores still came up just short. The class had fun all week, 

winning both the pajama day and wacky tacky day contests. During the pep rally, the sophomore team was 

competitive in both the free throw contest and the over-under race. They have 2 more years to come out on top 

and soon their legacy will be left in Malden High School. 

Brynn Kankel 

takes a shot 

in the free throw 

contest. 

GO team ] 
77 
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Freshman 

Freshman 

Cindy Siu pulling strong for her 

The Freshman, unfortunately 

finishing in 4th place during 

Spirit Week, look to have a 

bright future. Beating the Junior 

class in pajama day and wacky 

Marlecy Mendoza hanging 

Ariana Teixeira shoots free 

throws for her team. 

:e Jinapin pulling strong 



This year' s golf team learned a lot about the game of golf, from how to play competitively to how to play with honor and 

integrity. With a record of 5 wins, 5 losses and 1 tie, the team secured a spot in the state tournament. The team went on to 

win the GBL championship, where co-captain Tristar To went on to shoot the lowest score of the tournament. Although the 

team lacked players this year the record of 5-5-1 wasn't too bad considering most of the team had never played competitive 

golf before. Next year the team looks to rebuild after losing 4 seniors this year. The group looks to continue on and make their 

^WttHHMy>th state tournament and play for the league title which they just missed this year. ^ 

Morris 
Andreucci 

Liam 

Elliott 
Captain 

Tristar Daniel 

Valente 

Zach 

Digiantommaso 

me ivinj vuiMiy uuu leum - back row (l-k): 

Mike Morris, Liam Elliott, Tristar To, 

Piero Pocobene and Head Coach Rick 

Malatesta. Front row (L-R): Daniel 

Valente, Brian Batting, Zach Foster and 

Nicky Andreucci. 

f ginjf I 
- %• ^ 
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Jarad Accardi Joehua Beeeey Bethea 

23 ILB, RB 74 RG, DE 5 WR, TE, OLB 56 ILB RG 

The 2014- 2015 Golden Tornadoes Varsity Team 
Jared Martino, Terell Hector, 

Dennis Rosmarinofski, Weds Jean- 

Louis, Deyshawn Bourcicault, 

Nasiah Turner, Francisco Rios, 

Won Andre, Paccem Moise, 

Tenzin Dorjee, Ruben Borgella, 

Adam O'Brien, Marvens Fedna, 

Robert Collins, Hamza Mena, Walid 

Moussaid, Joshua Simon, 

DJ Exilhomme, Danley Exilhomme, 

Heybert Vilfranche, Chris Cajuste, 

Steven Beaucicot, Andrew Papa, 

Kemoni Boone, Mathew Geer, 

AndyTham, Lincoln Ibanda, Paul Saintyl, Stephane Mathurin, Simson Liberis, Jake Fox, Mack Brunot, James Knox, Miguel 

Ortega, Marino Dipietrantonio, Taj Elie, Anthony Flosk, Christian Vital, Pedro Lugo, Manny Destine, Marc Philius, Jeremie 

Eltume, Joseph Taglieri, Johnny Pierre-Rene, Owen Desrochers, Jaymes Pomare, Rakeem Langston, Kerby Cetoute, Jodens 

Didie, Jean Janvier, Isaac Bethea, Jarad Accardi, Anthony Boulay and Joshua Bessey. 

Steve MacDonald James Drito-WHte 

Anthony Pappagallo Gary Rogers 

i 
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GOLDEN-T. 
SETTING THE TONE 

The Golden Tornadoes started the season off on a high note being 

the first Malden High football team to begin the season 5-0 since 

2006. Unfortunately, the streak ended against Catholic Memorial 

in a tough overtime loss. This, then lead the team to a loss against 

Everett two times in a row, once in the regular season and first 

round of the playoffs. But they still had a lotto play for, especially 

respect. Malden vs. Lexington was another tough loss also, but the 

Tornadoes bounced back in the next game against Chelmsford 

winning the game defensively on a last minute, fourth quarter 

drive. They ended their season on Thanksgiving with a loss to their 

rival Medford. The team looks to bounce back next year and be 

more successful with returning players Danley Exilhomme, DJ 

Exilhomme, James Knox and upcoming Junior Marvens Fedna. 

They plan on making some noise in the playoffs next year. 

HOME 20:15 | VISITOR 

□ J □ 

0 TOL 
QTR [7\ 

TOL 0 

[7] DOWN 10 TOGO on [77] 

TEAM RECORD 

vs Methuen 14-10 W 
vs Oliver Ames 27-15 W 
vs Revere 14-7 w 
vs Malden Catholic 40-21 w 
vs Somerville 35-14 w 
vs Catholic Memorial 17-14 L 
vs Everett 42-27 L 
vs Everett 42-21 L 
vs Lexington 41-0 L 
vs Chelmsford 27-26 W 
vs Medford 36-12 L 



Christian Vital, eludes a 

defender. 

Isiah Likely throws a 

defender off. 

Andy Tham looks to wiggle 

free. 

Walid Moussaid looks I 

stop the run. 

The Freshman Football Team, in no particular order: Ali Al-Asaard, Anthony Alterio, Walter 

Analetto, Won Andre, Cameron Anusevitch, Fabrice Bazile, Trent Bazley, Fern Berard, 

Anthony Blidgen, Anthony Burnett, Nyckollas Carrijo, Devin Ciampi, Marlon Cook, Denis 

Elliott, Victor Ellis, Leandro Favoreto, Adelson Fedna, Michael Giordano, Terell Hector, Isaa 

Hounain, Syed Hussain, Colby Johnson, Isiah Likely, Steven MacDonald, Jared Martino, 

Yahia Mastouri, Hasnat Moughal, Rolph Museau, Efe Oztan, Shaldup Paljor, Wisly Pericles, 

Jarrett Pomare, Nasiah Turner, Steven Vaquerano, Eddy Vincent, Jaraiel Wiggins, Cameron 

Witham, Peter Yin and Ivan Zhang. 

Starting the 2014 season, Coach Joe Martino knew that his players had a lot of potential on both sub¬ 

varsity teams this year. Even though both groups had tough seasons with the Freshman ending at 3-6 and 

the Junior Varsity 2-6, Martino knew that both squads were better then their records. One could see the 

wins and losses of the team and think negatively, but the players and coaches know the games are won in 

the off season. The kids know what needs to be done and will sure enough accomplish the goal of getting 

stronger in the offseason. The desire to win next year puts everyone on the same page and these guys 

want to come back better next year. 



livia Verdone 
"Years of rebuilding to give ourselves a name." These weren 't just words 

being shouted during competition, they were words that described what 

every person on this year's team felt. Progressing each year at 

competitions, 2014 was the year that the Malden High Varsity 

Cheerleading Team took everyone by storm! It was all about making a 

name for Malden High in the cheerleading world and this team was 

determined in accomplishing that goal. Facing many obstacles, these 

" Divas from Malden" let nothing stand in their way of being GBL 

Champions. On November 9th, 2014, history was made and for the first 

time ever, the Malden Tornadoes beat their arch rival Everett and brought 

the GBL Championship to Malden! 

Santina Solis 

ecca McCabe 

Above: Seniors Darily 

Bennett & Charlee 

Ruddock 

Above: Malden Varsity 

Cheerleading Team at 

competition. 

Left: Anxhela Vasili 

and Bianca Cortese 

at Pep Rally. 

Go Malden High! 



MALDEN 

MALDEK 

mmmmm 

The Varsity Field Hockey Team - standing (L-R): Alana Burdine, Brianna Duffy, Robyn 

Santo, Jillian Powers, Casey Arsenault, Erin Mulcahy, Caitlyn Leonard, Julia Cocuzzo and 

Coach Barber. Kneeling (L-R): Aigul Fitzgerald, Rene Spadafora, Sammantha Dorazio, Megan 

Gilligan, Katie Howe, Haley Hoffman and Terrica Dang. 

Mi 
MS 

Senior Alana 

'pi Burdine, steals the 

j ball from her 

opponent. Burdine 

was a key defensive 

asset to the team 

^ this year. 

Junior Megan Gilligan 

dribbles the ball down field 

looking for an open shot. 

Gilligan able to stick 

handle the ball on the 

. • 

"ZNQer settle for 

less than your best!" 



After a challenging season last year, the 

2014 Varsity Field Hockey team began 

their season with one goal: to redeem 

themselves. They worked hard each game 

they played, never giving up hope. Lead by 

senior captains Robyn Santo and Jillian 

Powers, the team shared a bond like no 

other. They used dedication and teamwork 

to improve from last year's record by two 

wins. Although this may not sound like 

much, the girls took pride in their 

improvement on and off the field. The 

team plans on improving each year and 

becoming successful once again. With a 

new goal in place and hardworking 

players returning to the team, the future 

for Malden High Field Hockey looks like a 

bright one. 



Coach'e Comer 

Samantha French Aryzona MacDonald 

Matthew Sadowsk 

Monique K. Bailey Kaitlyn Weng Diamond 
9: * 
t \ 1 



Seated 

(L-R): 

Pema Kunsal, 

Madeline Lam, 

Monique 

Knight Bailey, 

Aryzona 

MacDonald, 

Kaitlyn Weng, 

Samantha 

French, 

Michelle 

Huang, Cassidy 

Anusevitch 

nanna Grant, 

Diamond 

3nes, Victoria 

Tortora, 

Maggie 

Callaghan, 

Sabrine 

Harrath, 

Merjem 

Rizvancevic 

The Malden Varsity Volleyball team had a season to remember this year, 

winning the Greater Boston League title for the first time in school history 

% Under the leadership of seniors Aryzona MacDonald, 

Monique Knight Bailey, Kaitlyn Weng and Sam French, ^ 

the team had a solid backbone to rely 

on. As coach Matthew Sadowski stated, "The team worked ' 

PT' really well together even during the ups and 

y iBdowns of the season. Whether winning or losing, the team ,$/ 
| was sportsmanlike and classy at all times." The team^ 

progressed greatly through the season. An example of this is in the 

beginning of the season, the team lost to Salem 3-1. The last 
fHV’ 

game^f their season, Malden High won 3-1. The team faced 

Peabody in the first round of the State Tournament, 

a. beating them in 3 straight sets. / 



The Greater Boston League championship varsity boys soccer team defended 

their home turf to the tune of a zero-loss record and stormed the fields of their 

opponents in a similar fashion ending the regular season at 16-0-2, the best 

record the squad has had in school history. Led by senior keeper Mark Ortiz, and 

co-captains Vinny Silva and Boston Globe and Herald All-Scholastic Julio 

DaSilva, the well-trained and highly talented offense "that included Felipe Calad, 

Bruno DaSilva, Felipe Cypriano, Josh Crespo, Giancarlo Leon and Kingdolphe 

Julien were bolstered by the the impenetrable defense of Mateo Ruperti, Gabe 

Tiago, Mattheus Silva, Vinny Silva and Anthony Caceda as well as keeper Ortiz, 
, v**—y ■' | p\4 Jr 

who held true in the net for 13 clean sheets. By the end of the regular season, 

the team had cemented their way into the history books as a group as well as for 

Coach Jeremiah Smith, an MHS grad and player, who earned his 100th victory 

in only 11 years at the helm as well as Division 1 Coach of the Year honors. 

Along the way, several players - some upper classmen, as well as some 

youngsters who made contributions and will certainly help the team defend their 

GBL crown next year, played well. Seniors Nico Quesada-Nylen, coming off an 

injury, earned time on offense along with seniors Tristan Klinakis and Julio jj| 

Salazar. A strong contingent of Gutemberg Dos Santos, Alex Silva and Stephan 

Fequiere will more than likely be next year's backbone on defense and Ronni^y 

Luke should stand between the pipes, a seamless fit with Ortiz graduating, 

Joining the high-powered offense will be the likes of AlexSilverio, Gui Silva, RicJ^j 

| Melgar, Donaldo Jean-Baptiste and Nick SantdsYfn 

JL \ what was a record-breaking season, the boys made 

\ it to the Division 1 State Semi-Finals to face Saint 

i I John's Prep, where their run ended in a 2-1 thriller.' 

Along the way, they beat Lowell 6-1 in a game that 

saw Matt Silva score 3 goals and then Framingham 

where a penalty kick by Josh Crespo sealed the 

deal 1-0. Overall, it was a season for the ages. The 

hype that was soccer all season long at MHS was :> 

only overshadowed by the bond that this team 

formed with each other. As he has always done, 

Coach Smith didn't just make these guys players, 

he made them a part of MHS soccer history! [ 

Assistant Coach 
Frank Cyprian 

Member of the 2006 
GBL Championship 

Soccer Team 

Head Coach 
Jeremiah Smith 
Notched his 100th win 
as MHS soccer coach 

this year. riano 

Tristan 
Klinakis 

Anthony 
Caceda 

Kingdolphe 
Julien 



BOSTON 

Champions 

16-0-2 
G iancarlo Leon Bruno DaSilva Mateo Ruperti Gutemberg Dos Santos 

Senior Tornadoes 
Class of'15 

Gabriel 
Tiago 

«v Julio 
DaSilva 

"We came together as a family and definitely left our mark at 

Malden High School. ~ Co-Capt. Vinny Silva 

The Varsity Boys Soccer team: Back Row (L-R) Asst. Coach Frank 

Cypriano, Mateo Ruperti, Nico Quesada-Nylen, Gabe Thiago, Felipe 

Calad, Ron Luke, Mark Ortiz, Kingdolphe Julien, Felipe Cypriano, 

Bruno DaSilva, Julio DaSilva, Nick Santos, Anthony Caceda and Flead 

Coach Jeremiah Smith. Front Row (L-R) Gui Silva, Mattheus Silva, 

Giancarlo Leon, Alex Silverio, Josh Crespo, Julio Salazar, Tristan 

Klinakis, Donaldo Jean-Baptiste, Gutemberg Dos Santos, John 

Guimaraes, Ricky Melgar, Stephan Fequiere and Vinny Silva. Missing 

from photo is Alex Filho-Silva. 

Salazar 
Julio 
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earn- Hack Row: (L 

nn Amos, Christina fcmma 

Sam anti 

mtezuma, Brynn Kankel, Zeina Greige, Desiree 

Delgado, Kristina Gilbert, and Coach Rick Caceda. Front Row: (L-R) Lucia Ramos, Jacqueline Smith, 

Carine Exume, Samantha Drapinski, Alexandra Lombardi, Sabrina Barreto, Betty Yacsavilca, Felicia 

Lombardi, Lucia Quesada-Nylen and Edith Lemus. 

Hardwork Motivation Passion 

Samantha Drapinski 

y Through out the 
fentire seasoriTno 
MfmatteLwhat the 
final score was of 

each game, we 
were always able 

to pull together as 

taught me was to 

a family and make 
the most important ■lings count, 

dless of our 
I, we fought 

every game.j 
until the whistle 
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Sabrina Barretto 

2014 Record 

Wins 



The !3oys Cross Country Team rasp 

HBSBI 
t#li§li 

In no particular ord< 

mM Ramon Enrique Aguin; 

Wm Brayan Angulo, Dennis 

EC, James Ao, Steven Ao, T 

Berilo, Danny Cher 

Matthew Chin, Jonatl 

§&|| DeCicco, Nahom Gh 

David Kelley, Evan Le, 1 

Li, Angus Mo, Timot 

Nsubuga, Josue Quis 

fc' Almendro, Robert Ru 

Jonathan Solomon, Bi 

, Tran, Randy Tran, Tim 

J$-t Tso, Jackie Wang, LiJ< 

Yao, Jonathan Ye, Dani 

BUHhHHHI 

The <3irls Cross Country T< 
no particular order: Bryana 

Bichotte, Yong Ting Chen, 

Hel ?n Chin, Rachel Eaglin, 

Wentana Chile, Kaitlyn 

Gibson, Jasmine Gray, Victoria 

Hannifan, Chrislande Joseph, 

Allialjulien, Deborah Kibi 

Deni e Le, Yuying Li, 

Lin| Marly Loreus, 

Macdonald, Yining Mao, 

Phuong Nguyen, Chenee 

Quessa, Sidney Rodriguez, 

Cindy Siu, Manel Soltani, 

Nathalia Sousa, Leah 

Tramondozzi, Rachel I ran, 

Daniela Urbina Ligueroa, 

Jenny Wen, Gillian Wilcox & 

Malisha Zhao. 

- 
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^Between both hardwrok and dedication, this year's Cross Country team ] 

(managed toallow themselves to " do it right", says Coach Dave Londino. Doingitj 

*right to him, means that they show their dedication to "the sport, schoolwork' or" 

volunteering to help others," which with an endless amount of effort from everyone, I of their many achievements this season. This team saw a great^^ 

nt as a whole, which had them watching second tier runners work| 

and each other - hard so as to join the top tier. Londino stated that tfj 

to do things right - which is the way they have beendoing them** the] 

rwill "take care of themselves." The undefeated record ofthegirls'J 

’ team of 24-0 over the past four seasons, speaks to the dedication^ 

ind commitment of the group and to helping one another improve!! 

! Watashi wa Londino-coachie. Malden Cross Country ichibarTdesuj 

Ano ne," says Coach Londino. ^ 

DaviB 
ItelEGl ̂  1 l t 1 
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Sophomore Alicia 

Devereaux stops the ball 

and defends the net. 

Freshman Mackenzie 

Furlong dribbles past two 

defenders for a chance to 

break away. 

Freshman Ashlyn 

Fitzpatrick looks for an 

open player to pass the ball. 

Sophomore Grace 

Cappuccio takes the ball 

up the field for a chance to 

score. 

Despite their losing record, the Malden High 

School junior varsity field hockey team kept 

a positive attitude throughout the whole 

season. 

Their first victory was against Everett, 1-0, 

with the lone goal scored by freshman 

Mackenzie Furlong. 

The girls had amazing determination to 

finish out the season with the same intensity 

they had started with. "They are a growing 

team," stated Coach Jessica Prickitt. She 

feels they are a team that will be successful 

in the near future. The team has made 

memorable strides that will stay carry over 

into next season. It may have a been a tough 

year, but many things were learned off and 

on the field. 

Standing (L-R): Aundraya Martin, 

Caitlyn Scopa, Jennifer, Alyssa 

Moschella, Erin Johnson, Grace 

Cappuccio, Makayla Stewart, 

Samantha Berlus and Coach 

Jessica Prickitt. Kneeling (L-R): 

Devinie Stewart, Ashlyn 

Fitzpatrick, Alicia Devereaux, 

Marwa Khudavnazar, Amanda 

Nash, Danielle Witham and 

94 Mackenzie Furlong. 



This years junior varsity volleyball team 

had an outstanding year with the record 

of 12 wins and 3 losses. The three losses 

were 'away' matches making the girls a 

team to be reckoned with at home. The 

team just did not allow opponents to win 

in their gym. Showing their true colors, 

the ladies will looks to makes their road 

record as solid as their away record next 

year. With some sophomores and juniors 

ready to compete at the varsity level, it 

leaves openings for the up and coming 

freshmen. There are no expectations 

other than greatness. 

The Junior Varsity team, in no particular order: Reanna 

Pinheiro, Maria Teofilo Matos Lima, Grace Melo, Adela 

i/aferagic, Sarah Beaton, Ngan Che, Tatyanna Cabral, Sophi 

Czerepica, Irma Kurtagic, Jessica Mini, Julia Parker, Janice 

Ren, Sarah Rosatone and Tiffany Tortora. 

Junior Irma Kurtagic fires 

the ball over the net. 

Sophomore Reanna Pinheiro sets 

up for a serve. 

The Freshman Team, in no particular order: Aida Ali, Thays 

Almeida, Ana De Souza Kerr, Vivian Du, Taaj Findley, 

Macayla Grant, Makenzie Grant, Victoria Lima, Rebekah 

Monteiro, Gaelle Musasa Kanjinga, Kassandra Nguyen, 

Alexandria Russo, Tayla Sanders, Kelly Weng and Tiffany Yu 

” ** ' i 



Led by Coach Jayson Payeur, Captains Sam Ali and Matt Acuna, the Boys JV soccer 

team had a fantastic season finishing 11-2-3. Johnathan Guimaraes led the team in 

scoring along with support from fellow strikers Hamza Mohammed and Ali. Mateus 

Silva was a brick wall in net, providing the team a sense of security if the defense 

failed. Defensive leaders included Sam Pettigrew, Ralf Jean, Eugene Jabouin and Alex 

Coninck. The JV squad showed true depth and many of the players will be impressive 

additions to the varsity team next fall. 

The Freshman team was led by Captains Patrick Pereira and Alex Leon. Pereira and 

Joey Costa led the team in scoring and will be a pleasant surprise at the nextlevelHni 
■r HIM 111111111(11—HIM—H TlSMBlUH lllilil im> . W 1—1 ijlli 
net for the freshman was Manuel Quesada Nylen, who was also solid as a rock. Coach 

Robert Neves was vetyproucffi,His first year players, who finished the season 9-1: 

Junior Varsity 

(In no particular order) Matthew Acuna, Sam Ali, Josh Andrews, Josue Argueta, 

Edward Brookes, Neeckens Cadet, Deya Chouiki, Alex Coninck, Germano 

Fidelis, Carl Foming, James Garcia, Johnathan Guimaraes, Eugine Jabouin, Ralf 

Jean, Kyle Kelley, Anthony Lemus, Hamza Mohammed, Samuel Pettigrew, 

4 V Hamza Rizvancevic, Mateus Silva, Lin Wunna, 

Thom Zea Noriega and Coach Jayson'Payeur. 

The Boys Freshman Team: Standing ( 
R) Coach Robert Neves, Captain Ale 

Leon, Manny Quesada-Nylen, Alasdn 

Cartledge, Gabe Toribio, Matt Pereir 
Oussama Ourich, Vladi Pierre Louis 

Marcelo Souza, Jason Montezuma, I’l 
Pereira, Mike Moscote, John Silva an 

Captain Patrick Pereira. Kneeling: Yu 

Leopoldo, Elian Bedoya, Brian Tong 
Dylan Duarte, Kamal Moussa, Blair 

Muluh Turn, Ayman Ihiri and Isaac 

Francischetti. Sitting: Marcos Lima, 
Brian Tran, Eric Toh, Joey Costa, 
Milton Limas and Tenzin Dorjee. 

Missing from photo: Joel Aviles, Ror 

Kigongo and Juan Pinto. Freshman Boys Soccer 
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The Malden High School Junior Varsity 

Girl's Team, in no particular order: 

Suanny Almonacid, Nayara Andrade, 

Emily Benitez, Liz Bertolini, Sanaa 

Bezzat, Nataliy Boarques Magalhaes, 

Cleverina Cong, Maria Luiza Dasilva, 

Kylie Dimaro, Shannon Hodgkins, 

Daniela Maldonado, Kenia Maldonado, 

Isabella Mayo, Tamala Mkandawire, 

Victoria Moore, Michelle Perez, Lucia 

Ramos, Maria Ramos, Natalie 

Rodriguez, Taylor Winters 

Sub-Varsity Girls Soccer 

This JV soccer team is something " I am proud to be a part of," 

stated Coach Kim Brookes, realizing the success these girls have 

had in taking chances, showing confidence, discipline and being 

aggressive. Each individual on the team showed that they have 

both developed and improved, in their individual soccer skills and 

teamwork, regardless of the game scores. The special quality that 

this team holds, is their positive attitude both on and off of the 

field, whether it be toward their own teammates or their 

opponents. These girls will continue to carry their heads high and 

their improvements higher. 

Daniela 
Maldonado 

Shannon 
Hodgkins 

Suanny 
Almonacid 

The Girls Freshman Team Standing 

(L-R) Coach Maria Cotter, Xiara 

Cartagena, Karen Desouza, Eduarda 

Marques, Tatyana Kwa, Luana 

Machado, Stephanie Barros, Laura 

De-Anore. Kneeling (L-R) Marlecy 

Mendoza, Amanda Santorelli, 

Maryam Benouari, Izabelly Barros, 

Natalia Restrepo Roman, Kylie 

DiMaro, Naomi Brill, Carla 

Hernandez 

Maria 
DaSilva 
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All GBL All-Stars 

Jare selected by 

coaches of 

opposing teams in 

the league. 

Football 

Isaac Bethea 

Casey Arsenault 

Marvens Fedna 

'Anthony Boulay, ’Johnny,Rierre 

Varsity Cross Country 
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Danley Exilhomme 

Solomon Solomon 
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All On The Track. 
f Congratulations are in order for the Boys Varsity Indoor track team who became back to back undefeated Greater Boston League 

Champions this year. With the loss of many state winning-caliber seniors and the addition of two new teams - Chelsea and Greater 

Lawrence Tech - the team and the coaching staff knew that they had their work cut out for them, though they believed being consistent wit 

hard work and improvement from developing athletes, they would be able to snatch up the GBL title once again. Both academic and 

athletic goals were set for this season such as becoming GBL champions again and also not losing a single member due to academic 

ineligibility. With not losing one member of a 50-man roster, their versatility was in place and it paid off. A few key players this year were 

Senior Kingdolphe Julien who went undefeated in both the 300m and 600m dash, along with Senior Mark Ortiz and Junior Allen Liang wh< 

paired up to go undefeated in the shot put. There were also many outstanding state qualifying performances such as Julien in the 300m 

dash, Liang in the shot put, and also the 4x200m team. Also, there was a very distinguished performance from Ortiz who placed 13th in th 

shot put at the New England Championship meet. This undefeated season was a testament to the teams' hard work and dedication and 

the coaching staff could not have been more proud of their student athletes. 

The MHS Boys Indoor Track team includes: Haroun Ahmed, Abulmajid Ali, James Ao, 

Steve Ao, Timur Berilo, Joshua Bessey, Gaudenz Brookes, Wilkinson Cemerand, Danny 

Chen, Matthew Chin, Jonathan DeCicco, Stephen Deng, Rishitly Desir, Jodens Didie, 

Jeremie Eltume, Nahom Ghile, Vialanso Jacques, Jermaine Johnson, Kingdolphe Julien, 

Deven Kelley, James Knox, Evan Le, Brandon Li, Kevin Li, Allen Liang, Johnbel 

Mahautiere, Stephane Mathurin, Jason Michel, Rory Milan, Angus Mo, Rolph Museau, 

Don Nguyen, Timothy Nsubuga, Mark Ortiz, Mirkens Paul, Gutemberg Peixoto Dos 

Santos, Samuel Pettigrew, Nicolas Quesada Nylen, Didier Registre, Hamza Rizancevic, 

Joao Silva, Jonathan Solomon, Eric Toh, Brian Tong, Brian Tran, Jackie Wang, Lijohn Yao, 

Jonathan Ye, Derick Yu and Ivan Zhang. 
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Junior Marie 

Sylvain leads her 

race for a win. 

Sophomore 

Taymise Sanders 

sprints around the 

track in the lead. 

The '14-'15 Girls Indoor season officially ended with an undefeated record, leading to a successful title run. The undefeated 

record remained in tact for two straight years in a row, while impressively keeping every member of the 40-girl roster in good 

academic standing. This group of student-athletes represented Malden High School exceptionally well. Every girl on the team 

ontributed to this successful season, having at least one memorable performance that made a difference to this team as a whole, 

he squad consisted of a well-rounded group of students along with outstanding senior leadership from such stalwarts as Victoria 

Hannafin, Helen Chin and Kiana Jones, that led them to this historic season. The goals going into the year were to repeat the 

season as undefeated league champions, have as many state qualifiers as possible, as well as develop a very talented group of 

nderclassmen that could help keep the success alive. All goals were met throughout and by the end of the season. The hard work 

definitely paid off, as the girls remained tough all season and came out on top, per usual. Coach Dave Londino noted that in this 

group of dedicated girls " Everyone on the team always made sure their personal goals fit into the team goal and because of this 

veryone found success. I really couldn 't be more proud of them and all they have achieved." Congratulations to these girls for yet 

another undefeated and amazing season! 

Senior Victoria 

Hannafin sets the 

pace during a 

home meet. 

(•a 

Senior Helen Chen 

doesn't break stride 

as she competes 

during a meet. 

Junior Kaitlyn 

Gibson pushes 

through her race for 

a victory. 

Senior Kiana Jones 

throws shot put to 

contribute to her 

teams win. 

Girls Varsity Indoor Track Team (In no particular order): Carly Amos, Izabelly Barros, Maryam Benouari, 

\aomi Brill, Ngan Che, Yong Ting Chen, Helen Chen, Vivian Du, Adela Dzaferagic, Rachel Eaglin, Carine 

sume, Sophiana Formilien, Kaitlyn Gibson, Jasmine Gray, Shannon Hannafin, Victoria Hannafin, Kiana Jones, 

oseph Chrislande, Deborah Kibazo, Denise Le, Abigaelle Leblanc, Yuying Li, Marly Loreus, Amalika Lucien, 

Victoria MacDonald, Yining Mao, Isabella Mayo, Tamala Mkandawire, Phuong Nguyen, Adeline Occean, 

henee Quessa, Carla Rosales-McFarlane, Alexandria Russo, Taymise Sanders, Cindy Siu, Asma Soltani, Manel 

Soltani, Marie Sylvian, Rachel Tran, Anna Truong, Jenny Wen, Gillian Willcox, Jennie Xie & Malisha Zhao 



On The Count 

Exilhomme 

ooks to pass 

it off for an 

Sophomore 

Nate 

Iiebode 

protects the 

rim for a 

vicious 
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Team MMthoum-fifort 

Jr or the 2014-2015 Varsity Boys Basketball team, 

things started pretty fast Rewing it up, they went right 

after everyone they played and struck gold, amassing a 

4-1 record over their first 5 games. The team knew they 

had a lot of potential, but it was all up to them to work 

hard and play at the level they could. After having a 

great start, the team faced many adversities, which 

forced them to work together. However, the team 

continued to play tough and fight for as much of the 

game as they could. Solid leadership was not a 

problem with three seniors: Isaac Bethea, Skip 

Langston and Fabian Price-Hernandez putting the team 

on their backs while a host of underclassman 

highlighted by Mark Rogers and Nate llebode also took 

on starting roles. The squad was legitimately 

competitive in every game, even though they suffered a 

few tough losses - most of which were lost in the last 2 

minutes of those games. The ' back and forth' and 

'edge of your seat1 play made the contests exciting, 

but the team would make small mistakes that put them 

in a situation that would keep them from winning. To 

end the season, they came up short and did not make 

the playoffs, falling 3 games out of qualifying. Coach 

Don Nally and his staff will look to Rogers and llebode 

as well as Darren Pierre, Jorge Salgado and some up 

and coming players like freshman Fern Berard and 

junior varsity standouts to get them on track and back 

to their winning ways. Expect the team to regroup and 

bring the shine back to Tornado hoops - all in the glow 

of the MHS Finn Gym. 

Skip Langston 

Mark Rogers 

Nate llebode 

Salgado 

"If you were to look at this 
year's team and based it 
off wins and losses, we 

would be considered a bad 
team. But this year, the 

team was good with a lot of 
young talent building us up 

to have a better season 
next year." 

Pierre 
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Standing 

(L-R): 

Janaya 

Walcott, 

Diamond 

Jones, 

Michaela 

Ilebode, 

Ladaveya 

Moise, and 

Olivia 

Tyree. 

Sitting (L-R) 

Samantha 

Drapinski, 

Caitlyn 

Leonard, 

Jaime 

MacDonald, 

Medjina 

Occean, and 

Mackenzie 

Furlong. 

Michaela Ilebode #23 

"Sometimes it's not about 
how many games you win or 
lose, it's about the bonds you 
make that last a lifetime. We 
didn't have a record breaking 
season but I had a great time 

with my team." 

Jaime MacDonald #11 
"My high school basketball 
experience is definitely one I'll 
never forget. I've learned so much 
in the past four years, and I'm 
thankful for my coaches and 
teammates for pushing me to the 
best of my ability, especially with 
the support from my parents. I 
wish the best of luck to my 
underclassmen for next year!" 

# Name Position Hgl 

3 

10 
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11 
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13 
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15 

23 

LaDaveya Moise 

Mackenzie Furlong 

Jai ne MacDonald Guard 

hay a Wa 
... 

pott Q. Liard 
l 

ujlyn Leor^ Jard 

Medjina Occean 

IBssHk | 
Michaela Ilebode 

Guard 

Forward 

1 

6'1 

5'5 

5'3 

5'6 

5'6 

5'5 

6'0 

24 

33 

50 

Diamond Jones 

Samantha Drapinski 

Olivia Tyree 

Forward 

Guard 

Forward 

5'1C 

5'5 

5'1C 



Tornado Pride 
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"I'm so proud of the effort and the 
energy the girls displayed this 

season. Student-athletes learn so 
many great lessons that translate 

into life beyond high school, like 
sportsmanship, teamwork and 

communication. It is an honor to 
work with the girls and help them 

develop and improve upon last 
season. Thank you to my seniors, 
Jaime, Michaela, Diamond, Sam 

and Olivia, greatness is within 
each and everyone of you!" 

Lydia 
Coverdale 
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The girls gave an endless amount of effort in 

togemer. 

Jaime 

MacDonald 

drives by her 

defender for 

a good look 

to score. 

Michaela 

Ilebode 

posts up her 

defender, 

looking for a 

give-and-go 

to the 

basket. 

I lctl 111 let VJI cl 111 > K I 

controls her dribble 

as she gets ready to 

call out a play. 

Olivia Tyree gets 

ready to take a 

foul shot. 



SWIM MAKES H'M@RYi 

C^^fter a season of hard training, the Malden 

High School swim team had an outstanding 

season as they became Greater Boston League 

champions for the second consecutive year. At 

the state championship, the girls placed 7th out 

of a total of 39 schools. Also in states, our boys 

placed 9th out of a total of 39 schools. This years 

team was led by captains Sammantha Dorazio, 

Kelvin Nguyen and Tristar To. Their positive 

energy helped lead the team to a 6-0 record. The 

team wishes its graduating seniors the best of 

luck in their future endeavors. The 

Swim team is hopeful for yet another remarkable 

season next year. 

• .-,v -----“- 

‘Paul 

7A-Vincentis 

Coaches' Corner 

The Swim Team: Back row: (L-R) Joshua Giang, Samriddha Pradhan, Alex Silva, Michael Morris, Tristar' To, 

Nicholas Tang, Kelvin Nguyen, Ryan Luu, and Kevin Luu. Middle row: (L-R) Kevin Almonacid, Tuck 

Sathapornchaisit, Brandon Lu, Matthew Perry, Pete Jinapin, Stephen LaFauci, Alexandra Lombardi, Felicia 

Lombardi, Brynn Kankel, Samantha Forestier, Caroline Fitzgerald, Lucia Quesada-Nylen, Jacqueline Smith, 

Devon Laudadio, and Vinny Silva. Bottom row: (L-R) Dylan Ha, Austin Giang, Wojciech Kochanczyk, Pedro 

Grano Lula Pagani, Nathan Wong, Robert Russo, Vivian Nguyen, Tenzin Tseyang, Michelle Meneses, Maria 

Beltran Perez, Sammantha Dorazio, Cleverina Cong, Isadora Coelho and Adeja Tavares. 



Lane Swimmer^' 

Senior swimmer 

Kevin Almonacid 

powering through 

his freestyle stroke. 

Senior swimmer 

Michelle Meneses 

swims her leg of the 

200-yard freestyle 

relay. 

Senior swimmer 

Vinny Silva beating 

a personal record in 

his 50-yard 

freestyle. 

Junior swimmer 

Samantha Forestier 

dominating in the 

100-yard butterfly. 

Junior swimmer 

Ryan Lu competes 

against fellow 

swimmers in his 100- 

yard butterfly. 

Pf ; fflgg 
Senior swimmer 

Devon Laudadio 

speeding through 

his 50-yard 

freestyle. 

^ammantha ©orazio 2^elvin 



CAPTAINS 
Shaun Ahern 

Johnny Pierre Rene 

Johnny-States (Rl) 

DJ - States (R2) 

2014-2015 WKESTLI HG TEAM 

ACCOLADES 

Shaun - States (Rl) 

(Standing L-R) Elie Cordero, Josue Espada, Fabrice Nabosse, Christopher Benoit, Bryan Madrid, Johnny 

Pierre Rene, Wisly Pericles, Bryan Rivera, Anthony Flosk, Weds Jean Louis, Deyshawn Bourcicault. 

Kneeling L-R) Anthony Johnson, Shaun Ahern, Deya Chouiki, Jean Javier, Carlos Zeledon, Michael Castro, 

DJ Exilhomme (Not in picture): Chardley Ulysse and Jason Montezuma. 

This year the wrestling team had a decent season with a team record of 6 wins and 15 losses, and 

although those numbers may seem a little lopsided, they did have 4 wrestlers place in the sectional 

tounrament: Shaun Ahern and Johnny Pierre both placed 1st, first-year wrestler DJ Exilhomme 

placed 3rd and freshman Junior Pericles earned 6th place and was an alternate at the State 

Tournament. The team is constantly brimming with new talent just learning the sport. Led by captains 

Ahern and Pierre, the team's work ethic was a reflection of those two outstanding seniors. With four 

members placing in the sectionals, they displayed great improvement over prior years. The wrestling 

team looks to come back with the same intensity next year and to finish as strong as they did in 2015. 

"They're a small team but hard working." - Coach Jeremiah Smith 

Mark 
Pulli 
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No other sport will push an individual to their limit in such a short period of time 
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The MHS Gymnastics Team, in no particular order: Thays Almeida, Bianca Alves, 

Haley Elderd, Perla German, Valeny Gonzalez-Martinez, Brianna Grant, Sabrina 

Harrath, Irma Kurtagic, Giovanna Lanciani, Ereeka Metellus, Jessica Munroe, Son 

Nguyen, Brittany Ramunno and Kiley Ruelle. 

Hwmsumz/mgsv 
<L/^lthough the MHS gymnastics team was not 

crowned as GBL champions this year, they were 

still able to claim that title for 3 straight years. 

This year was a brand new start for the 

gymnastics team, having more new members 

than returning. With that being the case, this 

season was all about rebuilding. The team as a 

whole worked very hard and everyone improved. 

Junior captains Jessica Munroe and Kiley Ruelle 

led as great examples of what it is to be a 

hardworking gymnast. The team supported one 

another throughout this season during practice 

and during meets. Cheering each other on and 

loving the sport of gymnastics, this team has 

formed an unbreakable bond. The future 

appears bright for this team. 

110 



Head coach Vanessa James (far right) 

along with assistant coach Whitney 

Dellolacono (far left) are both 

experienced gymnasts from being on the 

Malden High School gymnastics team 

themselves during their high school 

careers and also in college. Juniors Kiley 

Ruelle (right) and Jessica Munroe (left) 

were able to lead the team this year as 

captains, setting a great example for the 

newcomers and the rest of the team. 
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MWe have a lot of up 
and coming kids and 

overall the season was a 
success at 12-4." 

The Boys JV Basketball team 

consists of (Standing L-R): Coach 

Charlie Conefrey, Won Andre, 

Ariarley Dos Passos, Alansky 

Ulysse, Hamza Mohammed, 

Paccem Moise, Emilson Syliant, 

Karim Zakaria and Assistant 

Coach Joshua London. 

(Sitting L-R): Marco Francois, 

Isaiah Likely, Casimir Bastien, 

Danny Perez, Bryan Delphonse, 

and Darius Henry. 

(Not Pictured): Fern Berard 

Future of Malden High basketball 

The boys JV Basketball team had a promising 2015 

season. With a handful of freshmen making the leap 

onto the team, they had a lot of notable victories this 

season, including against long-time rivals: Everett. 

Coach Charlie Conefrey was pleased with the play of his 

squad and Varsity Coach Nally looks forward to taking 

some of these guys up to the next level. The team was 

led most of the way by Fern Berard, Isaiah Likely, Danny 

Perez and Casimir Bastien. They ended the season with a 

record of 12-4 with a very impressive effort. This group 

showed everyone in the GBL that Malden High will not be 

easy to beat for years to come. Expect big things in the 

years to come. 

Freshman Fern Berard 

drives for a shot against 

Tewksbury. 

Freshman Danny Perez 

resets the Malden 

offense. 

Sophomore Darius 

Henry running poir 

guard. 

Freshman Isaiah Like 

drives in looking to 

finish in the paint. 

Hamza Mohammed 

Paccem Moise 



i "Hardivork, Hustle, anH Intensity' 

Tishida 

Tortora Pennachio 

Starting the new year right, the JV Girls BasketbaIPcoach went ahead and constructed a group of girls who simply loved 

he game. With many memorable moments during the' 14-115 school year, their number one was "the first time they put 

on that MHS basketball uniform and played in front of their home^fans and supporters" said Coach Simpson. As every 

great team does, they endured struggles, some from mixing returning players with new players, but nothing out of the 

ordinary could break this squad. This year's team outplayed everyone else and earned the right to consider themselves 

the hardest working team in their league. Returning starter, Tishida Stroud put the squad on her back and was a 

noteworthy role model. As a team captain this year, "She (was) a great leader, great teammate and has a contagious 

lositive energy and strong work ethic," Coach Simpson stated. Now that this group is set to succeed as the MHS Varsity 

Girls Basketball next year, they1II continue to build on what's being taught to them and make sure they keep working to 

get better by playing a lot of what they love. Overall," hardwork, commitment, dedication, coachability, and most 

importantly a never quit or give up attitude" is what coach expects of his players. This season, the MHS JV Girls 

Basketball team won more games than they lost and got better over that process. Their job will be to move forward and 

help breathe life back into the program, which has begun to turn things around. 
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The freshman boys basketball team had a great overall season. The boys really 

brought Coach James Brito-White's concept of" playing as a team and becoming 

close like a family" to the court. The goal for the squad was to improve their skills and 

learn the correct way to represent the MHS Basketball program and Brito-White feels 

they succeeded at that goal. Many of these guys will look to play at the next level. 

OasfeOEEfi 

The Freshman Boys Basketball Team (in 

no particular order) Evans Blanc, 

Anthony Castillo Vilcarromero, Marlon 

Cook, Yassin Elhamim, Marco Francois, 

Hugues Jean, Hervensky Jean-Baptiste, 

Dante Moore, Xavier Nunez, Efe Oztan, 

Jose Portillo, Ty Summers, Yidnekachew 

Tafese, Anthony Volmar, Jaraiel Wiggins 

and Coach James Brito-White. 

Evans Blanc looks .TMarco 
Xavier Nunez 

shoots over 

looking for an 

»penfteammate 

T 1 1 
lewksbu 

teammate 
defender, 

Ty Summers 

dribbles the bal 

up the court. 

Girls Basketball 

This season the Freshman girls basketball team put in months of work to develop each of their skills and 

gained a better understanding of the game of basketball. Coach Paul Joyce worked with each girl 

individually to help them improve things such as shooting and executing good passes. The girls battled 

hard this year and are looking forward to an even better season in the future. 
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Senior Daniel Valente 

Freshman Mike Giordano 

Junior Liam Elliott 

Malden!s Icemen 
From left to right; Back 

Row- Denis Elliott, 

Michael Giordano, and 

Collin Ivany. Front Row- 

Paul Gennetti, Liam 

Elliott, Danny Valente and 

James Pandolfo 

Malden High hockey is back! After years of struggling to find a team to 

merge with, Revere High School came forward and welcomed Malden High 
School students into their program. With life-long hockey players from 

Malden, such as Daniel Valente, Liam Elliott, Denis Elliott, James Pandolfo, 

Mike Giordano, and Collin Ivany, the squad was hoping to once again help 

Revere reach the state tournament. Under the coaching of Joe Ciccarello, 

the team had a successful season, but not in the normal definition of the 

word. The team learned hard work, effort and heart will carry you through 

life and when you connect that to a brain you will be great. The RHS/MHS 

hockey team was a positive step forward to once again installing a hockey 
team here at Malden High School. 

Sophomore James 

Pandolfo checks an Everett 

►layer 
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The Boys Varsity Tennis team played well this year. With 

Coach Julie Briggs' guidance, the team finished the year 

well within expectations. The team was led by senior 

Piero Pocobene whose backhand helped him along the 

way. Allen Liang, Pocobene and Eugine Szeto were the 

team's top 3 players. Liang and Szeto both showed off 

great serves and forehands that helped them win a lot of 

close matches. A host of underclassman made their 

debut and allowed the team to make strides toward 

getting back to the state tournament. Briggs assumed 

the coaching responsibities after last year's coach, 

Jason Payeur continued on with his duties as assistant 

track coach, this time with the outdoor squad. 
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Under new coach Patrice Duggan, an MHS alum, the 

girls varsity tennis team continued their success and 

built a name for themselves throughout the Greater 

Boston League. Led by Senior Captains Tammy Nguyen 

and Mandy Cheng, along with support from a talented 

group of underclassmen, the girls finished the season 

celebrating some monumental victories that matched 

last season's state tournament run. Senior's Nguyen 

and Cheng showed dedication and determination on 

the court all season long and in doubles pairing 

demonstrated grit on the court. The team will look to 

continue their success next spring and hope to bring 

home a Greater Boston League championship, along 

with a dominant state tournament performance. Much 

of the team's success can be attributed to former 

coach Berenice Diaz, who stepped aside to pursue 

additional educational opportunities this season. 
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Kerry Ng 
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Senior Captain 

Tammy Nguyen 

Senior Captain 

Mandy Cheng 
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yourself 
to be ~ 

v the best! 
' you can £ 
possibly be 

Pete Rose 

Swinging for Vne Fencee 

season 

With a team that had eight returners; it was up to 

the team had a solid backbone. On the field, the seniors 

used their dazzling defensive and offensive skills to lead 

juniors Brian Batting and Liarn Elliott, few batters ever 

"haa a chance of reaching base let alone stealing one: 

Through the season the team became much more; in a 

way the team became a 'Band of Brothers', they were 

always ready to protect each other and claw arid fight 

u ntiI the last pitch. 
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The 2015 Girl's Varsity Softball team 
had a lotto prove in order to keep 

their strong reputation built through 
hard work and major > 

accomplishments in previous year^ 
With enormous shoes to be filled after 

last year's graduating seni 
departed, these girls forsu 

, "stepped up to the plate," this 
season, proving that they too, were 
more than capable of wearing the 
♦ - Golden Tornado uniform. 

This year's captains included Seniors 
Shannon Gibson, Robyn Santo and 
Jaime Macdonald, as well as Junior 
Alexis Brown, who all led the team 

with pride and a positive attitude, 
team? These girls were more 
family, leaning on one another and ^ 

picking each other up both on and off 
of the field. This year's group will for 
issure, be one to remember for their 
ioncji, dedication and teamwork and 
their contribution to MHS softball 

•i- 

#5 Semor Shannon Qibson 

#9 Senior Jatme MatfDonald 
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Still in the (Same 

The boys varsity lacrosse team hoped to capitalized throughout this 

year’s season. Though this season was about much more than wins. 

Coach Brenden Maney stated that one of his primary goals for this 

season was to “Continue to reach out to athletes and offer an 

experience that was given to me as a high schooler” and to “Engage the 

playersiifmeanmgful team building opportunities.” With a very strong 

senior class and a strong underclassmen set they hoped to make a lot 

more noise this season then their previous season. Even \$ifh a strong 

team some key contributors that stood out were Isaac Bethea and Sam 

Wong. Having this as an advantage the boys once again hoped to 

improve from last year and take another shot at the GBL championship 

title. Led by captains Isaac Bethea and Sam Wong, the boys knew that 

this year would be different than previous years. 

Senior 

Isaac 

Bethea 

Senior Sam Wong / flftkLDEM 

Smith tthome 

^ach poster 

(9wen 

‘Desrochers Tommy Li defends 

against goals. 

Senior captain Isaac 

Bethea shoots for goal 
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The ' 14-' 15 season was a turning point for 

this lacrosse team. Having lost a host of 

seniors to graduation, it appeared this team 

would be very young. As expected, more 

experience would be achieved overtime, 

with Coach Prickitt seeing some of that 

growth this season. What endured as a 

struggle was playing tough teams who had 

feeder programs at the middle and 

elementary school levels. However as is the 

MHS way, they were continuously working on 

that "never give up" spirit. As the 

noteworthy leading seniors, Brianna Duffy, 

Ellie Cordero and Gabriella Silva, who is 

serving a second year as captain, rose to the 

challenge of leadership, dedication, and 

improvement. "This team is full of girls who 

are great people all around. They are 

academically talented and hard-working. 

It's an honor to coach them.", Prickitt 

states. This lacrosse team absolutely left 

their mark on the league showing that "lady 

lions" can take a big bite too. 

Cordero 
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Brianna Duffy Ellie Cordero Gabbie Silva 



Having made history at the 2014 Massachusetts Public 

Schools Rowing Association with their girls novice four 

boat placing in first, the Malden High School Crew team 

followed up with another legendary year. Their 5th 

annual Moose on the Malden Regatta was yet another 

great success. Concluding their season with medals 

from every regatta, the Malden High School Crew team 

can officially say they had a great season. The crew 

team anticipates the 2016 season to be equally as 

successful and they wish their graduating seniors the 

best of luck with their future endeavors. 

Senior Captain 

Julie Lam 

Junior Captain 

Samantha Forestiei 

Junior Captain 

Pardeep Bola 

Senior Captain 

Devon Laudadio 

Senior Captain 

Isadora Coelho 
Junior Captain 

Terrica Dang 

Junior Captain 

Stephen LaFaucci 

Senior Captain 

Long Nguyen 

Zip to shoulders! 

Zip to shoulders! 
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Outdoor Track 
"The team put in an 

amazing effort every day 
and reaped the benefits on 

the state stage." 

~ Coach 
Dave 

Londino 

Deborah Kibazo 

was a big part of 

this 2015 team. 

Gutemberg 

Dos Santos on 

the move. 

Gillian Willcox 

works through 

another lap. 

| Abwaye On The Run 
('he Outdoor Track Team takes pride in running and throwing. This group of student athletes will be the first to tell you that outdoor 

rack is not an easy sport; it takes commitment, conditioning, athleticism and so much more. The depth of the team is represented 

as members of both the boys and girls teams always look to qualify for the 4x200,4x400 and 4x800 relays. The boys dominated 

the long sprints and the middle distance events this season with a big help from Kingdolphe Julien, Gutemberg Dos Santos, and 

Nahom Ghile. The girls' team excelled in the short sprints, led by Carine Exume, Amalika Lucien, and Taymise Sanders. With a 

strong showing in the throwing events were Abigaelle Leblanc, Carly Amos, Diamond Jones, and Mark Ortiz. Wednesday is the day 

where the GBL showdowns occurred, where Malden was a force to be reckoned with. On Saturdays the Invitationals took place, 

vhere they were able to efficiently compete against the top level talent from all over the state and showcase their hard work. When 

combined, the track program carries the largest number of athletes in all ranges - from freshman to senior, and with the success 

they have had in all aspects of the sport, Malden track is back on the map and certainly making history one race at a time. 

There are no time-outs, no trick plays; it's simply the product of our hard work being put against someone else's." 

tahom Ghile visibly 
J 

ves it his all during a 

meet. 

Mark Ortiz shows off 

the cannon throwing 

shotput. 
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<v^n enormous part of the high school experience comes 

from the relationships that are created with not only people 

from your own graduating class but also those from other 

classes and even outside Malden High. One of the best 

ways, other than playing a sport, to get associated with 

those who share a common interest with you is to join a 

club. There are a multitude of clubs at MHS, some are 

service clubs that look to assist the community and even 

the world; some are cultural clubs where members share in 

the joy of coming from a certain background and 

experiencing amazing events linked to their heritage; and 

some are 'just for fun' clubs where members learn the 

valuable lesson of friendship bound by a common goal. 

Regardless of which club you choose, the unanimous 

verdict is that you miss out if you don't go out-for a club l 

that is. So in makin' hl5tory, the Class of 2015 and their 4 
underclass brethren, bask in the connections we make 

through the clubs we join 
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Malden High School's Literary Society creates 

the oldest literary magazine in the country every 

year. The magazine is titled "The Oracle" and it is 

a combination of writing pieces, poems, short 

stories, paintings and other art. Ms. Marquez 

meets with the club each Tuesday, but she 

explained that "the students run the club." The 

Literary Society is a great club for any individual 

that likes to write, or even to draw off of pieces of 

writing. During the second half of the school year, 

the Literary Society puts together "The Oracle". 

The students decide which pieces they would like 

to be put into the magazine and at the end of the 

year, the magazine comes out. Students in the 

club are very dedicated to making sure the 

magaizne comes out to perfection, year after 

year. 
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"'Writing menus sharing Ut’s part of the human condition to 

Want to share things - thoughts, ideas, opinions." 

- \Vaulo ( or!bo 



Malden High School's Color Guard (in no particular order): 

Paula Armentor, Laura Gomez, Tammy Nguyen, Laura 

Suarez, Jasmine Kelly, Sabrina Kumar, Megan Melanson, 

Athena Goon, Ngan Che, Trang Do. Instructors: Shannon 

Vandevoordt and Nicole Sforza. 

-On Guard - 
Malden High School's Color Guard has been 

going on for several years now. Most 

members of the club, like senior Captain 

Jasmine Kelly, have been a part of Guard 

since the 7th grade. Building up the team's 

skill level by practicing Wednesday and 

Thursday from 6 to 9 and Saturday 10-4, this 

team continuously works hard. Starting with 

spinning flags and dancing, as you progress, 

you move on to rifle and sabre work. Bonding 

as they share their passion for guard, the 

group has become a family. As well as having 

a great season in competition, the color 

guard brings color and a great sense of spirit 

to the school that every one can appreciate. 

"I first joined the GSA as a freshman, and never thought ■ “I joined GSA simply on a whim, it seemed 
about having a leadership position. After the old leader left, I I (ike a great group of people and I was 
just gradually became an officer, and it's been great meeting I interested. Since then, i ve been introduced 
so many new diverse people. I've also learned so much more I to some the most energetic and accepting 

about different sexualities. - Andrew Cogliano | PeoPle 1 have ever met "' Nick Braman,e 

Gay-Straight Alliance 

aSA members include: Anajia Owens, Brian Tranle, Victoria Savini- 

Burke, Viktoria Andrews, Andrew Cogliano, Shannon Kilduff, Nick 

Bramante, Kaitlyn Gibson, Tiffany Nguyen, Zachery Dumphy, Amy 

Angaspilco, Selina Zeng, Kaitlyn Gibson, Brianna Gibson, Brianna 

Igo, James Mazarakis, Rory Byran and Advisor Christine Grillon 

Each year the Gay Straight Alliance continues to 

expand at Malden High. The GSA works hard to make 

all members feel welcomed and comfortable. At 

each meeting the GSA thinks of ways to get the MHS 

and city-wide community more informed and 

accepting towards the diversity. The GSA not only 

raises awareness but also money through events like 

basket raffles and bake sales. This money is then 

used towards buying t-shirts and paying for anyone 

who would like to take part in the Boston Pride 

Festival. Also events like the "Day of Silence" helps 

to spread awareness and tolerence through out all of 

the Malden High Community allowing all students to 

see what it feels like having to hide who they are. 

Using these small events, the GSA hopes to be able 

to make longterm positive changes within their 

community. Junior Officer Shannon Kilduff knows 

" [they] have very intelligent people and the potential 

to make big changes." 



Michaela D'Onofrio 

playing a holiday song 

at the MHS Winter ; 

Paula Armentor and 

Megan Melanson 

songs at the Winter 

Concert! 

The Malden High School band has a long and storied tradition that Ms. Erin O'Brien-Mazza hope: 

to add to. It is her hope to keep the band just as awesome as it was and the only way to stay 'gooc 

is through hard work. The marching band practices every first period and when it's concert week 

they have 2-3 night practices. The bands' hopes for the season is to win as many competitions 

and then at the end of the year win gold at MICCA. MICCA is the pinnacle of high school band 

achievements and takes place in March. All 30 kids in the band look to one day win the title. Ms 

0' Brien-Mazza's favorite part about being here at MHS is the students. We wish Ms. 0' Brien- 

h w Mazza and the rest of the MHS band the best of luck! 

Ms. Erin O'Brien-Maza 

conducts the band 

through a series of 

holiday songs at the 

annuaPWinter Concert 

laying the flute in th< 

MHS Winter Concer 

at MHS 

w 
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I he Malden High School Band under the direction of Ms. Erin O'Brien-Mazza, in order of instrument: Flute - Michaela D'Onofrio 

Carol Lam, Junjie Kuang, Naomi Brill, Athena Goon, Rachel Tran, Patricia Luong, Laura Sanchez, Jasmine Gray, Emily Lam, Carme 

Chen, Calvin Cai; Clarinet - Erica Tran, Lily Chen, Cindy Siu, Rachel Eaglin, Robert Hondor; Bass Clairnet - Adriana Perrigo; Alto 

Sax - Paula Armentor, Megan Melanson, Ngan (Kristina) Che, Peter Phaneuf; Tenor Sax - Laura Gomez Arango; Percussion - 

Harrison Zeiberg, Tom D'Onofrio; Mallet Percussion - Leah Tramondozzi; Paino - Zibo Chen; Trumpet - Michelle Chung, Alicia 

Devereaux; Trumpet/Mellophone - Samrethy Fineberg; Trombone - Stephen LaFauci, Jasmine Kelly; Baritone - James Mazarakis; 

Bass - Austin Morrow. 



Choir Members: 

Nicolas Acuna, Nayara 

Andrade, Sarah Beaton, 

Aurora Carberry, Ryan 

Casaletto, Juila Cocuzzo, 

Alicia Devereaux, Soukaina 

Hatlal, Maya Hayes, Erin 

Johnson, Robyn Jones, 

Caitlyn Leonard, Aundraya 

Martin, Karina Matos, 

Annie Nguyen, Rebecca 

Oliveira, Eduarda Pereira, 

Reanna Pinheiro, Ernesto 

Saint Louis, Paulo Valverde, 

Nia Vital, Vanessa Williams, 

Samantha Woolbert, Sarah 

Bendell, Ying Ying Chen, 

Marino Dipietrantonio, 

Theano Eleftherakis, 

Anthony Folkes, Daniela 

Herrera, Haley Hoffman, 

Shannon Kilduff, Madeline 

Lam, Tamarh Louis, Daniela 

Maldonado, Cynthia 

Nommi, Joylyn Norris, Tri 

Pham, Merjem Rizvancevic, 

Jacqueline Smith, Ingrid 

Tomaz, Sarah Vieira, Bryan 

Arevalo Gonzalez, Zackory 

Barreto, Meghan Brown, 

Alana Burdine, Angelica 

Carberry, Maya Cohen, 

Elizavette Cordero, Frank 

Cruthird, Michelle Foley, 

Nicholas Hames, Dylan 

Hamilton, Mei Huang, 

Elijah Jean-Baptiste, Kasva 

Jensen, Abigaelle Leblanc, 

Avery Marchant, Son 

Nguyen, Omar Ortiz, 

Jennifer Pham, Tamar 

Jennifer Pierre Louis, Tracy- 

Jane Pierre, Christopher 

Rivera, Jules Skiffington, 

Len Tetta & Kaitlyn Toppi. 

-Todd Cole 

Starting the new year right, the concert choir had 

great goals set for the upcoming year of 2014-2015. 

With the group working extra hard and developing 

into fine choral ensembles, the Concert Choir team 

have learned a record amount of musical pieces this 

year so far and performed at a astonishing high 

level. With many great moments to remember, such 

as their performance at the State House, these 

student singers keep making history. "Singing for 

such important people in an aesthetically pleasing 

location is a thrill.", said instructor Todd Cole. What 

separates this group from others at Malden High 

School is how Concert Choir is both a class and a 

club/organization. They are recognized in the 

community as a performing organization that is 

highly visible and respected, but at the same time 

the student take the ensembles fora’creSinnS i 
come to class^to learn about the art of fine singing 

every day. When asked about noteworthy leaders, 

Cole added, jMy sectional leaders, Bryan Arevalo 

Gonzalez, Omar Ortiz, Joylyn Norris and Sarah Vieira 

are working exfremely hard for the Choral Art Society 

putting in countless extra hours above and beyond 

the class requirements. Also, we have a choir Wf 

manager; Eljje Cordero who works tirelessly and 

represents the best that the Society has to offer." 

Having 25 seniors graduate this year," I thank them 

all for the service and dedication to the organization 

tond wish them the very best as they move on from 

^Malden High. Phope that they always keep their love 

for singing and^share their talents with others.", said 

Cole. The MHSiChoral Art Society is constantly in the 

public eye as*ambassadors of the school and the 

city. The way they carry themselves and perform tells 

the rest of the school and,the city and state what, 
rat i i. . . ■■ _i_*• & 

lutei ^ rrr$ fcaraxifc nag 
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Malden High is all about. $ 
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THE CHORUS 

“U don't sing because U'm bappy; U'm bappy because U sing. ” 

~ William James, Philospher 

<i>Walden High School's mixed chorus consists of 58 students varying from grades 

nine through twelve. The choral arts director, Todd Cole, conducts the songs that 

are sung by the chorus students. Mixed Chorus is an elective course and is 

practiced daily as a scheduled class during the school day. Under the direction of 

Mr. Cole, the chorus keeps a positive attitude as many of them are freshman. There 

is an enormous amount of talent and determination, Every year the mixed chorus 

participates in the Winter Concert along with the Concert Choir and the band. A lot 

of work is put in over the course of the year as Mr. Cole works with these students to 

make them become a better performer for the near future as many will join the 

Concert Choir and even the Madrigals. 
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Will 

Some members of Greenroom pictured above: (kneeling 

L-R): Tenzin Tseyang, Ali Fletcher, Alana Burdine, Elbe 

Cordero and Dominic Pappagallo. Sitting (L-R): Daniela 

Herrera, Sabrina Kumar, Sebastian Patino, Sarah Bendell, 

and Elijah Jean-Baptiste. 

Advisor 

Mr. Sean Walsh 

The Greenroom club is for the aspiring 

actors and actresses of Malden High. 

With continuous improv games, it 

develops the acting instincts of 

everyone involved. Every member of 

Greenroom improved their skills and 

abilities from the first to last day. 

Even though a hefty amount of 

members were from Play Pro, there 

was a good amount who were new to 

acting and it definitely got them 

accustomed to the stage experience. 

Hopefully some of the underclassmen 

in the club join the Play Pro class 

and leave their mark on 

MHS forever. 

endell 
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Members of Madrigals with their instructor Todd Cole (in no 

particular order): Sarah Bendell, Haley Hoffman, Shannon 

Kilduf, Madeline Lam, Joylyn Norris, Sarah Vieira, Bryan Arevalo 

Gonzalez, Meghan Brown, Elizavette Cordero, Frank Cruthird, 

Michelle Foley, Nicholas Hames, Dylan Hamilton, Mei Huang, 

Abigaelle Leblanc, Jules Skiffington and Len Tetta. 

The Madrigals singing group 

consists of the finest voices from 

the Concert Choir, working with one 

another to perform beautiful 

Renaissance pieces. The 

performances put on by this group 

of talented individuals are ones 

that should not be missed. Their 

dedication and hard work was 

recognized by all after their Winter 

Concert this year where they put on 

an astonishing show that truly 

showed off their outstanding range 

and vocal talents. 



Pappagallo, as Shrek, 
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Sebastian Patino 

hysterically owning his 

role of Lord Farquaad. 

Elijah Jean- 

Baptiste stole 

the show playing 

Donkey. 

Sarah Bendel 

Fiona, starts / 
with "Morni 

Person. m m m 
zmm 

Malden High's Play Production performed Shrek: The Musical in December. The class worked hard for months in preparation for 

the show and had four great runs from December 4th to December 6th. The lead role of Shrek was performed by Dominic 

Pappagallo, who had a blast in his first musical. Donkey was played amazingly by Elijah Jean-Baptiste and Sarah Bendell earned 

her dream role of Fiona and absolutely worked it on stage. Sebastian Patino was Lord Farquaad, who was a fan favorite 

throughout the 4 shows. Although there were lead roles, all of them wouldn 't have been half of who they were if it wasn 't for 

everyone else in the class. With that being said, this was more than just a class. They were a family. Everyone from the stage 

actors to the crew worked hard every day to make sure the show was a success. With the help of Mr. Walsh, Mr. Phelps, Mr. Cole, 

and Ms. Libkin, the whole class was able to perform well and impress. Everyone had a blast working on the show, especially 

because it was planned and thought about all summer leading up to it. Many members of Play Pro had multiple roles and had a 

good amount of costume changes, and that's not an easy thing to do. At the end of all of the shows, every member of the cast 

and crew had the bittersweet feeling that included exhaustion, happiness, and sadness. Shrek was an amazing way to start the 

2014-2015 year. No one in this cast will forget this show and it has certainly left a mark on every member of the class. 

The cast and crew of Malden High Play Pro 

include: On tower L-R: Zach Foster, Luis 

Vargas, Thomas Hannafin, and Zack 

Barreto. Seated: Kaitlyn Weng and Ariella 

Williams. L-R Top Row: Tenzin Tseyang, 

Iliana Rivas, Amari Wilson, Carlos Zeledon, 

Kevin Irungu, Kiara Swann, Brayan Angulo, 

Richard Melgar, Ashley Yung, Elijah Jean- 

Baptiste, Dominic Pappagallo, Sarah Bendell, 

Mario Dipietrantonio, Robyn Jones, Paul 

Araiza, Daniela Herrera, Connor Fitzpatrick, 

Alex Silva, Daryl Satterwhite, and Jonathan 

Flores. Middle Row L-R: Maggie 

O'Callaghan, Jennifer Alves, Joylyn Norris, 

Alana Burdine, Aigula Fitzgerald, Ali 

Fletcher, Michelle Foley, Sarah Vieira, Bailey 

Reed, Angelica Carberry, Jilian Molokwu, 

Gabbi Onessimo, and Elbe Cordero. Bottom Row L-R: Stacey Wong, Corey McFeeley, Sajeanah Cadet, Danielle Lauritzen, Sam 

I rench, Michael Lane, Meghan Brown, Sabrina Kumar, Kasya Jensen, Kamila Regalado, Yusra Tafraoui, Sebastian Patino, Itallo 

Lyndsey Martin, and Justin Distefano. Not pictured: Anjayla Boyce, Samantha Drapinski and Christine Bourdeau. 
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Angelica Carberry, as 

Gingy, getting threatened 

on stage by Bailey Reed, 

Danielle Lauritzen, and 

Amari Wilson. 

Meghan Brown 

spreading her 

wings as the 

script-proclaimed 

Ugly Duckling. 

Mr. Giordano 

playing Pied Piper 

during "Morning 

Person". 

Kasya Jensen and Alana 

Burdine as Pinocchio and 

the Wicked Witch. 

Vlr. Mauser sheds his 

jse coat as the Big, Bad, 
Kamila Regalado 

pouting in 

character as Baby 

Bear. 

Michelle Foley singing her 

part in "Freak Flag" as 

Humpty Dumpty. 

Mike Lane playing U 

the Mad Flatter. c 

Joylyn Norris ^ 

singing her 

part in "Story J 

of My Life" as / 

Peter Pan. ■ 

They ridiculed 

mv hat.." 

With a big help from. 
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The TravelersjG 1 u Eg 

(ascending up the hill) 
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Sammantha Dorazio, 

Marianne Darosa, Gabriella 

Silva, Kierra Sweeney, 

Meagan Sullivan, Emma 

Ceplinskas, Devon Laudadio, 

^ - 

Charlee Ruddock, Michael 

Light, Danashia Washington 

Bernard, Samantha Kiernan, 

Derick Yu, Katie Mai, Jenny 

Nguyen, Casey Arsenault, 

Alex Lombardi and Leaders: 

Ms.Campbell and Ms. Jones 

_ 
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This year the Travelers Club went to Ecuador to visit the Amazon on a mission to assist a local community dig a trench, allowing a 

pipe to be fitted which would deliver clean water. The trip took a total of 8 days beginning and ending in Quito with 3 of those spen 

in the Amazon while others were to visit various local sites, including churches and waterfalls. Aside from the service to the 

community, the trip was extremely educational and allowed Malden students to see the world in a whole new light. 

The MHS History Club, in its first year as an organized 

club, has seen an uptick in its membership. Depending on 

the topic, interested students will meet up with advisor 

Mr. Damian Aufiero in his room to add their input and 

help create history. 

“Those Vpbo don't fyiow bistory are doomed to repeat it. ” 
- Edmund Burke 

History in the Making 
Under the guidance of social science teacher 

Mr. Damian Aufiero, the small, but dedicated 

group that is the History Club meets on 

Wednesdays in his classroom after school to 

discuss how the past has shaped the present. In 

addition to reading and talking about historical 

research, the club watches films, develops 

programs on current events, and tries to get 

published. This is the club's first year in 

existence and they hope that, by generating an 

interest in history, they can develop a love for it. 

Mr. Aufiero's door is always open and the club 



NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 

An Honor to Serve 
The National Honor Society is the most prestigious club at Malden High School. 

What does it take to get into NHS? One must possess the four major qualites: 

Leadership, Scholarship, Character, and Service. Every member of the John W. 

Hutchins National Honor Society shows these characteristics not only in the school, 

but outside the school as well. Aside from assisting faculty and students and 

running Spirit Week, the NHS members go to great lengths to serve their community. 

Service is a great part of being in NHS, and that is why every member comes up with 

their own project to help those who are in need. The club takes pride in their work, 

and every winter, they are the largest supporter of Housing Families, raising $200 

worth of Christmas gifts per member. The National Honor Society members are 

selfless and stop at nothing to help those in need. Knowing that they are 

representing Malden High School, the NHS members work hard and feel rewarded 

President 
Julie Lam 

and privileged. 

Vice President 
Olivia Verdone 

Seniors: (Top Row from to Left to Right): Mandy Cheng, Abigaelle 

Leblanc, Katie Harbeck, Michaela D'Onofrio, Devon Laudadio, Sukey Lu, 

Carol Lam, Jasmine Kelly, Christine Fang, Ajla Talic, Sumya Mohiuddin, 

Amber Smith, Tristar To, Eugine Szeto, Kelvin Nguyen (Bottom Row from 

Left to Right) Tuck Sathapornchaisit, Sammantha Dorazio, Roberto De 

Oliveira, Robyn Santo, Olivia Verdone, Julie Lam, Yating Lu, Madina 

Khudaynazar, Christine Chu, Amanda Nguyen, Michelle Meneses, Sarah 

Trinh, Yingrong Liu 

Underclassmen: (In no parlicuTa^order^ Ricky Cordero, Madeline^^m 

Marwa Khudaynazar, JVl^ichodne^ClTurig, Ryan Luu, Vanise 

i Alexandra Lombardi, Brianna Grantj Emma Ceplinskas, Heresa 

merrier, Jacqueline SmithTjilian JVlolokwu, Kaitlyn Gibson, Kamila 

[Regalado Urrita, Terrica Dang7 Laura Suarez, Lily Chen, MatthewLe 

Lerjem Rizvancevic/Patricia Luong7Sabrina Harrath, Samantha 

-orestier, Sarah Rosatonef^tace^Won^Wendy Nguyen, ZiqTZcng 

Lk’arina Matos, Phuong^guyenjFelicia Lombardi, Stephen Deng 

Secretary 
Sebastian Patino 

Treasurer 
Madeline Lam 



Interact Club (L-R): Devon Laudadio, Hang Fong, Jimmy Em, Thaila Teixeira, Samantha Tso, Nia 

Vital, Carl Foming, Bryan Soriano, Duy Nguyen, Sonny Nguyen, Kelvin Cheng Bo, Casey Lyons, Amal 

Anwar, Roberto De Oliveira, Gabriella Silva, Ellie Cordero and Joshua Munoz. 

(Not pictured: Bryanna Soriano) 
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The Malden High School Interact Club puts helping others 

around their community before anything else. They' re 

known for taking part in events and projects that positively 

affect others all over. Some of the events they have 

participated in include the Harvest Moon Festival, The Fight 

for Air and the Hallmark Food Drives. The Harvest Moon 

Festival was a community festival in Malden where they 

offered their help for whatever that organization may have 

need. The Fight for Air which was a stair climb for the 

American Lung Association while the Hallmark Health Food 

Drives occurred once a month to give food to others in 

need. This year, they reached their goal in helping as many 

people as they could and they had fun doing so. 



Environmental Club 
The Environmental Club consisted of a group of dedicated and hard-working students at MHS who care about the earth. Their 

goal is to keep and maintain our environment in its best possible condition. These club members are all about recycling and 

making our community more "eco-friendly." The Environmental Club isa proud member of the "Going Green" movementand 

hope to influence others in our community to do the same! Essentially, these students strive to inform the rest of the Malden 

Community on how to maintain our environment and more importantly, save our Earth. 

The Environmental Club includes: Back Row (L-R) - Mrs. Kathy Maglio, Ezechiaste Pompilus, Collin Ivany, 

Joshua Giang, Jonah Kirumira, Somontha Prum, Alan Shooteech, George Ou, Jesse Yu, Kerry Ngan, Jackie 

Wang, Brayan Angulo, Ryan Huynh, Long Nguyen, Alexander Wong, Medjina Occean and Mr. Evan Mauser, 

ront Row (L-R) - Christian Peters, Jason Fong, Brian Tong, Malisha Zhao, Stella Arotoma, McKenzie Vo, Amy 

Fong, Yining Mao, Yan Zheng, Winnie Li, Kristina Che, Serena Nguyen, Yuki Cheung, Wei Jie Ye, Hien Lau, 

Lynh Le, and Nhi Tran. 

The Forensics Team, with advisor Mr. David 

The Malden High School Forensics team uses strong 

argument and evidence from formal research or a 

topic to debate issues against other schools around 

the state. They use use their strong ability to present 

an issue, defend an opinion, and make clear the 

points that are relevant to the argument when in a 

contest against a rival. 

The club is advised by Malden High School teacher 

Mr. David Holland. Mr. Holland's background allows 

him to have a clear knowledge of a variety of topics 

and he helps the student members form strong 

Holland are Eugine Szeto, James Mazarakis, arguments for the debates. Holland takes this very 

Jasper Haag and Harrison Zeiberg. seriously - as do the students - and wants to teach the 

team members how to construct points of clarity that 

“Great leaders are almost always great simplifiers, who 
can cut through argument, debate and doubt, to offer a 
solution everybody can understand.” 

~ Colin Powell - former US Secretary of State 

can win the debate with their speech. 

The team has garnered great success and has 

received accolades for both their efforts as a team 

and as individuals. 



OFFICERS: 
Rena Chen 

Haley Mulligan 
Jade Liu 
Daria Lee 

Ashley Leung 
Ziqi Zeng 

Amanda Nguyen 
Michelle Meneses 

Fine Arts Club members include (in no particular order): Alexander Pham, Alyssa 

Moschella, Amal Anwar, Amy Chen, Amy Cheung, Anna Banh, Anna Powers, Annie 

Banh, Annie Nguyen, Ariel Gustowski, Ashley Kung, Calvin Woo, Cheyenne Bryan, 

David Leong, Dianna Lara Jimenez, Emily Zou, Hong Li Zheng, Huda Irshad, 

Jakelin Martinez, Jenna Kelley, Jun Jie Kuang, Kamila De Andrade, Kristina Che, 

Linda Tran, Lynn Nguyen, Malisha Zhao, Maria Beltran, Michelle Huang, Olivia 

Ryan, Qian Ren, Raghad Nasraldeen, Reggie Kelly, Ruiming Zeng, Selina Zeng, 

Serena Nguyen, Sheena Lapia, Stacey Wong, Stella Arotoma, Steven Angulo, 

Vanessa Vu, Vivian Du, Winnie Ly, Xinting Ling, Yan Zheng, Yining Mao, Ymanika 

Nicolas and Yuki Cheung 

ann 

The Fine Arts Club is a group of outstanding hardworking 
artists. After 17 successful years, the club continues to be 

strong, allowing all of its members to come together and have 
fun with friends. At their meetings, the FAC partakes in small art 

activities and members are able to give their input on what 
activities they would like to do next. Members are also informed 

of the upcoming events that the club is in charge of. These 
events include: zombie tag, selling gingerbread men they make 

and decorate, writing Santa letters, and other various 
fundraisers for art scholarships. The FAC also found creative 

ways for events to take place in school using their art skills such 
as painting faces at events like this year's Pink Out football 

game and during Spirit Week. 

'14-'15 Boston Scholastic Aii Awar^s Honoi 

Honorable Mention: Timur Berilo, Gianna 
Giuliano, Jade Liu, Chu Shi, Daria Lee, Emily I 

and Tim Nsubuga 
Silver Key: Tanqiu Chen, Samantha Drapins| 
Jimmy Em, Eric Lee, Emily Mo and Yan Zher 

Gold Key: Daria Lee and Amanda Nguyen 

"I enjoy being in 
the Fine Arts Club 
because it's a 

place where I have 
been able to meet 
new people and 
make good 
friends.” 

- Haley Mulligan 



Photo By: Kavin Kulamavalavan 

The Film Club includes (L-R): Mandy Cheng, 

Kevin Cheung, Christine Fang, Son Nguyen, 

Christine Chu, Joshua Giang, Michelle 

Meneses, Amanda Nguyen and advisor Mr. Joe 

The Film Club is a small group of students who gather 

weekly to watch and analyze numerous movies of 
different genres. The club's purpose is to provide the 

students with experience along with the logical thinking 

behind the editing process of film. To say that all these 
students do is watch film is an understatement, as the 

students of the club have learned howto create a 
message in film and convey it with visuals and camera 
tricks. Remember that you can always stop by the club 

and catch a movie whenever the club meets and the 

members will also be very willing to help you understand 
any movie of any genre. 

s year, the Step Team expected to have a 
iverse group, increasing numbers and a 
performance at Junior Varieties. Their J 
achievements this year consisted of 

executing their routine at pep rally and Jvs 
with the new plethora of members. As they 
Tolled the stage' at JV's and fellow membe 
■Sandy Pierre-Rene breaking out into he| 
Ldance at pep rally, it was clear they ha^ 

I made some memorable moments 
throughout the year together. Of cours 
enduring struggles as a team was part of tfi 

journey. "As students we had to balance 
>ports^§dacademics along with coaching i 

paying Goodbye... Carlmn jfVl 
How lucky I am to have 
:ome across a group of people that ^ — 
lake saying goodbye so hard." I 

"The journey has been real. Whenever we see you 

erforming or with the team, we always think back to the 

lay of your audition and remember how you got nervous 

and tried to walk out; thank goodness you didn 't. You 

ted the cutest "wiggle-wiggle" and don't ever hesitate 

:o let us know if you hear 'a train coming'. Wish you the 

best." -^fcp Team 

it&arfi, creating a routine and getting 
iveryone uniforms", Captain Amanda Pierre 

explained. With Brittney Jean and Sandy 
Jierre keeping the team always on point and 
on top of their game, they were appointed 
noteworthy leaders for this year's group. * 

' "The Step Team adds diversity to Malden 
High School and gives others a chance to 
join something otherthan a dance team," 

Captain ^adinna Benoit stated,^ 

Names (L-R) Standing: Amanda Pierre, Guerlyne 

Desane, Jeremiah Quessa, Alansky Ulysse, Carlyann 

Amos, Marly Loreus, Squaring: Mona Barthold, 

Coralie Deus, Adeline Occean, Sandy Pierre-Rene, 

Jasaun Bellard, Molvitah Claveus, Hadinna Benoit, 

Brittany Jean. 

Hadinna 



The Blue ond Gold 
Celebrating 100 years of&fistory and Calory 
i 6 ft A 

A ft A 

The Blue and Gold is Malden High School's school newspaper. The Blue and 

Gold publishes a variety of pieces on different aspects that impact the lives of 

Malden High students and staff. Important world news stories, as well as 

Malden High news are included in each and every paper. There are also opinion 

pieces published, as well as current fashion trends and even do-it-yourself 

projects from time to time. Current events in the media are a popular section 

read amongst readers, along with the sports section. The Blue and Gold is very 

important to Malden High, as it has been a part of MHS for 100 years now and 

because it allows the Malden High community to be caught up to date with news, 

issues, ideas, and new things that fill their lives. With 100 years in the making, 

The Blue and Gold will continue to be read and enjoyed, and each paper will 

continue to be greater than the last in the years to come. 

A ft 

¥ 

THANKSGIVING NUMBER 
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As time goes on, headlines change and 

new members join The Blue and Gold to 

work to inform, entertain and open the 

minds of the MHS community. Over the 

years, The Blue and Gold has gone from 

black and white, to color, to digital. In 

1915, there was no such thing as the 

computer, never mind digital copies of The 

Blue and Gold. Over the past one hundred 

years, The paper has become more 

advanced in its writing and creativity, and 

especially in its technology. The past one 

hundred years have been filled with history 

and success, and The Blue and Gold will 

prove to be even better in the future. 

THE BLUE AND GOLD« 

t» 
■ »> •- 



The Blue ond Gold 
Newspaper Staff From left to right: Julio Da Silva, Meagan Sullivan, 

and Piero Pocobene work hard to complete their 

assignments before their deadlines. 

From left to right: Sumya Mohiuddin, Jessica Lynn 

DePaula, James Mazarakis, Mr. Ryan Gallagher, 

Amanda De Moraes, Julie Lam and Casey Lyons 

'• am*'■*'! •• 4 

"Unapologetically emo | Creation is your ammunition | MCRmy 

4 lyfexoxo" -Jessica DePaula 

"Joining the newspaper was advantageous in more ways than 

one, and I hope to carry the lessons I learned to college and 

beyond." -Sumya Mohiuddin 

“Each time you have a chance to address the society is a chance 

to shape your surroundings - if you don’t talk like you believe in 

something, nothing will ever change." -James Mazarakis 

"Blue and Gold has been one of the greatest experiences I could 

have had in high school. Despite all the hard work and late 

nights, I wouldn't trade this experience and all it has taught me 

for anything. "-Amanda De Moraes 

"The Blue and Gold has had a significant role in my high school 

career and I am grateful for the experience and the people who 

made it memorable. I' m proud of the work we have produced 

and will miss it." - Casey Lyons 

V* 
* 

V. 
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Tbe zAdtnsor and tbe Editors 

The Blue and Gold 2014-2015 staff includes in no particular order: Amanda De Moraes, 

Casey Lyons, James Mazarakis, Jessica Lynn DePaula, Sumya Mohiuddin, Julie Lam, 

Nicholas Bramante, Andrew Cogliano, Emma Ceplinskas, Manale Zouhir, Chaimae El 

Adlouni, Lucia Quesada Nylen, Cassandra Reyes, P.J. Montezuma, Piero Pocobene, 

Meagan Sullivan, Jasper Haag, Tatyanna Cabral, Maria Da Silva, Candela Diaz, Tenzin 

Dorjee, Felicia Fallano, Karina Matos, Julia Parker, Ann Kerr, Megan Downer, Leticia 

Greige, Samuel Martinez, Anna Powers, Meghan Yip, Julio Da Silva, Roberto De Oliveira, 

Jonathan DeCicco, Katie Mai and Amanda Nguyen. 



The Key Chib 
The Key Club is one of the largest and 

most well-known clubs at MHS. The club 

is run by Ms. Macey, but she would 

consider it mainly run by the students. 

These students are some of the best 

volunteers in Malden who will volunteer 

without question. They all have the same 

ideology: to dedicate themselves to the 

community through volunteering. 

Whether it's walking to stop diabetes, 

getting involved at the YMCA family 

nights, orservingfood at the MHS Alumni 

luncheon, this select group of MHS will 

do anything to help. These Key Clubbers, 

when they come together, can 

accomplish anything they set their 

minds to. 

Key Club Junior and Senior Members include in no particular order: Ali Fletcher, Allysa Tuon, 

Amanda Nguyen, Andrew Cogliano, Anthony Chu, Arnaldo Silva, Ashley Leung, Austin Giang, 

Brayan Angulo, Calvin Woo, Christine Chu, Christine Fang, Cody Breen, Danielle Copson, Daria 

Lee, Denise Le, Erica Tran, Ezyy Pompilus, Hien Lau, Jeffry Georges, Jenny Nguyen, Jenny Xie, 

Jiahong Li, Joshua Giang, Karen Luo, Katie Truong, Kevin Lam, Kevin To, Laurent Blanc, Lily 

Tran, Lynh Le, Manale Zouhir, Mandy Cheng, Michael Zhao, Michelle Ospina, Nhi Tran, Patricia 

Luong, Rena Cheng, Run Lin, Ryan Fluynh, Samrethy Fineberg, Shesh Kapadia, Son Nguyen, 

Stephen Huang, Tenzin Tseyang, Tiffany Nguyen, Tommy Pham, Tracey Weng, Tri Pham, Vanise 

Loc, Wendy Nguyen, Matthew Le, Hillary Tan, Trish Truong, Allen Liang, Michelle Chung, Lily 

Chen, and Rory Milan. 

CY'et' 

Club 
Leaders 

Key Club Freshman and Sophomore 

members in no particular order: Alicia Tan, 

Ameen Anwar, Anna Banh, Annie Banh, 

Ariel Gustowski, Arsema Paulos, Arthiya 

Sathiyendra, Asma Soltani, Athena Goon, 

Audrey Goon, Bethlehem Sisay, Bingyi 

Chen, Boyu Yu, Brian Bui, Brian Tong, 

Brian Tran Le, Calvin Cai, Christina Che, 

Christina Luc, Cindy Siu, Cleverina Cong, 

Cynthia Ordonez, Danny Chen, David 

Leong, Dylan Ha, Emily Zou, Ethan Wong, 

Fatima Lhaloui, Hang Fong, Henry Nguyen, 

I long Li Zheng, James Mac, Jack Li, 

Jacqueline Law, Jenny Do, Jenny Huynh, Jimmy Tran, Junjie Kuang, Karen Ng, Kelly Weng, Kristina Che, Lynn Nguyen, Malisha Zhao, Mandy 

1 luang, Martin Chen, Matthew Chin, Max Weng, Meghan Yip, Nathan Wong, Nhan Nguyen, Nick Luong, Pete Jinapin, Peter Yin, Phuong Nguyer 

Prentice I ang, Qian Ren, Rachel Tran, Richard Du, Ryan Rigaud, Sally Zhang, Sam Chan, Sam Martinez, Sandy IP, Selina Zeng, Shakyra Antoine, 

Shania Browning, Simon Chen, Stella Arotoma, Stephanie Chu, Steven Deng, Tenzin Dechong, Tiffany Yu, Trina Truong, Vanessa Vu, Vivian Du, 

Vivian Nguyen, Wai Aung, Winnie Li, Winnie Ly, Xinting Lin, Yuying Li, Yu Wei Zeng, Zachary Dunphy and Zivun Li. 



The Leadership^ Mentoring Club 

is fullof,dedicated teens.who give 

their own time in ,ordertto,setan 

example and sharetheir 

of accomplishment-knowing that 

they've made adifferenceTiThey 

hope to continue d) make a 

differencerand.they.dohaving 

given back to.theircommunity.in a 

waytthey,hope,willchange.the 

Members^onL.M.C. include (in noTparUcul 

juGheyenne Bryan, Hang FongflMarm 

Duarte, Rory Bryan, Roberto De Olnjenrajfl 

Heresa Guerrier, Jonathan Dong,|Ellie 

Cordero, Huda Irshad, Jennie Xie, Izadora 

Noga, Sonny Nguyen, Samantha Tso, Bryanna 

Soriano, Jimmy Em and 
\A/^ I 1 /-I \4 

knowledge with the children of /the 

Beebe and Salemwood Middle 

Schools. Through games and 

activities, these teen mentors help' 

the younger kids develop a sense 

of leadership as they guide them 

in developing high-quality 

leadership type skills including 

teamwork, patience, reliabilitypnd 

honesty. These dedicated 

individuals go home with'a sense 

Culture Culture Everywhere] 

Members of Asian Culture Club include (in no particular order): 

Advisor Ms. Kate Haskell, Ya Jing Lu, Ya Ting Lu, Mandy Cheng, 

Emily Zou, Vanise Loc, Yining Mao, Malisha Zhao, Yan Zheng, 

Emily Lam, Calvin Cai, Hong-li Zheng, Amy Fong, Yuki Cheung, 

Amy Chen, Trang Do and Joshua Giang. 



The goal of the Malden Against Cancer club is to 
spread attentiveness about cancer throughout 

Malden High. The club does many fundraisers to 
raise money and extend awareness for the search 

to find a cure for cancer. The clubs holds many 
" Pink-Out" games for basketball, football and 

volleyball. They raise money by holding bake sales 
and selling ribbons at the games. In addition to 

that, they also hold a "Bowling for Cancer" event 
during October, which is breast cancer awareness 
month. This club shows even though you may be 

young, you too can work to assist the fight agaisnt 
this deadly disease that effects all people's lives, 

young and old. 

Kavin Kulamavalavan 

"MAC is a club where members come together to raise 
awareness for all types of cancer and honor those who 
have fought through and those who continue to fight." 

- Sabrina Harrath/Brianna Grant 

Back row (from left to right): Erin Johnson, Makenzie Grant, Victoria Tortora, Tiffany Tortora, Caitlyn 

Leonard, Grace Cappuccio, Asma Soltani, Anthony Boulay, Pardeep Bola, Danielle Copson, Stephen 

Josefowitch, Ralf Jean, Melyssa Ferreira, Merjem Rizvancevic Middle row (from left to right): Susan Wong 

Delia McDevitt, Adela Dzaferagic, Lily Tran, Alyssa Figueiredo, Sammantha Dorazio, Irma Kurtagic, 

Michelle Huang, Brianna Duffy. Front row, sitting at table from left to right (officers): Manale Zouhir, 

Trisha Troung, Sabrina Harrath, Brianna Grant, Katie Howe, Sarah Rosatone, Kristen Kirby 

The Friends of the Malden River Club was launched 

by the groups two student-advisor’s Angelica 

Carberiy and Jasmine Pierre. Through the guidance 

of the Malden based organization of the same 

name, this club has been educated on the 

ecosystem of Malden and has learned how just one 

river can impact the entire network of water flowing 

in to and out of the state. They also get to learn 

about the history of the river as well, which was once 

a dumping ground for factories. Although the river is Th he Friends of the Malden River Club 

particular order), Jasmine Pierre, Ange 

Jennifer Pham, Meghan Brown, Elisabeth Basile, 

Cruthird, Jusky Kaur and Aurora Carbe 

not as polluted as it once was, the Friends of the 

Malden River club still believe that it is a waterway 

that needs rehabilitation in order to get back to the 

level, where the pride it once held gleams along its 

shores. With the club taking an avid part in these 

efforts, the future is bright for this great river. 

"Who hears the rippling of rivers will not 
utterly despair of anything." 

- Henry David Thoreau 



melSaVere: 

C. American Red Cross Qub 

The aim of the Red Cross Club, led by 

math teacher Chris Giordano, is to 

assist others in need. All students 

have the opportunity to become a part 

of the Red Cross Club and help its 

members help others. The club's 

biggest event every year is the blood 

drive. This event allows staff and 

students of age to donate blood to 

help people who are in need of it. The 

blood drive takes place in November 

each year and is an enormous 

success. The club is always looking to 

recruit students and get them involved 

in rewarding ways so think about 

joining and making a difference. 

club 
Advieore 



The Visual Arts Society is a club that explores and and exposes various forms of visual arts to 

curious young minds. It introduces students to several types of visual art ranging from 

simplistic drawings to complex graphics, and they experiment with different genres such as 

horror and comedy to name a few. They enjoy discussing what makes art interesting. Every 

quarter they host a competition among members to test each other's knowledge on the 

types of visual art they have learned about at meetings. The club gathers on Friday after 

school to explore different art forms and also to expand their overall knowledge on the subject. 

Advleor 
HataWa 

fireman 

Photo by: Kavin Kulamavalavan 

(In no particular order): Carmen Chen, David 

Hoang, Julie Pham, Huy Nguyen, Derick Yu, 

Jason Fong, Tommy Le, Wei Jie Yu, Kalsang 

Sonam, Tsz Hin Cheung, JunJie Kuang, Tenzin 

Choesang, Selina Zeng, Christina Luc, Alexandei 

Pham, Stephen Huang, Michael Zhao, Run Lin, 

Tyler Farias, Kevin Lam, Wan Chan, Jacqueline 

Law, Wesley Huang, Victoria Hannafin, Jacquav 

Spradley, Emily Chau, Ramon Aguinaldo, Wah 

Chan, Ameen Anwar, Sreypech Tham, Menatalla 

Hassan, Helen Chin, Mei Huang, Timur Berilo, 

Jonathan Solomon, Kaitlyn Gibson, Rena Chen, 

Jackie Wong and Sam Martinez 

The Chemistry Club meets every late-entry Monday to complete various experiments and labs. They only meet once a 

month, but make the most of their time. This year, the club had only five members but looks to expand in the future. 

Each year the ' Chem Club1 works on a particular project to participate with on Earth Day at the Museum of Science. 

They also take part in National Chemistry Week. The club works hard when they are given problems to complete during 

the scheduled meetings, but also have fun as well when they complete experiments that aren't 

as complicated such as making their own ice cream. 

These five students looked forward to every meeting to engage in something that they love: Chemistry. 

The Chemistry Club (L-R): Michaela 

D'Onofrio, Olivia Verdone, Jonathan 

Hernandez, Roberto De Oliveira, Robyn 

Santo and Mr. Martin Berryman 



OrreSchool, One Family" is a phrase that means 

[a lot'to.Unified Sports and throughout Malden 

[free dme to play sports with a special group of 

ids who represent Malden High's PACE program 

But those students who were in the class soon, 

f learned that they were joining a family. The 

Unified leaders, consisting of student athletes 

T great kids that were born with a disability that 

revented them from doing certain things, but it 

■doesn't take long to realize that they are no 

Tferent than the rest of the student body. There 

re^arious activities that they engage in^sucjfas 

kickball, basketball, bowling and this year, the 

Jnified leaders started partnering up with their 

riends ancUtarted going to lunch together. They 

had a great time. 
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The 2014-2015 Maldonian Staff includes: Robyn Santo, Carri Medina, Jarad Accardi, 

Jaime MacDonald, Robert Green, Amber Smith, Caitlin Applin, Megan Gilligan, 

Jillian Powers, Shannon Gibson, Alexis Brown, Anxhela Vasili, Molly Jaynes, 

Devon Laudadio, Isaac Bethea, Mike Morris, Brian Batting, Fitzgerald Eloi, 

Liam Elliott, Dominic Pappagallo, Vauhn Watson, Chris Ansaldi, Jodens Didie, 

Yosef Tefera and Daniel Valente. 

Yosef Chris Molly, Devon 

Danny Alexis 



yy hile most everything is online and in the media, between quotes on Facebook to photos on Instagram and 

Snapchat, the Maldonian Yearbook is a collection of the graduating class' favorite photos, moments, quotes and 

memories that will last forever. In the years beyond MHS, the social media that is popular now will outgrow itself and 

change. Twenty years after graduation, one might not be able to access their Facebook to find their favorite quotes or 

they may not be able to find their senior photo they uploaded to Instagram. However people will always be able to open 

their yearbook and enjoy looking back on all that went on in their four years of high school. The Maldonian reminds 

those who enjoy it what shaped their time at MHS into something so unforgettable. Always remember to treasure your 

Maldonian Yearbook and the memories it captures. 

"^pending three years on The zMaldonian 

staff has been quite the addition to my high 

school experience. fJt constantly gdte me a 

reason to be more iritofoed with what's going 

on at our school. The c.Maldonian has been a 

great opportunity to be a part of something so 

meaningful at % " - Qaitlin zApplin 

“Being on the yearbook these past few years v 

has been a privilege. Through this class 3 

made a lot of friends and learned bow to 

mix Wor^andplay and get irttolted. This 

class opened so many doors for me and U 

am so thankful and honored to bdte been an / 

editor. Tobyn ffanto 

' . Proofreader 
^Maldonian has been a great experience for me and the rest of the class. 

cMr V. is really drtoen and that rubbed off on each of us. Steryone 

toofpride in their pages, which led to all of us learning more about the 

'school and wbat goes into making what it is. Ute made some 

friends in the class and it led to memories outside of the classroom, so 

U'm thankful for the opportunity to be a part of this." 
- T)om Bappagallo 

Mr. Valente is the advisor for 
The Maldonian. Mr. Valente 

has been The Maldonian 
advisor for the past eight - 
years. Without him, the 

creation of this yearbook ^ 
could not have been 

-A. 

possible. He gives 
assignments, organizes 

fundraisers, oversees every 
page, takes the majority of 

the photographs used in this ~ 

edition, and so much more. j 
The Maldonian yearbook 

staff thanks him for all of his 
work and all of the effort he Is. 

puts in each and every day in 
order to make this yearbook 

the best edition yet. 

Robert 

Megan 

s
jf

 



The members of Air-Bound include: Standing (L-R) Ryan 
Huynh, Matthew Le, Allen Liang and Ezechiaste Pompilus. 

Kneeling (L-R) Son Nguyen, Christine Chu and Ghadee 
Lamery. Missing from photo: Jeff Georges. 

Air- Bound is a group of gifted individuals that are 

selected from the club Project B-boy to perform in 

big school performances. Kids in Airbound have 

shown dedication and a very good progression of 

skills in the Project B-boy club and have been 

recruited into Air-Bound. They get together after 

school in the cafe to put their moves together and 

collaborate to make their mind-blowing 

performances that are shown at various school and 

city-wide events. Apart from being an esteemed part 

of the Junior Varieties show every year in the Jenkins 

Auditorium and the all-day school spirit Pep Rally, 

they also perform at the Lunar New Years festival. 

Air-bound has given these students a safe haven and 

has allowed people with similar interests to come 

together and basically show their moves. 

'"The one thing that can solve most of our problems is dancing." 
- Entertainer James Brown 

ro Leading by Example ^ 

The participants of the Captains 

Council meet every late-entry 

Monday morning to discuss 

volunteering opportunities. 

Volunteering and helping the 

community are just as important as 

athletics and education to these 

students. Mrs. Barbara Scibelli runs 

the meetings monthly to make sure 

everyone is participating and 

learning from these great events. 

The student-athletes raise money 

and awareness for all different types 

of organizations. Theses leaders 

show their teams that there is more 

to a being an athlete than just 

playing the game. They truly give 

back and that is important too. 

Malden High's Captains Council includes Betty Yacsavilca, Ellie Cordero, Josh Munoz, 

Joe Taglieri, Isaac Bethea, Yosef Tefera, Nahom Ghile, Julio Salazar, Sabrina Barreto, 

DJ Exilhomme, Diamond Jones, Danley Exilhomme, Rachel Eaglin, Terrica Dang, 

Pardeep Bola, Gutemberg Santos, Jodens Didie, Nico Quesada-Nylen, Jacqueline 

Smith, Lucia Quesada-Nylen, Vinny Silva, Meghan Doherty, Robyn Santo, Alexis 

Brown, Deborah Kibazo, Sarah Rosatone, Eugine Szeto, Piero Pocobene, Julio Da 

Silva, Mark Ortiz, Caitlyn Leonard, Grace Cappuccio, Vivian Nguyen, Brenna Murray, 

I hays Almeida, Sabrina Harrath, Jaymes Pomare, Samantha Drapinski, Katie Howe, 

I ristar To, Jonathan Ye, Katelyn Weng, Victoria Hannafin, Brianna Duffy, Alyssa 

Figueiredo, Samantha Forestier, Felicia Lombardi, Ralf Jean, Tammy Nguyen, Mandy 

Cheng, Pema Kunsal, Edith Lemus, Monique Bailey, Kassandra Nguyen, Josue Quispe, 

Kelvin Nguyen, Jarad Accardi, Anthony Boulay, Josh Bessey and Olivia Verdone. 
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he Comic Book Club: (L-R) - Ms. D'Agostino, Shesh Kapadia, 

Devin Lucey, Nick Bramante, Steven Angulo and Joao Prado. 

Vot pictured: Calvin Woo, Mohsin Qureshi, Tommy Li, Mike 

Lane, Dave Boyle, Paige Bonna & Serena Whetnall. 

"If Shakespeare and Michelangelo were alive today, and if they 
decided to collaborate on a comic, Shakespeare would write the 
script and Michelangelo would draw it. How could anybody say that 
this wouldn 't be as worthwhile an art form as anything on earth?" 

~ Stan Lee 

Computer Qub 

! he MHS Computer Club - (in no particular order): Robert Herrera, 

Vauhn Watson, Josenrique Cordero, Efran Himel, Jasper Haag, 

! Mohsin Qureshi, Vinson Yiep, Amar Singh, Anthony Chu, Kevin 

Chen, Anthony Johnson, Biao Xie, Wah Chen, Ed Murray, Bailey 

Wong, Shesh Kapadia, Serena Whetnall, Martin Cheung, Roman 

Marcus, Adam Lqamar, Juanxian Shi, Wai Aung, Ying Rang Liu, 

Shuhua Liu, Zhaolong Lin, Steff Mompremier, Wai Aung and 

Advisor Paul Marques. 

Up, Up and Away! 

This year's comic book club was founded 

through a single realization by student-advisor 

Nick Bramante, and that realization was having a 

profound love for comic books, yet no place to 

express it. With this passion, the club was 

created. You can find these comic book 

enthusiasts in H311 with their faculty advisor Ms. 

Adrienne D'Agostino. The group is usually talking 

about particular comic book titles in an almost 

“storytime” fashion or some days watching 

movies based on comic heroes; and other days 

just talking about comic book news in general. 

The club's primary goal is to create an inviting 

place for all comic book "nerds" - or actually 

anybody with an interest - to come and just talk 

about what they enjoy most about their favorite 

titles, characters, 

artists and of course storylines. 

Striving f or Recognition 

The computer club has grown considerably 

over the past three years. With this being 

their first actual year as a formally 

recognized club at Malden High School, 

they've accomplished a goal. Their 

overarching aim is to help people 

recognize that there is plenty of "stuff" to 

learn about computers and with a bit of 

that knowledge you can make it a long way. 

To acheive this goal, they had set up an 

event that is widely known as the ' hour of 

code'. The ' hour of code' is a national 

event that occurs annually to help people 

understand what coding is about. The club 

thought that this would be a great 

opportunity for them to reach out to 

people and gain recognition. 
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The Relay for Life Club includes, standing (L-R): Sue Lin, 

Allie Cao, Dolkar Dolkar, Van Seang, Ms. Diaz and Saeko 

Yonetani. Seated (L-R): Jennifer Pham, Julianna Chan and 

Nicole Baltazar. Missing from photo: Giselle Ramos-Perez, 

Yining Mao, Malisha Zhao and Amy Chen. 

American Cancer Society 

Relay For Life 
A Team Event to Fight Cancer 

Relay for Life events, people come together to 

honor cancer survivors, remember loved ones and 

also to fight back a disease that destroys lives. The 

Relay for Life club meets every Friday after school 

in Ms. Diaz's classroom to brainstorm ideas for 

upcoming fundraising events. Every year they have 

two major events. They do the Thanksgiving 

breakfast during Spirit Week and also participate 

in the Tufts Overnight Relay for Life event in April. 

Participants arrive on Friday and stay up until 

Saturday. During this event there are many 

different ceremonies and mini-events that are done 

to "Remember", "Celebrate", and "FightBack". 

Last year, there was around 42 teams and 424 

participants that raised around $29,000. As of 

March 2015, the club raised about $800; their 

goal is to fundraise more than last year which was 

$ 1,200. They are hoping to reach $2,000 by the 

end of the year. 
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I he Teen Health Advisory Club includes, standing (L-R): 

Josh Munoz, Elbe Cordero, Tenzin Paljor, Jonathan 

Hernandez and Advisor Raimi Marx of Cambridge Health 

Alliance. Seated (L-R): Franco Vasquez, Alyssa Figueiredo, 

Olivia Verdone & Michaela D'Onofrio. Not Pictured: 

150 Samkyi Kunchok & Kierra Sweeney 

The Teen Health Advisory Club has been around for 

several years, as the students involved focus on finding 

ways to spread awareness of various health topics that 

effect our peers and family everyday, along with other 

people in the community to promote healthier 

lifestyles. The club's biggest project includes an 

assembly held for freshmen each year with the goal of 

promoting the club. The assembly includes guest 

speakers and allowing the freshman to submit 

anonymous questions related to health which are all 

answered by a doctor. With a lot of preparation, the 

outcome is definitely worth it. The members aim to 

advocate teen health that is both effective and 

entertaining to the students, performing skits and 

chants to promote the club in a fun way. The club hopes 

to reach out to the community and the city of Malden to 

promote healthier styles of living. With hard-working 

members the job gets done. 



_ • _ Mock Trial is a class/club at Malden High where students participate in court trial competitions against 

|k m I I other schools in Massachusetts organized by the Mass Bar Association. Students learn all aspects of a 

|%/l| If If I | If 1| trial. They are taught how to craft arguments as well as the rules and objections that can be used in the 

X ▼ XV/Vrf^V X X X^XX trials. Additionally, students are taught the basics of the court system. This club demonstrates the 

diversity of the curricular activities available for students to be a part of. Three words that define this club 

" Jll£?1/ when you "think you ro are dedication> preparation and determination. 

done - you're noP" 
When the year started, Mock Trial included new and 

returning members, and everyone worked together to 

learn and be successful in the competitions. While 

learning the complex rules and procedures of Mock Trial 

was difficult at times, the team had great moments 

including their win over Chelsea High School. The team's 

jerformance against Malden Catholic, although a loss, in 

Mr. Tivnan 's opinion was perhaps one of the best in the 

history of the team. This year there were nine seniors, 

some of which were brand new to the team, and they all 

worked efficiently and effectively. 

Standing (L-R): Jackie Ho, James Mac, Jonathan DeCicco, Jackie Munroe 

Stephan Fequiere, Jasmine Pierre, Cheyenne Dow and Maggie O'Callaghan. 

Seated (L-R): Ajla Talic, Anna Troung, Meghan Brown, Terrica Dang, 

Kaitlyn Gibson, Sarah Rosatone, Brianna Duffy and Alyssa Figueiredo. 

"It has been a great pleasure having 
Amber as a member of Mock Trial. 
In her two years on the team she has 
shown incredible work ethic and 
dedication. She has become a leader 
and is one of the most productive 
members. She will be missed next 
year and it will be a great challenge 
to fill her shoes." 
-Rick Tivnan 

"Mr. Tivnan is more than a teacher 
and coach. He teaches his students 

what textbooks say, but also what 
they don't say. He's taught me how to 

not only be a mock trial captain, but 
to be a captain in life, how to be a 

leader and make a difference in 
people's lives. I will be forever 

grateful for that." 
- Amber Smith 

Kang, Sa 

Nornmi 

(L includes 

., Anthony Woo, Ashley 

Serena Nguyen, Cynthia 

Wrotoma and Vice-President Yuki 

Cheung. 

Music to Their Ears 

The Music Club plays lots of different instruments: 

bells, guitar, drums, pigrio, bongos, ukulele, and 

many others. The club started with just a group of 

students playin^and learning the guitar, but then 

the members decided to broaden their horizons. 

to learn other instruments and tried 

| playing a Host of songs. At meetings, the group 

f does pretty much a bit of everythin^jam, Share 

different|nusic tastes and songs, sing aY>it, and 

learn basic chords, scales and songs. They teach 

each other how to play other instruments in what is 

best described as a ‘music exchange'. Some 

members just come in and watch or sit around and 

talk about songs they enjoy or bands they like; one 

doesn’t have to play an instrument to be in the 

club. They are a small club but they're close, and 

they find that music unites them and it allows them 

to have a whole lot of fun. 151 
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The Helping Hands Club is a club of very few people 

that have a big impact in other's lives. The Helping 

Hands Club works with the EMARC program, and 

plans different community activities. For example, 

this year the club volunteered for the Snowball 

Dance at a Reading Middle School; but thats not all 

the club does. Their main focus is a swim clinic held 

at the YMCA on Wednesdays and Thursdays. During 

this clinic, they pair up one on one with a student 

and teach them the basic skills of swimming. They 

also help the kids with their communication skill. 

The club enjoys helping the kids and have a lot of 

fun getting to know them. As one of the members 

stated about working with these unique students - 

"At the end of the day, every single one of us is the 

same." 

MHS 

VV1NT6H 
SPORTS 

MALDONIAN 

YEARBOOK iti :eaViyoti'eac\ i 

The Malden High Culinary Club is led by 

Ellie Cordero and Joshua Munoz. Every 

Tuesday, they meet and try to plan what the; 

can do to raise money. They hold many 

bake sales where the sell baked goods to 

raise funds for their own club but also to 

donate money to The Bread of Life. This 

year they concentrated on perfecting 

omelettes and 1 Blondie Brownies'. They 

have been working steadily on becoming 

regular volunteers with The Bread of Life. 

Overall, with the cooking and volunteering, 

it has been another successful year for the 

Culinary Club. 

IcIubjincludesK StandinglL*R)7ll 
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Badminton Club % 

The Badminton Club (in no particular order): David 

Hoang, Julie Pham, Derick Yu, Hoa Nguyen, JENNY, 

Nhi Tran, Hien Lam, Lynh Le, Emily Lam, Yuwei Zeng, 

renzin Dechong, Yining Mao, Brian Bui, Serena Nguyen, 

Tsz Hin Cheung, Jia Yu, Kalsang Sonam, Jasmine Gray, 

Jason Fong, Aween Ammoz, Nhan Nguyen, YiXi Huang, 

Malisha Zhao, Wah Chan and Sally Zhang. 

Ready, €>et and Serve 

This year's badminton club consists of 18 

members. To find out where you can catch these 

players, head to the Finn Gym on Tuesdays and 

Thursdays. There, one can find these athletes 

most likely in an intense pick up game amongst 

each themselves. Finding a primary advisor for the 

club has proven difficult, so the students have 

governed their meetings and events. 

Overall, the club's primary 

goal is to promote the idea of friends getting 

together to simply have a meaningful and sociable 

game of badminton, 

as well as getting other students interested 

in this growing hobby 

at Malden High. 

The Start of Something Good 

For the first time ever, Malden High School fielded 

a boys volleyball team that competed at the varsity 

level, in hopes to furnish a full varsity season next 

years. Adding a male contingent to the volleyball 

court was a dream come true for the athletic 

department, whereas the female counterpart has 

flourished over the past few years to the point 

where they earned a GBL title. The boys will look to 

do the same and under the tutelage of Coach Matt 

Sadowski, already seasoned from having led the 

girls' program, it shouldn't take long for the guys 

to start making more history for MHS. With such 

great numbers joining the force, the team gathered 

the talents of several fine-tuned agile athletes from 

the soccer and swimming programs as well as the 

height and speed of the basketball and track 

teams. 

The Boys Volleyball Team, under Coach Matt Sadowski, 

standing (L-R) Kevin Cheung, Nick Tang, Alex Silva, Josh 

Giang, Chris McDonnell, Gabe Tiago, Bruno Da Silva, Sean 

Copson and Coach Sadowski. Seated (L-R): Anthony Woo, Lin 

Wunna, Manny Quesada Nylen, Felipe Cypriano, Gutemberg 

Dos Santos, Germano Fidelis, Nick Santos, Matt Silva, 

Christian Peters and Julio Da Silva. Missing from photo: 

Simson Liberis. 
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It's a disease that creeps into the bloodstream around October. Every 

senior gets it. Then by November, it has a real hold. By December its 

grip is unrelenting and throughout February the symptoms really kick 

in-- excessive laziness, a disregard for school work, a desire to sleep 

in, tardiness for no reason and things like eye rolling when teachers 

assign work and on test days. Come April, forget about it, every senior 

is just about overrun by it... SENIORITIS! 

The only cure... GRADUATION! 

ntontts 



the SENIOR BIOGRAPHIES 
Felipe Caka.vff. 
@rap«3%l09j 

Anthony, Efoulay 
@Caf?tlPoulay!l£j 6 

RHi ^ 
Basketball (9-11) Softball (9-12 Capt.) Maldonian 

(11-12) Capts. Coun. (12) "Forget what's gone and 
look forward to what's coming next." S/O to softball 
fam 2K14, SMA, ST, JM, MD, RS & MG. Fly high Julia 

Elizabeth Vanella. See ya later nuggets! 

Football (9-12) Wrestling (9-12) Everyday that I am 
above ground it's a blessing day. #50 MHS football 
and wrestling. YOLO enjoy the rest of your life y'all! 

Football (9,11,12) Capts. Coun. (12) Unified Sports 
(11,12) "The real question is, what really matters?" 

S/O to the 2K15 football family. Another shout out to 
SMA, QuaydSquayd, Cait and last but not least the 

lame BA twa. 

CxC (9) Concert Choir (12) 
Whatchya gonna do when Hulkamania runs wild on 

you, brother? - Anthill Boys 

CxC (9-12) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track (9-12) 
Blue and Gold (10-12 Head of Sports) Mock Trial (12) 

High School is short but teaches one essential life 
lesson, Uniqueness. Respect. Community. Unity. 

Nourishment. Trust. Strength. Thank you MHS! AZ, 
KW, Jax Kale 

Soccer (11,12) Indoor Track (11) Many thanks to all the 
people of influence in my life. Varsity soccer team 2014 

Best Team Ever! S/O to Coach J.Smith, Frank, Matt 
Silva, Mr. Valente & Fitz. Soccer all the way, all day and 

every day! 

Football (9-12 Capt.) Basketball (10-12 Capt.) LAX (10-12 
Capt.) Maldonian (12) Capts. Coun. (11,12) High school 
is full of experiences to enjoy repping the blue & gold 

and it was fun. S/O to the football, basketball & lacrosse 
squads. Mrs. V. hold it down. 

Cheerleading (10,11) "Be great, be bold, grateful for 
life." Thankful for God, my mom & family. I can only 

laugh, be happy, enjoy life! The night is still young & I 
live for it! -Thankful-Blessed-1 did it. #2015 

Soccer (12) Shout out to the Varsity Soccer team. GBL 
Champs! Shout out to Mr. Valente. Shout out to 

JSmitty. Keep it DL. 

NHS (11-12) In the end we'll not be judged by how many 
awards we've received but rather by "I was hungry and 

you fed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was 
homeless and you took me in." 

Volleyball (9-12) Class Publicist (9-12) I have brows I 
swear. Not named after the state or the drink. S/O to 

SamA2, JD, KW, JC, JM, OO, Diaz, Mrs. V. and 
elephants. Forever in my heart J.E.V. 

Soccer (9-11) Volleyball (10) Thanks to all 
those who made me who I am today, my Mom, 

Dad and my fav teachers Mr. Morrison and 
Mrs. Bendle. The most important thing in life 
is to walk with Christ. Remember, God's not 

dead. 

Katie Harbeck 

Play Pro (10,11) NHS (10-12) Key Club (9,10) Help. 
Hands (9) Travelers Club (11) Culinary Club (10) Thank 
you to my friends and family, especially Duke and my 

mom for supporting me through high school. Onto 
bigger and better things! 

Soccer (9,11) Concert Choir (10-12) Mixed 
Chorus (9) Madrigals (11) Play Pro (11,12) I 

believe whatever doesn't kill you, simply makes 
you... stranger. If you're good at something, 
never do it for free. fftheJoker #AnthillBoys 

Football (9-12 Capt.) Outdoor Track (10) Help. Hands 
Club (12) MAC (12) Capts. Coun. (12) Culinary Club 

(12) "When you want to be successful as bad as you 
want to breathe, then you'll be successful!" 

#footballislife. #56 I love Alyssa Figueiredo <3 

Volleyball (9) NHS (10,11) Key Club (9,10) Mock Trial 
(12) LMC (10) Help. Hands (12) MAC (10,12) Capts. 
Coun. (12) THA (12) Culinary Club (12) Stud. Govt. 
(9-12 Coun. Ldr.) "The future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their dreams!" - E.R. Alyssa 

F. <3 Anthony B. 

Ezechiaete Pompilus 

^5oEzy»Sy 

Outdoor Track (10-12) Environ. Club (12) BBoy 
(9,11,12) Air Bound! Shout out to all the pear! You 

can catch more honies being fly. 

CxC (10) Indoor Track (10) LAX (9) Shout out to God 
and the Squad. Shout out to my parents, and my 
sister who has taught me the most about life. It's 

been real MHS. Keep it trill! #blessed 

Field Hockey (9-12 Capt.) Basketball (9-11) Softball 
(9-12 Capt.) NHS (10-12) Maldonian (10-12 Editor) 

Thanks mom, dad and Renee <3 S/O to The Linden 
Crew Felish Chim DoggyJ softball2K14 Little Bird 
and The God "No one is useless in this world that 

lightens the burden of another." RIP J.E.V. 

Soccer (9-12) Indoor Track (9,10,12) Latino (9) Capts. 
Coun. (11,12) Stud. Govt. (9-12) S/O to AB, MO, JS, 

RJ! S/O to varsity #GBLchamps #undefeated 
#JSmitty how bout you and I, me and you Bailamos 
Bachata? Felipe Luis AKA Ibrahimovic #2 !Tico Soy! 

CxC (9-11) Indoor Track (9,10) Outdoor Track 
(9,10) Mixed Chorus (9) Madrigals (12) "I 

noticed you noticing me, so I just wanted to 
put you on notice that I notice you too." 



NHS (12) Key Club (10-12 VP) Red Cross (10,11) Film 
Club (12 Hist.) Culinary Club (12) You can never be 

overdressed or overeducated. 

Mixed Chorus (9) Madrigals (11) Concert Choir (10-12) 
Peace Out, enjoy life and live the Adventure Anthill 

Boys. Rest in Peace Tio Jr. 

Swimming (9-12) Crew (9-12) Band (9-12 Pres.) NHS 
(12) "If everything was perfect, you would never learn 
and you would never grow." - Beyonce, Shout out to 

my favorite twin. 

Football (9-12 Capt.) Outdoor Track (12) Baseball 
(9-12) Capts. Coun. (11,12) To anyone in the friend 
zone, there is a way out! Shout out to the football 

squad, Mrs. V. Coach Macca, my AMDM squad, How 
bout that pick six. 

S/O triple keys A-Boogz & EpicJ617 Can't forget 
Bostonian Basner. Sleep on your boy. Catch me on 
that Temporpedic. How do you make seven even? 

Sweet dreams! 

Football (9-12) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track 
(9-12) Maldonian (11,12) Word to Bromeer Brodolph. 
3rorad, FE VW JP Quayd Squayd SMA RD "Heroes get 
remembered but legends never die." In Yodens We 

Trsut. #DirtyDen 

Outdoor Track (9,10) Stop trying to find other people 
to blame and get on with your life! S/O to all my - 

Scorpios - and a bigger S/O to my city "Compton"! 
We out here Yo! 2K15 We made it... 

CxC (9,10) Indoor Track (9,10) Outdoor Track (9,10) 
VAS (12) "Here I am with my ninja clan. Ninja clan, 
here we stand. Naruto, I'm on my way. Naruto I'll be 
okay. Sasuke is really cool, Sakura the beautiful.” 

- Naruto German Opening 

Soccer(9-12 capt.) Blue and Gold (12) Capts. Coun. 
(11,12) God first, family second. Everything else 
third. S/O to the varsity squad - love you guys - 

shout out to MR, GT, VS, MO, NQ, JS PJ, JB, SD and 
JSmitty GBL Champs! 

CxC (9,10) Basketball (9) Indoor Track (10) Outdoor 
Track (9,10) Maldonian (12) Capts. Coun. (11,12) S/O 
to all the vanessas yall wishy washy S/O to my day 

ones Ferryway Squad! Trondo Snorris KL Fitz Vauhn 
Hawks all day! Black Mamba #9 

Wrestling (11) Football (9,11) Thanks to Malden High 
for an enlightening 4 years. Malden football, to my 
friends who have been through the hardships with 

me, thank you. S/O to JA, IB, JE, DN, MD, RL, ZT, EB. 

Azonto 2.0 (11,12) High school is all about the 
precious moments that you've experienced & the 
friendships that you've created. Always be true to 

yourself, it's all that matters. S/O to squad for 
holding it down! It's been real. 

CxC (9) Indoor Track (9) Maldonian (11,12) Comp. 
Club (12) Thanks Mom & Dad for everything. Badn 
forever never forget us. Long live Steelo S/O to DP 

JP JS RH FE JD NH JC YT AB Skinny Logic JoeyBad 
& Daeg. Quayd Squayd. 

Mixed Chorus (9) Concert Choir (10-12) Madrigals 
(12) Greenroom (9-12) Play Pro (10-12) Mock Trial 

(12) Friends of Maid. River (12 Hist.) This has been 
the time of my life! "Though 1 can't take the day off, I 

just think of the payoff."- Legally Blonde the 
Musical. 

Baseball (9-12) My time flew by while at MHS, can't 
believe I'm graduating. S/O to my Salemwood homies, 
my cat, Mr. D., the Village, Mr. Valente & the sidewalks 

for keeping me off the streets. 

Cheerleading (9) Indoor Track (10) 
Only dead fish go with the flow. 

Volleyball (9-12) Softball (9-11) Capts. Coun. (10-12) 
Stud. Govt (12) Culinary Club (10-12 Pres.) I am the 
real Cristina Yang. Cupcakes, mashed potatoes & 

volleyball are life. Starbucks made me broke. S/O to 
AZ, JD, MO, dots, DM, Diaz, Mrs. V & Mrs. Scibelli. 

Gymnastics (9-12) Maldonian (11,12) S/O to Devon 
Laudadio for getting me into college. S/O Anx and 

3sum. S/O to the Jeni. "Life is like a cup of tea, it's all 
in how you make it." J.E.V. forever in my heart. 

Carnet] Chen 

Indoor Track (9,10) Tennis (9) Band (9-12) Badminton 
(11,12) VAS (11,12 Founder-Pres.) The King's words 
are absolute...I'll bite you to death. S/O to the trash 
team. #visualartssociety Anime for life. Byeyonara- 

ESL Club (10,11) Math Team (10) Chem. Club (10,11) 
Badminton (11) Geometry Club (11) Origami Club (12) 

NHS (11,12) Yingrong Liu! I love to sleep and eat! I 
wanna do physics in the future and I like to play 

basketball! 

My last words for MHS...Let's be honest, the food 
could've been better. Professional chefs? Try again. 

Graduation isn't the end, it's the beginning! 
real! 

It's been 
Adventure Club (9,10) S/O to the squad 

SupremeElvin, #xkeys, VW, ThatDudeJosh, Jaron 
catch us out here schemin We ain't got no type. 

2015 WE OUT! 

Michael Graham 



Field Hockey (11,12) LAX (9-12 Capt.) Mock Trial (12) 
LMC (10) MAC (12) Capts. Coun. (12) "And suddenly 

you know... it's time to start something new and 
trust the magic of beginnings." #laxislife <3 

Crew (10-12) NHS (11,12) LMC (11,12) Chem. Club 
(11,12 VP) Interact (10-12 VP&Pres.) "Forget regret 
or life is yours to miss." Shout out to the fam bam 

and DSP. J.E.V. 

Thank you to my family and my teachers who always 
helped me. I can't wait to see Ms. Laidley when I'm 

older and I come visit her. 

Swimming (10,11) Key Club (12) Red Cross (11,12) 
Never hold your farts in, they travel up your spine 

into your brain & that's where the crappy ideas come 
from. Shout out to Katie & Eddie! 

Indoor Track (9) Outdoor Track (9) Mixed Chorus (9) 
Interact (11) VAS (11,12) And I just can't wait to be 
king!... of the court, move faster or you'll never be 

able to recieve my tosses! 

Indoor Track (9) Swimming (10-12) LAX (9-11) Red 
Cross (12) YMCA Leaders (9,10) Thanks to my day 
one's. S/O to my squad TTO JG RL KL KN!!! Also, 

thank you Class of 2015, it's been real! 
Be Happy with yourself! 

Soccer (10,11) Indoor Track (11,12) Outdoor Track 
(11,12) ESL (10,11) Thankful for everyone's support, 
my family, especailly my mom, teachers & coaches. 

S/O to everyone who believed in me. One love:) 

CxC (9) Outdoor Track (9) Swimming (10) Crew (10) 
Environ. Club (11,12) TY 4 the wonderful experience 

MHS. My high school experience will be one I 
remember 4ever. Friends I made will stay with me 

forever. S/O to the fam. 
#MoonFangPierceroftheHeavens! 

Golf (10-12) Crew (9-12) Travelers Club (10-12) 
Multicultural Club (10-12) Irish Step Dancer "May you 

get all your wishes but one, so you always have 
something to strive for." Irish saying. <3 

It's been a good ride Malden High but it's time to 
leave. S/O Jarad, Isaac, Amari and Jeremie. 

"Sorry it had to end this way but uh, it is what it is. " 
- Snoop Dogg 

Play Pro (10-12 Co-Pres.) Day 958: Still not Beyonce. 
#whereswalsh #playproqueen. 

Crew (11) Blue and Gold (9-12 Hd. of Ent. & Ed.-in- 
Chief) Interact (9-12 VP) "Travel far enough, you meet 
yourself." Could not have managed without my fellow 

DSP-ers, coffee & family. J.E.V. SSI4 

Field Hockey (9-12) Swimming (9-12 Capt.) Crew (9-12) 
NHS (12) Help. Hands (12) MAC (12) Capts. Coun. 

(11,12) Just keep swimming. You can either run from it 
or learn from it. S/O to my friends & teams for all the 

memories. 

Indoor Track (11) ESLClub (11) Robotics (12) 
Computer Club (12) Life is an adventure, living it is 

exploring. 

Football (9,11,12) Indoor Track (9) Haitian Teen Health 
(9) My name is Emmanuel but call me Manny. S/O to 
the Golden Tornado football team. #24 cornerback, 

defensive player. Music is my life - piano, drums and 
bass, but I'm no Stevie Wonder, but I am my own 

inspiration. 

BBoy (9-12 Capt.) Shout out to all the pears. I like to 
take long walks on the beach with my mom. 

Pterodactyls are real. I have one. Sometimes I wish I 
had a monkey tail... but i'll be an Outcast. 

Mixed Chorus (11,12) Lions Dancers (12 Sect.) 
Thank you God! Shout out to my friends who helped 

me out! Good bye MHS! 

CxC (9,10) Indoor Track (9,10) Outdoor Track (9) 
Maldonian (11,12) You ever watch Don't Be a menace 

in South Central? Well, don't be a savage in the city ol 
Malden. Word to Dub Jolos Yellow Jay QuaydSquad 

icyduo YT KL Trondo NoSwagFabz 

CxC (9) Baseball (9-12) Madrigals (12) Mixed Chorus 
(12) Old enough to do it, young enough to get away 

with it. QuaydSquayd. S/O to RS JP AB HH BH. 
Thanks everyone for a great ride. Quayd signing out. 

FAC (9,10) Interact (10,11) Badminton (11,12 Pres.) 
VAS (11,12 VP&Pres.) "For us to have met each other 
is not a coincidence, this is what they call destiny." - 

2pm Sarang hae yo 2pm ~! 2pm Hwaiting! 

Cheerleading (9,10) Wrestling (10-12 Team Mang.) LA) 
(9-12 Capt.) Concert Choir (10-12 Mang.) Mixed Choru: 

(9) Greenroom (11) Play Pro (10-12 Pres.) LMC (12 
Offer.) Interact (10-12 Sect.) Capts. Coun. (11,12) Teer 
Hlth. Adv. (9-12) Culinary Club (11,12 Pres.) I am part 

of all that I have met. Thanks friends, family & 
teammates. #playproqueen #laxislife 

Key Club (9) Latino Club (9) Red Cross (9) Interact (9) 
Multicultural Club (9-12) Christian Club (10-12 Pres.) 

Trust in the Lord with all your heart, don't rely on youi 
own intelligence. Know Him in all your ways and he 

will direct your paths. 

Mixed Chorus (9) Concert Choir (10,12) Greenroom 
(12) Play Pro (10-12 Pres.) 2 Glam 2 give a damn 

#whereswalsh #playproqueen 



Soccer (9-11) LAX (9-12 Capt.) Interact (10-12) Capts. 
Coun. (11,12) If opportunity doesn't knock, build a 
door. S/O to God, my family, DSP & my eyebrows! 

JEV forever in my heart. It's a wrap! 

Volleyball (9-12 Capt.) Softball (9,10) Concert Choir 
(11) Play Pro (10-12) A bit disappointed that no one 
broke out into dance & song in the hallways. HSM 

lied. S/O to AZ SK MC MF & JF. #whereswalsh 
#USMC Forever in my heart J.E.V. 

Volleyball (11) Badminton (9,10) "Either I'm winning 
or I'm learning but I'm never losing." Thanks Mami, 
Thanks Dzoan, & thank you all that kept it 100. We 

made it!!! 

"I don't know man." - Mike Tyson #shoutout to all 
the pear # I'm fresher than Kim # un squad. 

Mixed Chorus (9) Concert Choir (10-12) Madrigals 
(10-12) Greatness comes from small beginnings. 

Softball (10-12) Mixed Chorus (9,10) Mock Trial (12) 
Thanks Mom & Dad for keeping me on track. Love 

you both so much. 

CxC (9-11) Thanks God Almighty for giving me the 
strength get through all the years & thanks to my 

teachers who helped me too. 

Volleyball (9,10) I just want to thank everyone who 
doubted me, I graduated! - 2K15 dedicated to you 
Jlz - Love you nana and papa - it's been real - Adeja 

we made it - now signing off! 

ireenroom (9) Play Pro (10-12) 9+10= Do not touch 
the soundboard. #whereswalsh 

Tennis (9-12) FAC (9-12 Sect./Treas./Stud. Adv.) Key 
Club (10-12) Infinite ! Saranghaeyo Kim Sunggyu - 
Jang Dongwoo~Nam Woohyun-Lee Howon~Lee 

Seongyeol~Kim Myungsoo-Lee Sungjong- INSPIRIT 
FIGHTING <3 Thanks KPOP for making life beautiful! 

LAX (11) Crew(9) Key Club (9-12) "I don't always 
graduate, but when I do, it's barely." S/O to Stephanie, 

Eddie & Patrick. 

Cheerleading (9-11 Capt.) Capts. Coun. (11) 
I always go by the quote, "Hard work pays off" 

because in the end it does. S/O to everyone who got 
me where I am today, my family, George, Victoria, my 

teammates & coaches. 

Key Club (9-12) Lit. Society (9-12 Pres.) Creat. Works 
Club (9-12 Researcher) "Man up or I'll beat you with 
my peace prize!" -Switzerland. Oh God, I'm such a 

nerd... 

Basketball (9-11) Outdoor Track (11,12) Concert Choir 
(11,12) Mixed Chorus (10) Madrigals (12) NHS (12) 

MHS Lions (11,12 Capt.) Purple Shirt Soc. (10) Thank 
you God! S/O to my family & friends & teachers. 

Motivation is key to success. What's your motivation? 
Goodbye MHS, Welcome... :) 

CxC (9) Indoor Track (9) Outdoor Track (10) Swimming 
(11,12) Key Club (12) Environ. Club (11,12) Asian Club 

(12) Red Cross (11) Badminton (11) YMCA Leaders 
(10-12) Are you an interior decorator? Because when I 

saw you, the entire room became beautiful. 

Samantha Prapineki 
@emadrap'\nek\ 

Soccer (9-12 Capt.) Basketball (9-12) Play Pro (12) 
Capts/ Coun. (11,12) Why do we have to stand up to 

walk? Why can't we walk lying down? 

Swimming (9-12) Crew (9-12 Capt.) NHS (10-12 
VP&Pres.) Blue and Gold (10-12 Man. Ed.) Help. Hands 

(10-12) Capts. Coun. (11,12) Stud. Govt. (9-12 
VP&Pres.) "She believed she could, so she did." S/O 

to YB AD MS SK KS EC SD. 

Tennis (11) IT (12) Appreciation to the teaching & non¬ 
teaching community of MHS :) Jaymz loves y'all. Hey 

the little love & guidance became my motivation, 
thanks again it will drive me to the zenith of success. 

Cherish every memory # 

Tennis (9-12 Capt.) NHS (10-12) Forensics (9-12 Sect./ 
Pres.) Robotics (11,12 Pres.) Partied so much, got 4 

hours sleep last night. JK, 3 hours! thanks for voting 
me "Life of the Party" You know who you are. 

High school is when you start to realize who really 
matters, who never did and who always will. S/O to 

Mrs. Gelling, love you. S/O to Rooslande Nicole 
Jasnely & Adriana Anays & Bobby. Love you guys. 

Blue and Gold (10,11) My dog peed on Genevieve's 
pillow. 

Azonto 2.0 (11) S/O to Sqaud! "Don't give'em too 
much you, don't let'em take control. It's one thing you 

do, don't let'em taint your soul."-J.Cole-KDot the 
Realest. 

Basketball (9,10) Mixed Chorus (12) Azonto 2.0 (11) Be 
yourself, don't be someone you're not. I don't care 

what people think of me, I love myself as I am! I have 
God and that's all that matters to me. I love my 

haters... beautiful <3. 

LAX (10-12) Interact (10-12) Capts. Coun. (12) Teen 
Hlth. Adv. (10-12) Thankful for all the support from my 

family. It has been a great 4 years with great 
memories. Big S/O to EC, OD, EB, NA, AP, KJ, VW and 

JS. 



©official \ae \oonc\ 

CxC (9-12) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track (9-12) 
I'd like to thank Uzumaki Naruto for always telling 

me to believe it. 

Football (9-12) Baseball (9) LAX (12) S/0 to the 
Sqaud J-Rabbit Isaac, Skip, Hassan, Jaymes. I 

wanna thank my mom-love you. Golden Tornadoes 
for life! C/O 15 We out here... pee. RIP J.E.V. 

Key Club (10,11) Good afternoon, my name is 
Russell & I'm a wilderness explorer in tribe 54, sweat 

lodge 12. Are you in need of any assistance today 
sir? S/O Stephanie & Katie Albion Squad 4 lyfe. 

Basketball (9) Tennis (10-12 Capt.) Colorguard (10) 
FAC (12) Key Club (10-12) Environ. Club (9-11) Asian 
club (10-12 Treas.) Interact (9) BBoy (9) MAC (9-11) 

Capts. Coun. (12) Becasue of you, I laugh a little 
harder, cry a little less and smile a lot more. 

S/O to sidewalks for keeping me off the streets. To 
my parents for never letting me forget to keep it 100 

& lastly to Snoop D O double G & Dr. Dre. 

Future: Doing things you wish you could be doing, 
like marrying Miley Cyrus. 

"We do not remember days; we remember 
moments."-Cesare Paves 

Concert Choir (11,12) "Squidward, I used your 
clarinet to unclog my toilet." I love Chief Keef. 

Mchamcd Chouikl 

@MGhcuiki^;,*“ 

Soccer (11) Arabic Club (12) Had a great 3 years, S/O 
to my boy Abdul Saywallahi and my bro, Go Malden 

Golden Tornadoes! #wemadeit 

Swimming (9-12) Crew (10-12 Capt.) NHS (12) 
Maldonian (10-12) Interact (10-12 Hist.) "If your ideas 

are bigger than the town you're in, it's time to get out." 
DSP SS14 J.E.V. 

Swimming (10-12) Crew (10-12 Capt.) Relay for Life 
(10-12) Capts. Coun. (12) Thank you for the wonderful 
years & to all who stood by me. Shout out to my crew 

bae & the squad. Good Luck CO'15 it's been real!! 

Baseball (9) Blue and Gold (9-12) Remember to never 
fall in love at the Jersey Shore. S/O to Bird Gang & 
my Ferryway homies holdin' it down ail these years. 
Also JD OO JB RIP JV. Expect the unexpected. The 

end. 

Field Hockey (10,11) CxC (9) Outdoor Track (9) Myle's 
dog peed on my pillow. S/O to TP, MC, AS <3. 

CxC (9-12) Indoor Track (9,11,12) Outdoor Track (9-12) 
"You'll have to decide for yourself. Walk on your own. 

Move forward. You've got a strong pair of legs. You 
should get up and use them." - Edward Elric. Arigatou 

gozaimasu Londino! Sayonara, Meme Team! 

Azonto 2.0 (11,12) Bread of Life (9,10) Summer Search 
(10-12) Remember to always know your worth and 

never give people discounts! Four long tiring and fun 
years that I wouldn't trade. S/o to my girls DM KJ RG 

MS JC NC and NC. 

Soccer (9-11) Crew (9-11) Blue and Gold (9-12 Headof 
Local/Ed.-in-Chief) Help. Hands (10-12 Co-Pres.) 

Forensics (9-11 Treas.) "If it isn't alright, it isn't the 
end." S/O to MS EC JL SK YB KS CA Life opens at the 

close. 

LAX (9-12) Holyyy! Can't believe I graduated. S/O to a 
wavy 4 years and S/O Fabz, YT, AB, Trondo, 

Fitz, Xassan, Tahhhl'm out faneto! 

Cheerleading (9-12) Play Pro (10) Maldonian (11,12) K 
time for this potato to become a French fry. Shout ou 
to my down girls Cait, Molls, Meg and Liv!! Keep it tri 

CO'15 #senyaahs #JV 

Football (9) Golf (11,12) Baseball (9-11) Ice Hockey 
(9-12) Maldonian (11,12) Unified Sports (9-11) "We dc 
not remember days, we remember moments." Shout 
out to my Mom, Dad, sisters, DW, CA, & Livm! Thank 

you MHS! We made it! 

Soccer (9-12 Capt.) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor 
Track (11) Baseball (9,10) Capts. Coun. (10-12) Stud. 
Govt. (9-12 Treas.) S/O to my varsity squad, soccer 
really is life. Thanks Ash, Julio, Ralf, Nico, JSmitty 

you're the man. We made it. RIP Julia Vanella. 

"Dreams don't work unless you do." Thanks to my 
family, the nuggets, coach T and Ash, JP & GE, love 

yous! Rest easy J.E.V. XO. 

Baseball (10,11) Play Pro (12) Maldonian (11,12) S/O t 
Quayd Squayd, the girls, playpro fam, Shrek is life & 

JVs was a blast. Bless finesse S/O to Travi$. Thankfu 
for everyone I met & the memorable moments I've ha< 

Crew (10-12) Help. Hands Club (11) Badminton (9) "I 
need a room full of mirrors so I can be surrounded b' 
winners." - Kanye West. S/O to my family, Jaysteezy 

Erica T. Maria A. Pat J. and the library crew. Peace ou 
Class of 2015! 

CxC (9) LAX (9) Concert Choir (12) Greenroom (9-12] 
Play Pro (10-12) S/O to my family and friends, you 

know who you are, especially Lana! Special thanks ti 
Phelps, Walsh and people who supported my dreams 

New chapter, Lijah luh's y'all! 

Cheerleading (10-12 JV Capt.) I promise to wait until t 
least 2020 to become a crazy cat lady, but that's 

mostly because they don't allow pets in the dorm 
rooms. 



Stud. Govt. (12 VP) I know you are probably 
wondering who that Asian looking gentelman is with 

me in the picture, well it's Seth McFarlain. S/O to 
Quayd Squayd AB, JP, RS & AZ. RP J.E.V. *drops 

mic* I'm out. 

S/O to Unified Sports. I love it! Thanks Kaitlyn Weng, 
Alyssa Figueiredo & Ms. Scibelli. I love the news & 

MASH. Thanks to my teachers. 

f 
NHS (10-12) Band (9-12 Sect.) Chem. Club (11,12 

Treas.) Teen Hlth. Adv. (11,12) Thanks to my friends, 
family & teachers for the support through these 
years. I am proud to be a part of the Class of '15. 

Volleyball (9,10) Softball (9,11,12) Capts. Coun. (10) 
I've made so many great memories & friends here. 
We made it! S/O to Ms. Kirby, Mrs. Sullivan & Mrs. 
Scibelli. The University of Alabama Class of 2019. 

RIP Julia Vanella - fly high! 

~*5ii 

A 
LAX (11,12) Be who you are and say what you feel 
because those who mind don't matter and those 

who matter don't mind ** TS 1C TWP SJ JA ** 

"Truth is, if it ain't real, I don't feel it, if it don't hit my 
spirit then I don't get near it..." - Joey Bada$$ 

S/O to Brandon M, Dante V, Mike M, Mikey P, Lucas 
L, Travis O, Jaysteezy, Hantha, Morrison, Katie T, 

Birdgang Skurt! 

Sheerleading (9-12 Capt.) Two things are infinite: the 
universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure 

about the universe. 

Jamee Mazarakie 
i eman 

Band (9-12) Blue and Gold (10-12 Head of World 
News/ Ed.-in-Chief) Forensics (9-12 VP) Lit. Society 
(10-12 VP) Creat. Writing Club (9-12 Founder/Pres.) 

To those who call me innocent: You bleepin' 
bleepers. Irony is my 2nd best friend but the firsts 

know who they are (or do they?) Newspaper kid and 
too into music. Future novel perhaps? [P.S. Weijei I 

want my book back.] 

Golf (9-12 Capt.) Swimming (9-12 Capt.) NHS (11,12) 
Capts. Coun. (10-12) YMCA Leaders (9-12 VP&Pres.) 

RSAC/SSAC (10-12 Del.) Thanks for the memories 
MHS! Let's take over the world! Class of '15 - holding 

it down forever! Good luck everyone! Peace! 

CxC (9) Indoor Track (9) Outdoor Track (9) Environ. 
Club (9-12 Sect.) Red Cross (9-11) YMCA Leaders 

(9-12) You know how everyone's always saying seize 
the moment? I don't know, I'm kinda thinking it's the 

other way around, you know? Like the moment seizes 
us. 

Concert Choir (10-12) Madrigals (11,12) Play Pro 
(10-12) Thanks to all who made me the person I am 
today. Forever in my heart J.E.V. S/O to Frenchie, 

Sebs, Sarah & Joylyn. "Don't touch me" #wherewalsh 
"Just be you" 

NHS (12) Maldonian (12) Mock Trial (11,12 Capt.) 
Thanks to my parents for their love & support! "You're 
gonna hear me roar louder, louder than a lion 'cause I 

am a champion and you're gonna hear me roar!" - 
Katy Perry. 

Azonto (11,12) Bread of Life (9,10) It's been a long 4 
years of suffering & it's finally over. Learn how to take 

a step back & breathe & capture the moments that 
matter most. S/O to RG TS JC NC & NC 

Field Hockey (11,12) Crew (9-11) Concert Choir (11,12) 
Play Pro (10-12) S/O to my friends and family, 
espeically Lijah! Special thanks to Phelps for 

everything. It's been a long journey, we finally made it. 
Off to college CO2015 - Lana luh's y'all! 

ESL Club (9,10) My deepest secret... i am a ninja turtle. 
- Vinny 

Unified Sports (9-12) Thank you Mom, Dad and brother 
Josh. Thanks to my friends in Unified Paula Caitlin Jill 

Lucas Jaymes & Ms. Scibelli, my friends Justus & 
Justin Beatles & Prince Arin. 

CxC (9-12 Capt.) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track 
(9-12) Capts. Coun. (12) YMCA Leaders (10,11 Sect.) 

Adversity can be seen as a blessing or a punishment, 
it depends on how you deal with it to see what comes 

afterwards. 

Maghan Doherty, 

Volleyball (9,10) Indoor Track (10) LAX (-12) Capts. 
Coun. (12) "Don't let others dictate your happiness." 
#9 Rest easy Juilia Vanella Thanks to everyone that 
stuck by me these 4 years, especially my mother, 

papa & my brother Tommy. #LaxlsLife 

Crew (9-11) Band (9-11) Colorguard (10,11) Greenroom 
(9-12 Coord.) Play Pro (10-12) NHS (9-12 Sect.) Latino 
Club (9) Stud. Govt. (9-12 Coun. Ldr.) It's not senioritis 
anymore, it's senior Ebola. Good luck in life everyone! 

Fly high J.E.V. & Candy #whereswalsh 

Basketball (9-12 Capt.) Softball (9-12 Capt.) 
Maldonian (11,12) Capt's Coun. (12) "Sometimes the 

only thing fair in life is a ball hit between first and 
third." S/O to SG, JP, RS, MG, CA, TP, RG & the fam. 

RIP JEV 

CxC (9) Indoor Track (9) FAC (11,12) NHS (11,12) Key 
Club (11,12) Blue and Gold (12) Lit Soc. (11) Film Club 

(11,12) BBoy (11,12) It's time for you to look inward 
and begin asking yourself the question who are you? - 

Uncle Iroh 

Volleyball (9,10) Band (10) NHS (11,12) Key CLub 
(11,12) Film Club (11,12 Treas.) Badminton (9) B-Boy 
(9-12) Just because you're trash doesn't mean you 
can't do great things. It's called garbage can, not 

garbage cannot. 

Soccer (11) Indoor Track (11,12) Outdoor Track (11,12) 
Be more than just one character. 

Cheerleading (9-12) Softball (11,12) G.O.M.D. MicDrop. 



CxC (10-12 Capt.) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track 
(9-12) S/O no Jutsu to the Meme Team, Londino 

coachie Jonathan "beautiful" Ye & Carmen Chen. 
For the team. "I won't go back on my word. That is 

my ninja way!" - Uzumaki Naruto 

CxC (11,12) Indoor Track (11) Crew (10-12) Key Club 
(12) Capts. Coun. (12) Chess Club (11,12) Special 

thanks to my family & friends but most importantly 
God. "Fools despise wisdom and instruction" Live 
your full potential! There is greatness inside you! 

Accept, Appreciate, Love! 

- M ' c. N1 
Basketball (9-12) Ayeee! Bruh S/O Trondo ABTREY 
Sean Hassan Lurk & FABZ Vanessa A-Z Fitz has no 
swag! S/O the real Juniors ALSO! Stay ABOVE the 

influence & S/O Simpleson Mrs. Kelley Jorge Fern is 
the future if you're not me! Swag up. 

Swimming (9-12) Crew (9-12) LAX (9) Chess Club 
(10,11) I'd like to thank my family, my mother, father 
& coaches. Life is short, live it well. My influence & 
motivation were Rony, Jeffrey, Josue, Angel, Jorge. 

S/O Stephanie T. #squad #florida 

Mock Trial (12) Jackattack S/O to the whole gang 
and Ms. V. Dancer. Rest easy J.E.V. 

Soccer (9-11 Capt.) Basketball (9-12 Capt.) Outdoor 
Track (9) Capts. Coun. (11,12) May the odds be ever 

in your favor. 

Concert Choir (11) Play Pro (11,12) "We came, we 
saw, we kicked its a$$." - Ghostbusters. Forever and 

a day. 

Men should aspire to chase the questions, not the 
answers, seek fortune in the golden path ahead as 
you find greatness in the path of those set before 
you, and travel to unknown frontiers where more 

questions lie for you! 

Environ. Club (11,12) Badminton (10-12) Chess Club 
(9) VAS (11,12) Skype & League all day, every day. 

GDrag Taeyang 4lyfe. DavidH for President 
#megaevolution #Kpop RIP Memes. Love my family & 

all my friends. C.C. <3 

you can catch flies with honey, but you catch more 
honeys bein fly, S/O to the homies BM LL MP MM PJ 
TO and S/O to the sidewalks for keeping me off the 

streets #ISWIIWI #3-25-11 4 lyfe say no more. 

Volleyball (9) Softball (9,10,12) Ice Hockey (10,11) 
Mixed Chorus (9) Thanks mom & Dad for everything, I 
love you both so much. "Everything will be okay in the 

end, if it's not okay, it's not the end." 

Volleyball (9,10) Swimming (9-11) Crew (9-12) Stud. 
Govt. (9-12 Sect.) High school was so not fetch S/O to 
AZ SF MS AD YB JL & EC oh & I sometimes run into 

doors #HarryPotter Forever in my heart J.E.V. 

Soccer (9-11) Swimming (11) Crew (9-12) Blue and 
Gold (12) Help. Hands (11,12 VP) Capts. Coun. (11,12) 

"What's cornin' will come & we'll meet it when it 
does."- Hagrid S/O to AD SK EC JL YB KS SD. 

Interact (9,10) Badminton (9-12 VP) VSA (11,12 Pres.) 
Best Kaichou of the best club! 2014 to 2015 

#VisualArtsSociety 

Ruthney Goridre 
©KGohdre j 

Indoor Track (10,11) Azonto 2.0(10-12) S/O tothe 
squad, some of the realist people I know NC TS MS 

NC JC S/O to NetFlix for getting me through all these 
four years #neednewmoviestho All love, never hate. 

The past years have been the best we've had. Now go 
out there and do something remarkable — wherever 
you go, lead with your heart! Wishing all the best in 

the future! We did it! We made history! 
'15! 

LAX (10) NHS (12) Mock Trial (12) Chem. Club (11,12) 
"Never let the future disturb you. You will met it, if you 
have to with the same weapons of reason which today 

arm you against the present."- M.A. One life, one 
chance. 

Concert Choir (11) Mixed Chorus (10) Play Pro 
(11,12) I'm a Beyonce in a school full of Lady 

Gagas #Helgastrong - #whereswalsh - 
#amigascheetahs- 

#moneymobbincrew3hunnabangbang- 
#Alongperiodicallytime- #foundhim. 

ESL (9,10) Math Team (10) Origami (12) Comp. Club 
(12) Love ping-pong, love music, love animation and 
computer programming. I stick to my target, I'm not 

stubborn - I'm dedicated. I'm Zhaolong Liu, who is like 
you, striving for my goal. 

LAX (11,12) Environ Club (11,12) Teen Hlth. Adv. 
(10-12) "I wish I had a friend like me." - Kanye West. 

S/O to my lovely friends and family. XX Cheers! 

"Sometimes we only see how people are different 
from us. But if you look hard enough, you can see 

we re all alike." - Princess Jasmine 

Cheerleading (9-12) Stay far from timid, only make 
moves when your heart is in it, live the phrase - "Sky's 

the limit." S/O to Miyanka, Ashley, Kendra and Ms. 
Musilli #myfavs #onlyreasonimhere! <3 

Best COD player at Malden High. Come see me. S/O 
VW501st, ABoogs, EB, Triple Keys and finally the 

Amazing Brick. Finally, just remember me as that guy 
staring out the window. #BADN 

Meatball, meatball, spaghetti underneath! Ravioli, 
ravioli, Great Barrier Reef! 



Love you mom and dad, thanks to my family and 
friends Special Olympics Team Alex! Disney Unified 

Sports Challenger baseball Good luck to all my 
friends. 

Soccer (11) ESL (10,11 Officer) LMC (11) Thanks to 
my Brazilian friends for making me feel welcomed 
and Ms. Han for being like a mother to me. Don't 

forget to follow your dreams no matter how hard it 
seems. Already miss it! Amo Voces. 

Thank you Kaitlyn Weng for taking me on walks 
during Unified Sports! S/O to family for supporting 
me everyday! Thanks to Natalia for being my dance 
partner! Congrats to all my friends in the Class of 

2015. 

I will miss some teachers, Ms. Gelling, Ms. B., Mr. A, 
and Mr. Lamar. You guys helped me soooo much 

throughout my years, but uts my time to go! Class of 
2015! <3 

FAC (9-12 Treas./Pres.) Key Club (10-12) Interact (9) 
Badminton (11,12) VAS (11,12) 

S/O to all my friends in Unified Sports! Thank you to 
Nico and Julio for playing soccer with me! I had a lot 
of fun in MASH with my friends! Congrats to all my 

friends in the Class of 2015! 

LAX (11) Key Club (10-12) "WE do not remember 
days; we remember moments." Thank you for the 
memories and to everyone who has supported me. 

Golf (10,11) LAX (10-12) Ice Hockey (10) RIP Julia 
Vanella. Thank you Mom & Dad & Lil Sis & My 

beautiful, wonderful girlfriend Janice Ren. S/O to 
LAX Bros Titto, Isaac. Josh, Devon Kelly. 

Happiness can be found in the darkest of times, if one 
only remembers to turn on the light. - Albus 

Dumbledore 

Asian Club (9-12 Pub.) NHS (12) Thanks to all my 
friends, teachers and family who helped me grow all 

these four memorable years! Special gratitude to 
Tracey Weng for making my 4 years of high school full 

of loving friendship. 

Swimming (10-12) Crew (10) NHS (12) Rec Cross 
(11,12 Sect.) Badminton (10,11) Hi, my name is Tuck 

and I don't give.... 

Indoor Track (9) Softball (9-12) "Just make sure the 
outcome is income." Thank you mom and dad for 

everything. S/O to Walter Campos for sticking with 
me. 51512. Ferryway crew - We made it!!! 

Be Bold or Italic, never regular. S/O to my angels, 
family and friends. #wemadeit 

Thses four years weren't nearly as grrat as they make 
it seem on TV. But, the right people made it a little 

more bearable. - With that being said, S/O to Squad!!!! 

Thanks Mrs. Brennan for such a fun Monsters class 
and thanks Mr. Maney and Mrs. Laidley for all the 

support and help. MHS was such a blast and ending in 
an amazing year that is 2015 a fantastic journey. :) 

Fantastic school! 

Basketball (9) Relay for Life (11,12) Thank you 
everyone who was there for me. Don't miss me too 
much!! ;) Give a S/O to Mr. Brown ...enjoy us NOT 

being here! We were the best!!! 

NHS (12) Asian Club (9-12 Pres.) Thanks to all my 
friends for being supportive! Special thanks to all my 
teachers for being helpful! S/O to my family! Thanks 

to Tracey Weng for creating wonderful memories that I 
will remember forever! 

Cheerleading (10) Indoor Track (11,12) Outdoor Track 
(9-12) "You have to learn the rules of the game and 

then you have to play better than anyone else." 
Always strive for greatness! #2015 

Badminton (9) Crew (10) Volleyball (11) S/O to my 
homegirl Hanny! it is what it is! 

CxC (-12 Capt.) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track 
(9-12) Capts. Coun. (12) Robotics (11,12 Pres.) "Hey, 

Wei, what's mom making for dinner tonight?" 

Red Cross (10) Environ. Club (12) "Jonathan, for the 
last time, we are NOT brothers!" 

I am going to miss Malden High School. Thanks to Mr. 
Maney for helping me out and all of the teachers of 

Malden High for taking me on an awesome, awesome 
journey! 

S/O to my Godz slevedrive free 9 & 22 "Acquire 
currency disregard females" S/O to the Zoe Gods and 

all my homies 2015 

Thank you to all of my friends in Unified Sports and to 
Ms. Scibelli and Ms. Sullivan for always being willing 

to laugh and dance with me! Go Tornadoes! 

Crew (11,12) Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, 
you'll land among the stars. S/O to JL AD SK MS EC 

and KS 



Cheerleading (10-12) Lax (10-12) "Some people are 
worth melting for." -Olaf S/O to the DSP squad. RIP 

Julia, forever in our hearts. I love you. 

CXC (9,10) Visual Arts (11,12 sec.) Robotics (11,12 
co-project leader) I hate you all, I just hate my 
friends less. But, damn these Nguyens are like 

termites 

CXC (9) Key Club (9-11) Lit Society (11,12) 
Experimental musician (soundcloud.com/ 

coraldefense), photographer, and amateur annoying 
social critic. Otherwise known as "that one girl who 

was moderately good at time management." 

Football (9-12 Capt.) Lax (12) Captains Coun. (11-12) 
Maldonian (12) Wanna give a S/O to the footall 

squad for holding it down this year! Also S/O to the 
close friends I've made over the years. It's been real 

MHS! -J-Rabbit 

Soccer (11) Basketball (9-10) Fine Arts Club (12) "As 
long as there are tests, there will be prayer in 
school." XD "Time you enjoy wasting was not 

wasted" -John Lennon "Imagine a horse in socks" - 
Avery Marchant $$ 

CXC(9) Swim (9-12 capt.) Crew (9-12) NHS (11,12) 
Fine Arts Club (9) Key Club (9,10,12) Envi. Club 
(9,10) Red Cross (11,12) Captains Coun. (10-12) 

What lasts longer? The pain or the regret? 

"It's time for you to look inward and begin asking 
yourself the big questions: Who are you? What do 

you want?" 

Thanks to Mr. Ted Hespeler and Mrs. Marilena friend 
forever Julio S/O to my family and my church. Love 

you Dad, Mom, Grace and Samuel. God Bless 
America! 

Yes I'm Indian, no I don't work at 7/11 but I do work at 
Dunkin Donuts. 

Field Hockey (9-12) Basketball (9) Softball (9-10) Crew 
(11) Unified Sports (12) "The path to Heaven runs 

through miles of clouded Hell." Forever in our hearts 
Julia Vanella. Special thanks to Tiv, Campbell, and 

Marquez for getting me across the finish line. 

Basketball (9-11) Softball (9-12) Maldonian (10-12 
Editor) Unified Sports (10-12) find me somewhere the 
grass is greener. S/O to birdgang, squanto, danny, 

anx, olivia, jill, and the GOAT himself the Bird. 

Cheerleading (10-12 capt.) NHS (11-12 VP) Captains 
Coun. (12) Chemistry (11-12 pres.) Teen Health 

Advisory (11,12) Life is short, and so am I so Liv it to 
the fullest. I wanted to write a chemistry joke but it'd 

probably get no reaction. 

A & T 4ever- S/O to the plug BM we love dat. Love you 
Big Dog <3 I wanna thank my mama for everything she 

does. It's been real! We made it! Deuces 

Basketball (9) Never allow the taste of success fool 
you into thinking you have arrived. S/O to Nia for 

being by my side through everything. 

I just want to S/O all the bros, y'all the realest. I'm 
going to miss all my day ones. I also want to thank 

MHS for all they've done for the students. 

@trondo123 S/O to the Vanessa. S/O to the squad you 
know who you are. S/O to Trondo you da realest. Fly 

high like a bird brrr. 

Soccer (9-12) Indoor Track (10-11) Band (9-11) 
Captains Coun. (12) DL. It's been real. The bench ruins 

your soul. Try and be a starter... S/O to my family, 
friends, and J Smitty!! GBL Champs!! Varsity! Part of 

the best soccer family in history! 

Baseball (11,12) Capts. Coun. (12) Unified Sports (12) 
I didn't choose the Greek life, the Greek life chose me. 

S/O Birdgang #brr The Goddess, Fitz, Uncle Luke 
#LaFonda, Forever in our hearts J.E.V. #RIP 

Volleyball (9) Basketball (9) Band (10) Teen Health 
Advisory (11) I'm really trying to make it more than 
what it is, 'cause everybody dies but not everybody 
lives. With God anything is possible. Sky isn't the 

limit, we can go beyond that. 

CXC (9) Golf (11,12) Indoor Track (9) Baseball (9-12) 
Swimming (12) Maldonian (12) A ball player's got to be 
hungry to become a big leaguer. S/O to the View, Mr. 
Valente, and my boys, they know who they are. 2015 

Soccer (11) Wrestling (10-12) Play Pro. (12) Latino (10) 
I want to thank my family for all the support they gave 
me and I want to thank coach Smith and coach Paulie 

for all the years training me. 

Soccer (11) Wrestling (10) Lax (9-12) Thankful for all 
the support I have received throughout these 4 years 
from my family. Ya tu sabe. S/O to my boys ML KC JM 

NA JFCZ JS AA 

Cheerleading (9,11,12) Basketball (10,12) Outdoor 
Track (11) Mixed Chorus (9,10) "You only live once, 
but if you do it right once is enough." -Mae West S/O 
to LM TS JW the family, #Squalla #230 #GBLChamps 

Fly High Papa, Julia, & Mr. Fam. <3 

'drenda Kodriguee Mota 
@b rendarod 

ESL (11) MHS: the best experience of my life. Thanks 
Mrs. Brown for all your support. Thanks Ms. Han for 

believing in me. People never learn anything by being 
told, they have to find out for themselves. 
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Indoor Track (9) Outdoor Track (9) Lax (11) Band 
(9-12) Key Club (9-12) "Visting my mind is like 

visiting the Hermes factory." -Kanye West S/O to my 
cheez-its for being by my side these past four years. 

Peace out Class of 2015! ;) 

Crew (11) Interact (10-12) 
"Live life for the moment because everything else is 

uncertain." 

Life is short. Break the rules, forgive quickly, laugh 
uncontrollably and never regret anything that makes 

you smile. S/O to Kendra Daley and Nicole Bubba 
Ann. 

S/O to Mr. Hurley - Histroy in the Making. Love you 
Ms. Gelling, second family. 

Blindly following the wrong leader is the quickest 
way to failure, out of darkness: 2013 

Indoor Track (9) Crew (9-12 Capt.) Key Club (10) 
Environ. Club (11,12) Capts. Coun. (12) 

Just because there is a goalie doesn't mean that you 
can't score. 

CxC (9-12) Indoor Track (9-12) Outdoor Track (9-12) 
Environ. Club (12) Knowledge is power, guard it well! 

Thank you to all my teachers and friends! 

Help. Hands (9) Indoor Track (11) Outdoor Track 
(10,11) Mixed Chorus (10) Concert Choir (11,12) S/O to 

@carebearkilla 
Still listening to "Drunk in Love" on 

S/O to Mrs. Diaz and the cutie! Also Mr. Ruelle for 
being the best teacher. Love my MHS family <3 

Soccer (9-12 capt.) Swimming (9-12) Capt. Coun. (12) 
Thanks to my family, friends, and girlfriend, LQN. S/O 
to the Varsity Squad. GBL CHAMPS. S/O to JSmitty. 

Thanks to Mr. Valente for everything. Keep it DL. 

dsffe) 

FAC (12) Lit. Soc. (10-12 Sect.) To my friends, thank 
you for all the wonderful memories. Love you guys! 

And so can we like go and take over the world 
together? To a future — aww, I ran out of space. 

Stepl^rJoeefowich 

MAC (12) Distance sometimes lets you know who is 
worth keeping and who is worth letting go. 

Basketball (9,10) Softball (9-11) Band (9-12) 
Colorguard (9-12 Capt.) NHS (12) Teen Hlth. Adv. 
(11) "Memories, even bittersweet ones, are better 

than nothing." - JLA 

S/O to DD, GK, JC, PJ, Megan, and Brr Gang. I 
dropped out and still graduated B. 

Soccer (10-11) Crew (10) Band (9-12) Latino Club 
(9-10) Teen Health Advisory (11) I'll never forget the 

amazing memories and friendships made at MHS in 4 
short years. Thanks Ms. V and Diaz. We made it! 

#YEET #FOB For candy and Julia 

Cheerleading (10-11) Softball (9-12) Fine Arts Club (12) 
Key Club (9) Make your lives extraordinary. S/o to 
Anxhela, Caitlin and Liv. I couldn't have made it 

without you guys. R.I.P Julia, we love you forever. 

Field Hockey (9-12 capt.) Basketball (9) Softball (9-12) 
Maldonian (11-12) Unified Sports (11-12) "Don't cry 

because it's over smile because it happened." S/o to 
SMA MG RS CA JM TJP NH JC HH DP mom dad & 

sisters. Rest Easy J.E.V Bye Felicia! 

Crew (9,10) "Life is all about having a good time." - 
Miley Cyrus. S/O to Erica for eating all my Cheez-lts. 

#foodforthought What if SOS milk is regular milk 
introducing itself in Spanish? Maycon has no gain - 

#skatelife Don't forget confidence is the key to 
everything. 

Key Club (11) Blue and Gold (12) Lit. Soc, (9-12 Pub. 
Relations) "I'm not feeling the whole 'Go to school, get 

a degree and working until I die' thing." 

Comic Book Club (12) "Been spending most their lives 
living in the gangsta paradise." - Gandhi. 

"They don't think it be like it is, but it do." - also 
Gandhi. 

Thank you Malden High, if it wasn't for you, I wouldn't 
have met the love of my life Steward. Been going 

since 9th grade 091911 for life <3.1 love you ! Good 
bye Malden High!!! You will be missed. 

CXC (9-10) Basketball (9) Indoor Track (11) Crew (12) 
Arbic Club (12) S/O Abdul Mohamed Omar Deya Class 
of 2015 Malden rec basketball Unified Sports special 

Olympics mom and dad for all the teachers and friends 
who help me Love MHS Adam Simson 

Gymnastics (10-12) Concert Choir (12) 
Mixed Chorus (11) B-Boy (9-12) 

Don't act street when you barely side-walk. 

"Commit to the LORD whatever you do, and your 
plans will succeed." Proverbs 16:3. 

I'm grateful for all my mentors and friends these past 
years. S/O to the Varsity Squad. 
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iS {Owen Pee rod 
@OwenPeerochere 

onaw 
Football (12) Lacrosse (9-12) Fine Arts Club (9-10) 
Had a great 4 years here. S/O to my mom and dad 
and my brothers and sister. S/O to Ms. Valente for 

being my "homeroom" for Senior year. Period 5 Ms. 
C is the best #wemadeit 

Outdoor Track (9) Concert Choir (10-11) Mixed 
Chorus (9) Environmental Club (11) Friends of the 

Malden River (12) Well my life was basically a 
question mark and now its going to be an 

exclamation point! Love to the Evil Chipmunk, 
Esperanza, and my family. Its been real. Peace! 

Volleyball (11-12) Basketball (9-12) Outdoor Track 
(11-12) Capt. Council (11-12) Volleyball isn't just a 

sport its a lifestyle because I bust mine so that I can 
kick yours. S/o to the #squal!a. R.I.P Julz R.I.P 

Grandma Elma you'll be missed. 

Volleyball (9-12) Basketball (9-11) I made it! Quick 
S/O to Dana and Dorothy. Toshiba and Tejah ya'II 

fools got one more year. Lori is bae for life <3 
#Diamondisakilla #Yunbing 

LAX (11) Play Production (12) A winner is a dreamer 
who never gives up. Como Ya tu sabes. S/O to BA 

RO ODJM&SF. 

Basketball (9) Always eat with the people you 
starved with. S/O to Bird gang brrr S/O to all the 

Ferryway homies for holding it down. Also to JC PJ 
KL JA and anyone else I forgot. Peace and blessings 

Soccer (10) Crew (10) Concert Choir (10-11) Mixed 
Chorus (9) Mock Trial (12) Friends of the Malden River 

(12 VP) Ohana means family, Family means nobody 
gets left behind ... except for you Tracy, you missed 
the bus. JK. Lots of love to my friends and family. 

Thanks to all my teachers for helping me through high 
school. Especially I am thankful for Ms. Smith for 

everything she has done. I am going to miss everyone 
from Freshmen Year to Senior Year! Class of 2015 Go 

Tornadoes! 

Band (9-12) Greenroom (10-12) FAC (9-12) Film Club 
(11,12) Many thanks to MHS, friends and family for 
helping me get this far! Go Malden Crew! Dominate 

the water! Subscribe to Directorman on YouTube. This 
is Directorman signing off and cut! 

Cheerleading (9-11) Gymnastics (9-11) It's been real, 
it's been fun, but it hasn't been real fun. S/O to 3Sum 

Cam and Mr. Lamar and the biggest S/O to Julia 
Vanella our beautiful class angel, rest in peace baby 

girl. 

Basketball (9) S/O to my team and all those who made 
it with me to myfinal chapter of high school. Sontina is 
the real MVP! I remember it all. Nothnig was the same. 

Soccer (11,12) Band (10,11) ESL Club (10,11 Tres./ 
Pres.) Thanks to all of those who supported me on 
this journey! Thanks to my varsity brothers! Thank 
God for showing me the right path. Keep your head 
up! Never give up. Great things take time. #family 

Vania Lirrany Ademar #Gabriel5 

CXC (9) Cheerleading (10 & 12) Indoor Track (9) 
Tennis (9-12 capt.) Color/Winter Guard (9-12) Concert 
Choir (10-11) Mixed Chorus (9) Fine Arts Club (9) Capt. 

Council (12) YMCA Leaders (12) Laughing is a great 
way to pass time. 

Football (9-12) Basketball (9-12 Capt.) Outdoor Track 
(10) Capt. Council (10-12) S/O to Issac, Jarad, Big Joe, 
the Langston Fam #nocomp. #speedkillz #dunkteam 

#speedkillz #limegreenelites Markey Nally and my 
jump shot. Stay Up MHS and you know speedkillz is 

Rocking 

Dance Club (11-12) I want to thank my friends and 
family for helping me get through my senior year and I 

am very thankful that I made it and I never gave up. 
S/o to Christopher Belfleur and my wonderful mother. 

LMC (11) Thanks to all of my teachers for supporting 
me in this journey. Thanks to my family for trusting 

me. Thank God for always showing me the right path 
and never letting me give up. Thanks to Nickson my 

life partner. 

Concert Choir (11-12) Mixed Chorus (9-10) "All of our 
dreams can come true ... if we have the courage to 
pursue them" - Walt Disney. S/o to SF, GE, & AC 

CxC (9) Indoor Track (9,10) Outdoor Track (9) 
RIP Nanam RIP to my oldest brother Robert James 

Mason Jr. Special S/O to Mrs. Valente and Ms. 
Baldeseri. S/O to me and my crew for passing HS. 

Make money, live life. 

No time for an intro, stay humble but hungry. S/O to 
YT, Fitz, VW, Jason Surpis, Rod. I'm here for a good 

time not a long time. #blessed 

Soccer (9,11,12) "Obstacles are only illusions." I want 
to thank my mother, teachers and my beautiful 

girlfriend Betty for your support. Love you very much. 
On to the next chapter. 

Soccer (9-12 Capt.) Capts'. Coun. (12) "You can't 
achieve anything in life without a small amount of 
sacrifice." Thanks to my family. TK KD & EL - Love 

you so much! 

■M _____ 

With our biographies, we leave 

a little of ourselves as part of 

the M 1 Jtory of MHS- 



QooJ> MaJu CjooA Miff'&ii&t! 



"dragging Righte 

The Student-Faculty game has been a 

tradition for five years now, as the students 

and teachers face each other in a friendly, 

but competitive basketball game to gain 

bragging rights and raise money for the 

Tornado Travelers Club. Both girls and boys 

JV and Varsity teams play against the 

teachers to prove which group can come 

out on top. It's a day that the student body 

looks forward to as they can forget about 

all the school work thats been assigned 

and focus on supporting their classmates 

to beat the teachers. Unfortunately, the 

teachers overpowered the students this 

year, winning 45-36. It was a close game, 

until the teachers took a lead that couldn't 

be overcome. The teachers earned the 

bragging rights this year which sets the 

tone and intensity for the following year for 

the students to get back on top. Everyone 

will be looking forward to next year! 

All photos by.Kavin Kulamavalavan 

Teachers 
Time Remaining 

Students 

45 • 36 u | U U 

TOL Fouls Period Fouls TOL 

0 6 4 3 0 
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mm>the Hill 

Mr. MHS works out to be an awesome 

event every year because the student 

body really comes out in full force andj 

supports the guys that look to takethe 

crown. As usual, the guys were ml 

incredible form, led by some of the 

most sophisticated young ladies tnel 

Class of115 has to offer. Between all! 

" 

Mr. MHS 2015 

- 

Class of 15 

different styles of clothes, the talent 

competition, the impressions and final 

declarations, every contestant proved 

that they had what it takes to represent 

MHS as the top dog...or lion. However, 

there can be only one Mr. MHS. 

* f f f * t 

As with all events that the 

their time at MHS, the prom was spectacular. 

From the Red Carpet to the elegant ballroom, the 

girls’ dresses gleamed and guys’ tuxes were razor 

sharp. Short of graduation, the prom marked a 

clear moment of celebration for the students that 
called MHS home for the past four years. The success of prom proves that no one 'makes 

h 15tory' like we do! Much credit to Mrs. Valente and Ms. Diaz as well as the Class Officers and 

prom committee for an amazing time. Keep dancing MHS! 



Ms. fam $rody 
Education Specialist 

"Pam exemplifies the true embodiment of a 
caring, talented educator. Pam's passion for 
teaching reaches all in her care. Pam's 
cheerful demeanor will be missed by staff and 
students alike." 

~ Patricia Laidley, MHS Special Needs 

<L/1 fter 42 years of teaching, 11 spent at Malden High School as an 

Education Specialist, Mrs. Pam Brody's teaching career has come to a close. 

Mrs. Brody began teaching in 1973 at a school in Lowell for 15 years. After 

taking some time off to raise her children, she went on to teach in a Waltham 

school, before making her way to Malden High. Mrs. Brody not only has a love 

for helping children succeed, but comes from a long history of teachers in her 

family, which inspired her to pursue a career in education. The most 

memorable moment in her years at Malden High would be the morning car 

rides with her daughter, Jen Brody, who is also a teacher here at Malden High 

in the same department. This memory has been such a special aspect of her 

time teaching here. Mrs. Brody's love of watching her students grow 

throughout their high school years is one of the best reasons to teach. Her 

passion for her job, helping children and her students succeed, is what makes 

her stand out as an educator. She really is "all about the kids". Mrs. Brody is 

not exactly sure how she will spend her time retired, but surely knows she will 

be taking advantage of getting to sleep later. She would also like to give a huge 

" thank you" for "all the support over the years, even in the most trying time of 

my life, [and for] your support, love and care during my personal loss to our 

family. I love you all, I will miss everyone. "She is thankful for the friends she 

had made and the students she has taught; she loves and cares so much for 

them all. Mrs. Brody will be missed by all of the lives she has touched at 

Malden High School, both students and faculty. Her hardwork and dedication 

to being a teacher at Malden High School will be missed greatly. 

valued member of the Malden High School staff, Mr. Matthew 

Evans is making his departure as an educator. He has been teaching for 

17 years, with 15 of them being in Malden Public Schools. For Mr. 

Evans, there have been a ton of memorable moments and times he will 

not forget. There are too many memories to list as he has acquired a 

" rich trove" of experience here at Malden High School. Although he 

had an abundance of good times and experiences while an educator, it 

is easy for Mr. Evans to identify what he will miss most about teaching: 

his students. He enjoys the company of his students and he likes 

connecting with the young adult age group. 

Mr. Evans does not plan to 'just relax' during his retirement, as he now 

looks forward to reading, traveling, and speaking other languages. As 

an English teacher, it should come as no surprise that he enjoys reading 

whenever he can. Mr. Matthew Evans will certainly 

be missed by many of the students he has taught as well as the faculty 

members that he has befriended over the years, and for a 

very good reason. 

"Malden High School is an exceptional school. It 
has been a privilege to be a part of it." 

Mr. Matthew Evans 
English Teacher 

"I have been so fortunate to have Matt Evans as a 
colleague and as a friend for more than a decade. For 
all of us lucky enough to have the pleasure of his 
friendship, or for all the students who were lucky 
enough to have him as a teacher, we will miss his 
calming presence, his patience, his insight, his 
intelligence, and his wonderful sense of humor." 

~ Ryan Gallagher, MHS English Dept. 



Julia Vanella was an avid dancer, lacrosse player, 

student, friend, sister, and daughter. Everyone knew 

Julia as the girl to gojto■■^hen^qu needed someone to 

make you laugh. Mer^|e lit up the room and her 

dimples stole thpf^^pm w^lost Julia in January 

2014, it was ndt.qnly a lAge |0s|to the Malden High 

School comrrtuH^^utbjl^t^the surrounding 

communities ttrafli \\^m$s ^p^x^While physically 

she may not be with iMiuliavvill forever dance on in our 

When all is said pnddoh&J eVeWone will have two 

dates separated |>y a dasm All\ha^ really matters, 

though, is howi^chopse to usethe|ime in between 

the two dates td make^n impact on others. With that 

smile and those dimples, Julia Vanella, you have 

definitely made your impact on all that were fortunate 

enough to meet you. 

Julia Vanilla 

3/26/97 - 1/1 1/14 
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Message from... 

Malden High School 

Principal 

Dana F. Brown 

clA Message from.. 

City of Malden 

Mayor 

Gary Christenson 

Dear Class of 2015, 

“Making H15tory” is an interesting graphic. The 

way it is written, with the subtle mixture of 

numbers and letters is almost “optical illusion” 

like. You see it sometimes, not so much other 

times. The same cannot be said for this class! 

There was never any doubt about who you are or 

where you were. You are bold in many ways! 

Respectfully outspoken, active in many social 

and political causes, your class has made a 

positive statement at Malden High School. 

Whether it was your voracious fundraising or 

your ability to support important local or global 

causes this class will be remembered in many 

fond ways. I congratulate you on leaving an 

indelible mark on Malden High School and if you 

believe H 15story repeats itself, go out and make 

more. Best wishes for continued success. 

Dana F. Brown, Principal 

Malden High School 

Congratulations Graduates! 

It is only fitting that this year’s theme is “Makin’ H 15tory! ” 

because the Class of 2015 has certainly left their mark on 

Malden High School and will not be forgotten! 

Your many scholarships and scholastic achievements were 

truly impressive and exemplified the academic excellence of 

your Class. These successes were matched only by the 

remarkable artistic, musical and creative abilities you often 

shared with us. This year’s performance by the Choral Arts 

Society at the Massachusetts State House and the Drama 

Club’s production of Shrek were just two examples of your 

incredible talent. 

Your athletic ability was also extraordinary. From Swim to 

Track to Crew, school records were broken and the Boys 

Soccer Team made it to the semifinals after finishing the 

season 16-0-2. To top it off, the Girls Volleyball Team was 

named Co-Greater Boston League Champs and the Boys 

Volleyball Team played their first game ever - both these 

events being firsts in school history. 

Most impressive was that you also understood the 

importance of genuinely caring for one another and of 

helping those less fortunate. Whether coming to the aid of a 

fellow student, volunteering for the Bread of Life or shoveling 

out Malden’s bus stops and sidewalks during our many, 

many snowstorms, you made a big difference and 

demonstrated a true commitment to our community. 

You have accomplished much and have set the bar high for 

the classes that will follow. My hope is that your experiences 

at Malden High School will inspire you to keep “Makin’ 

H15tory.” 

Again, congratulations and best of luck in your future! 

Mayor Gary Christenson 



We wish you success as you 

celebrate your achievements, 

prepare for future opportunities, 

and embrace a world of 

possibilities. The sky is the 

limit! 

M ay or Gary Christenson, MHS Class of 86 

onie/urffof MALDEN CITY GOVERNMENT 
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Remember 

MALDEN 

EDUCATION 

ASSOCIATION 
- ALL OTHER PROFESSIONS BEGIN WITH PROFESSION - EDUCATION. BE PROUD. 
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oe Pappagallo 
Bob Rotondi 
Jim Vozzella 
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Alumni Association Officers & Board of Directors 

George Holland - President -1955 
Joanne louino - 1st Vice President -1964 

Anthony Dickinson - 2nd Vice President -1966 
Diane Lind - 3rd - Vice President -1954 

Darbara Tolstrup - Rec. Secretary -1948 
Camille Colantuoni - Treasurer -1970 
Michael Dyrne - Asst Treasurer -1972 

Arlene Ceppetelli-1970 
John Froio -1958 

David Haskell-1954 
Ethel Haskell -1954 
Patty Kelly -1980 

Fran Nlauriello-1961 
Barbara Pelosi-1954 
Mary Hampton-1966 

Follow Us on Facebook "T and Twitter ■ 



Your family 

couldn't be more 
proud of you and 

the man you've 

became. 

Love 

Mom, Dad, J.D. 5 

Anthony 
N.H. Enough said! Santo and Pappagallo the early years. 

The side of you only we know 

DOMINIC PAPPAGALLO SHREK? Who Knew? 

'"Tbe ‘Blue and Qold" 
Newspaper 

We congratulate the MHS Class of 2015 

for all their accomplishments. 

Thanks for 'makin' h 15tory' as we celebrated 

our 100th year. We hope we made your 

memories something to read about! 

Good luck! 

33 Spring Street 
Malden, MA 02148 

781-321-3568 
1 vi_mps @ yahoo.com 
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